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1 i 
The Dash\v·oods subzone of the Dunn:tg<-' ;~orw in :-;nut ll\\t '~lt•t·n 
Newfoundland is characterized by high gr·ad<' mPLts(•,lin~t•ntar·y schists :md 
gneisses and disrupted ophiolite complext":•s (Annil'O!'squn:ch C11mph•x :tnd 
Long Range Mafic-Ultramafic Complex) all intntdt•d by ltm·nhlt>tHh•-lli<>titt.• 
grano:iiorite to tonalite. A previously repm·ted agE:' (If !Itt• r.r·:rnitoid r·n,·ks 
is 456 ± 3Ma. This study focuses on an at·e:t f':lsl of t liP Lon!'. H:nt)',t' Fan It. 
on th"? \vestern side of the Dash\voods subzorw and cont:tins all th~> majc>r· 
lithostratigraphic units characteristic of ttw D<lshwoods suhzont•. 
Metasedimentary rocks are separatf'd into t '.vo m:nn IIIli( s: 
metapsammites to the west and metapelites to tlw Past. l\1<tl ic-ull r·:ttll:tl ic 
inclusions lie within shear zones in th~ metapE>IitPs and :tn.• intt.•r·1·n·t~>d tn 
represent parts of a disrupted ophiolitE' suitl~. All rocks within t hP sht>:u· 
zones (both metapelite and mafic-ultramafic) :tn• <'Xtc•u:-;iv(•ly rt>lroJ',n•s st•d 
to greenschist facies mineral assemblagPs hut PvidPJH'P of :1 hir)rl'r· l',r:tdt•. 
amphibolite facies metamorphism is evident in rocks chat lt:rv" nnt l~t·t•JI 
completely retrogressed. The mafic-ultramafic rocks arP intpr·pr·PtPd to h:tvl· 
undergone the full range of metamorphism and df'lnrrn:tt i()n 1 h:tt ll:ts 
affected the metasedimentary rocks. G(•ot hermobaromPt ry cain rl:tt ions 
suggest that the higher grade metamorphic f.'Vl'nt m:ry ll:JV(• n•:tdll·d 
temperatures in the order of 800°C with pn>ssun-•s in ttu.• (Jrd<>r of r, to I 
kbars. 
The metasedimentary rocks are correlatPd with th1· Fl£·ur (h· l.ys 
metasediments found in northeastern N£-wtoundl ;:md on thP basis ()f sirnil:tr 
stratigraphic position alon~ the eastern f:'d~e ()! ttlf· miogt·()clinl· ''' r·:ts t1·nt 
North America. An upper a~e of deposition 
' 
.. 
·' 
approximately middle Ordovician a s constrained by thf· :1~£ ~ ()t th<· er·;rnitr.id 
rocks. Silurian mafic bodies in the Dashwoods subzonP h:tv<· li<Jt br·r·n 
affected by high grade metamorphism or high df.·grH: r,t ddr,nu:.t ir,n :urd 
the Dashwoods subzone had probably stabilizPd by l:ttP On!rJVir'i :lll tr• 
Silurian time. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
This study was initiated as a contribution to a region:1l rn:ll'l'ing 
project in southwestern Newfoundland funded by the Geological Survt>y of 
Canada and directed by Dr. J. T. van Berkel. Prior to the inct>ption of this 
study, reconnaissance mapping by van Berkel within the present map art~:, 
had outlined several bodies of mafic-ultramafic rocks associ.:Hed with 
metasedimentary and granitoid rocks 'Fig. 1-1). This study was undertakt.•n 
in order to determine the origin and subsequent structural and 
metamorphic history of these rocks and to ascertain th~~ir position in the 
Paleozoic evolution of western Newfoundland. In this context a detailed 
study of the area was initiated by the author when employed as a fiE.>ld 
assistant with the GSC. 
Specifically, the purpose of this study was to provide detailed 
mapping of the mafic-ultramafic, metasedimen~ary and granitui<.l roc ks and 
to determine the origin of the mafic-ultramafic rocks. However, tJdore 
possible origins can be ascertained it is necessary to outline the region :JI 
metamorphic history of the mafic-ultramafic and adjacent metasedim(!ntary 
rocks. Their metamorphism is discussed in terms of mineralogy, miner:.JI 
chemistry, phase relationships and thermobarometry in order to determine 
as complete a metamorphic history as possible. 
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Fig. 1- 1 Generalized geological map of western Newfoundland showing the location of 
theBaic Vertc-Brompton Line which is considered to separate the Humber and Dunnage 
Zones. the location of the major ophiolite bodies and the miogeoclinal rocks of the Fleur 
de Lys Supergroup and its inferred equivalents to the south. The study area lies in the 
Dash woods subzone of the Dunnage Zone according to recent interpretations of Piasecki 
ct al. (1990). See text for discussion. 
. --- -------------------- -~~ --~- --
Prior to the inception of this 1:-'l"Ojt'~·t. tht' :tn:>a h ;hl 11lH bt't'll studied 
in detail. However, it was included within the 1 :~50,000 s~·alt.' St~pht'llvillt• 
map sheet of Riley (196~} • .,,;here the map arl'a of this study wa~ indudt>d 
in the "Long Range Igneous and MNamorphic Complex". 
1.2 LOCATION AND ACCESS 
The study area is located in the southern Long R.:Hl~C' Mcunt.1ins ol 
Newfoundland, is bounded by longitudes 58"10' - 58"20' and l.:HitudC's Ml ~ 10' 
- 48"20' and lies immediately east of the Long Range 1-'ault (Fig. 1-l }. Thl' 
area is not accessible by road and field work was accomplished hy 
traversing from helicopter supported fly camps. Outcrop is nbunctant in 
high ground which comprises over 50% of some parts of the map :-trPa. Two 
major valleys occupied by Flat Bay Brook and Fischells Brook transect tlw 
map area in an east-west direction. The Trans-Canada highwa y Ji,_. s 
approximately 15 km to the west and the Burgeo Road (route 480) liPs 10 
km to the north of the map area. 
1.3 REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND AGE RELATIONSHIPS OF WF.STF.RN 
NEWFOUNDLAND 
The Canadian Appalachians have been subdivided into "tectonic 
zones" or "suspect terranes" of contrasting stratigraphic and struc tural 
style several times in the past 20 years (eg. Williams et al., 1972; Williams, 
1979; Williams and Hatcher, 1983). The most widely utilized subdivision is 
a 5-fold zonation, based upon contrasts between middle Ordovician and 
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'Jido_·r rrKks, that separates the orogen into the Humber, Dunnage, Gander, 
Avalon and Meguma Zones from west to east respectively (Williams, 1979). 
Of these five zones, only the Meguma Zone is not represented in 
Newfoundland. This study is concerned with relationships in an area near 
th,_. common bn•1ndary between the Humber and Dunnage Zones in southwest 
Newfoundland. 
The Humber Zone represents the ancient continental margin of 
l'<Jstern North America (i.e. the miogeocline) and consists of Precambrian 
basement rocks overlain by clastic metasediments of the Fleur de Lys 
Supergroup which are themselves conformably overlain by rocks of the 
carbonate platform. Figure 1-1 shows the extent of the carbonate platform 
as well as the Fleur de Lys Supergroup and correlatives as interpreted by 
Hibbard ( 1983). The age of the Fleur de Lys Supergroup is not precisely 
established, but is believed to be between Late Upper Proterozoic and 
Early Ordovician (Hibbard, 1983). 
The Dunnage Zone occurs to the east of the Humber Zone and 
consists mainly of ophiolitic and volcanic arc sequences that have been 
widely interpreted to represent remnants of the ancient Lower Paleozoic 
Iapetus Ocean. These rocks and their sedimentary cover were abducted 
onto the eastern margin of North America (the miogeocline) during the 
middle Ordovician Taconian orogeny. A well-preserved example of the 
abducted ophiolitic rocks and associated transported sedimentary rocks in 
western Newfoundland is the Humber Arm Allochthon (Fig. 1-1). 
The traditional location of the boundary betwP£-n t 11£' Humber ,,nd 
Dunnage Zones is marked by the Baie Verte-Brompton Line (Williams .and St. 
Julien, 1982). This stPeply-dipping structural sequf'nce of altt.~red mafic-
ultramafic rocks is considered to be the surface trace of tlw tedonk 
boundary between the North American continental margin and <lllciPnt 
oceanic crust. The most continuous exposure of the Baie Verte-Rrompton 
Line in Newfoundland is on the Baie Verte Peni.tsula when" it i~ known :1~ 
the Baie Verte Lineament. From there, it has been extended to t h<' 
southwest through the Pynns Brook Complex (O'Laughlin, 1982) and fur-ther 
south through the Glover Island Complex (Knapp, 1980). All of th<.'~P 
complexes have been interpreted as ophiolitic fraGmPnts (Fig. 1-1 ). 
Where ophiolite fragments mark the Baie Vt•rte-Rrompton Lirw it is 
relatively easy to trace. HowevPr, south of the LittlP Grand I.:lkP Fmalt (v;an 
Berkel & Currie, 1988) the trace of thP Line and the division twtWE'E'Il 
Humber and Dunnage Zones is not straightforward. As originally dPfirwd, 
the Line bends eastward, along the Little Gnmct Lake Fault to indudt> t tlf' 
Annieopsquotch Complex (Dunning, 1984) and was infPrred to continiiP to 
the southwest along the Cape Ray Fault (Fig. 1-1). ThP placPml'lll "f t hr· 
Line in this area was a result of thE' interprPtation that thf' C•-tp<• Ray Fault 
was a suture zon~' between two Precambrian contirwntal rn.1rgin.s from 
opposite sides of the early Paleozoic Iapetus Ocean (Brown, ] C)](l). rn this 
context, the area between the Long Range Fault and thP CnpP Hay Jo' :t•al! 
was considered to be part of the Humber ZonE' ( SE'£1 map of 1 hr> Appalachinn 
Orogen by Williams, 1978 ). 
- -- ---~ ~----- - . ~~- . 
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HrJwev~r. more recent mapping in the southern Long Range ~!ountains 
ha.r, INI to a re-interpretation of the geology in this part of Newfoundland. 
The area south of the Little Grand Lake Fault and between the Cape Ray 
<tntl Long R:mge Faults is now included in the Dashwoods subzone of the 
!Junnage Zone (Piasecki et al., 1990). The lithotectonic character of the 
Dashwoods subzone is discussed in the following chapter. 
- -------
. . 
CH.-\PTER ~ 
REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND AGE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE 0:\SIIWOl)OS 
Sl"B7.0NF. 
2.1 INTRODliCTI0:'--1 
The Dashwoods subzone is composed mainly ot a suitt' 111 
undifferentiated granitoid rocks, and metasedimentary and rn.lfi ... · - ultr;unat i, · 
rocks (Fig. 2-1). The relationships between the!.ie lithologies in this part 
of Newfoundland have an important bearing on tectonostrati~~raphic 
interpretations of the Humber and Dunnage zones in Newfoundl~1ml and .1rP 
central to the present study since all three lithologies are locatt>tl within 
the present map area. 
Although the present map area had not been studied in dt•tail prior 
to this project, various aspects of the main lithologies had been pre viou sl y 
studied in other localities throughout the Dashwoods subznrw. This ch:1ptPr 
summarizes the regional geology and age relationships of the thrPt· rn ;1i11 
lithologies in the Dashwoods subzone (granitoid suite, metase diments and 
mafic-uitramafic rocks) on the basis of this previous work. 
2.2 LOCATION OF PREVIOUS WORK 
The geology of the southwestern part of the Dashwr)rJc.b 511bz•mr: 
(1:50,000 map sheets 110/!1, 110/14 and 110/15, Fig. 2-1) was compih.·d by 
Charlton (1984) as part of her Ph.D. thesis. Her compilation was based 
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Fig. ~-1 . Generalized geological map of the Dashwoods subzone showing 
the location of ophiolite bodies, metasedimentary rocks, 
granitoid suite and Silurian gabbro-diorite bodies. The 
boundaries of 1:50,000 map sheets referred to in the text are 
shown. 
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mainly on her 0\vn mappiP5, but utilized in part tlw \vOt'K of Br·,J\vll (Ill;:,; 
1977) and Knight & Brown ( 1977). 
Wilton (1984) also mapped part of the southwestern Dashwt)(lds 
subzone as part of his Ph.D. thesis which concentrated mainly on a 
metallogenic study within the Cape Ray Fault Zone, but ~tlso includt.'d ;J 
rf.:gional study of surrounding granitoid rocks (Wilton, 1985) . 
In the northeastern part of the Dashwoods subzone, the Puddle Pond 
map sheet {12A/S) was initially mapped at 1:50,000 scale by Hen! (1978) ctnd 
Herd & Dunning (1979). Subsequently, Dunning mapped the Annieopsquotch 
Complex and surrounding areas, including the Star Lake ophiolite bodies 
(Fig. 2-1) as part of his Ph.D. thesis and several public:.~tions stem from 
his work (Dunning & Herd, 1980; Dunning, 1981; Dunning et .:tl., 1982; 
Dunning & Charlton, 1C'I85). 
In 1985 a regional mapping project was initiated by van Berkel in 
the northeastern part of the Dash woods subzone ( 1:50,000 map sheets 
12B/1, 12B/8, 12B/9, 12A/12, 12A/5 and 12A/4, Fig. 2-1) and is the subject 
of several publications (van Berkel et al., 1986; van Berkel, 1987a, 1 <J87b, 
1987c; van Berkel & Currie, 1986, 1988). 
2.3 UNDIFFERENTIAT'::.D GRANITOID SUITE 
The granitoid rocks were initial.y mapped as Precambrian tonalitic 
gneisses in the Port aux Basques region by Brown (1975, 1977) whfJ called 
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thf· unit the Long Range Gneiss. The gneiss was described as a variably 
deformed rock consisting of plagioclase, hornblende and quartz and 
containing i r1clusions of earlier amphibolite and quartz-biotite-garnet 
paragneiss. The amphibolite and paragneiss inclusions were interpreted to 
contain a previously developed fabric, but a contact relationship between 
the two units was not found. Brown also mapped part of the Long Range 
Mafic-Ultramafic Complex (see below) and interpreted the complex to be 
part of an ophiolite suite exposed in several separate thrust sheets that 
were thrust onto the Precambrian tonalitic gneiss complex. 
Subsequent mapping (Charlton & Knight, 1983; Charlton, 1984) of 
1:50,000 sheet 110/15 revealed that the "tonalitic gneiss complex" of Brown 
intrudes the Long Range Mafic-Ultramafic Complex. For this reason, 
Charlton suggested that use of the term "Long Range Gneiss" be dropped, 
and the tonalite complex was referred to as a synkinematic and 
synmetamorphic granitoid suite. Charlton described the granitoids as 
variable in composition from biotite tonalite, granodiorite to granite, and 
noted that they are gneissic in part and locally garnetiferous. These rocks 
were con..:; idered to be of Ordovician-Silurian (?) age based on surrounding 
fif'ld relationships. 
Wilton ( 1984) also mapped granitoid rocks in the vicinity of the Cape 
Ray Fault Zone, which he referred to as the "Cape Ray Granite". He 
sE'parated the unit into two phases, an extensive tonalite to granodiorite 
phase that lies along the northwestern edge of the Cape Ray Fault 
extending inland from the coast for over 40 km, and a less aerially 
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extensive phase of megacrystic granite located near CapE.> Ray. The ton:tlitt' 
to granodiorite was described as coarse-grained and equigranular 
containing mainly quartz, feldspar and biotite and is typically retrogn:-ssed 
to sericite, chlorite and epidote. Wilton also noted that amphibolite xe noliths 
are ubiquitous throughout the unit and increase in abundar.ce a rll1 s izP 
towards the Long Range Mafic-Ultramafic Complex, so that rocks near the 
contact are transitional between tonalite and gabbro. He noted that in otht..' r 
places throughout the unit the xenoliths are so abundant that the unit is 
best described as an agmatite. Wilton (1983) concluded the rocks do no t 
have a gneissic aspect, in contradiction to the descriptions of Brown 
(1977). The interpretation by Wilton, based on both field and geochemical 
evidence is that the granitoids were produced by partial melting of th(' 
ophiolites. 
Part of the granitoid suite around the Annieopsquotch Complex in the 
Puddle Pond map sheet (12A/5) was mapped by Dunning (1CJ81•), who 
referred to it as the "Southwest Brook Complex". In this area the 
granitoids are also retrogressed to greenschist facies assemblages and 
agmatite zones consisting of inclusions of mafic rocks in the granitoids are 
well developed. Metasedimentary inclusions are also common. A sample o f 
undeformed tonalite of the Southwest Brook Complex from the Burgeo Road 
has yielded a U/Pb zircon age of 456 ±3 Ma (Fig. 2-1, Dunning et al., 198')) . 
They also report a U/Pb zircon age of 428 :!:41 Ma for the Cape Ha y Granit e 
(Fig. 2-1) but in the later case the zircon analyses do not define a cr> -
linear array and the age is therefore rather imprecise. 
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L.J, r-fl.ETASEDIMENTARY ROCKS 
r-tetamorphosed quartzofeldspathic to pelitic rocks interpreted to be 
sf·dimentary in origin are widespread thr-oughout the Dashwoods subzone. 
In the northeastern part of the subzone, the "Cormacks Lake Complex" 
consists of conformable layer-s of foliated granite, paragneiss and 
amphibolite (Her-d & Dunning, 1979). The paragneisses consist of quartz, 
feldspar, biotite, cordierite, sillimanite, gedrite, hornblende an.i actinolite 
and have been affected by at least three phases of folding . Herd & 
Dunning ( 1979) correlated these lithologies to Grenvillian gneisses known 
elsewher-e in Newfoundland, but admitted that it was impossible to be sure 
of any r-ock ages in this ar-ea. A K/Ar (hornblende) age of 360 ± 25 Ma 
from amphibolite within this unit, r-eported by Stevens et al. (1982), was 
inter-preted to date the latest metamorphic event undergone by the 
Complex. 
The southern extension of the Cormacks Lake Complex, mapped by 
Chorlton (1980) in 1:50,000 map sheet 110/16 (Fig. 2-1), was called the 
"Keepings Gneiss". She descr-ibed it as being composed of felsic paragneiss 
and in terbanded amphibolite and inter-preted the unit to be Ordovician in 
age. 
Chorlton (1983) also reported the occurrence of metasedimentary 
rocks throughout 1:50,000 map sheet 110/15 (Figs. 2-1 and 2-2). In her 
"western high strain zone" (Fig. 2-2, inset) she described semi pelitic 
par-agneisses and marble, whereas a wider variety of metasedimentary 
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!1111 MARBLE 
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Fig. 2-2 General geological map of Long Range Mafic-Ultramafic Complex, 
showing associated high strain zones in inset map. 
(after Dunning & Chorlton, 1985). 
Gp 
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im:lu~irm~ wa~ reported from the "northern high strain zone". Detailed 
description~ of these rocks are presented by Chorlton (1984) in her Ph.D. 
thesis . Her interpretation of the metasedimentary rocks in this area is that 
they formed an overlying conformable sequence on the ophiolitic rocks of 
the Long Range Mafic-Ultramafic Complex (see below) and were initially 
deposited in an oceanic environment. Subsequently they were thrust into 
their present position together with the ophiolitic rocks. 
More recent mapping in the northeast part of the Dashwoods 
subzone, has outlined rather extensive belts of metasedimentary rocks with 
only minor occurrences of mafi~.:-ultramafic rocks (van Berkel et al., 1986; 
van Berkel, 1987; Piasecki, 1988). In this area of the Dashwoods subzone, 
the metasedimentary rocks are divided into two belts, a western belt 
composed principally of metapsammites and a less extensive eastern belt 
containing predominantly metapelitic rocks. The map area of this study is 
located mainly within the eastern belt of metapelitic rocks (f'ig. 2-1). 
The relationship of the two metasedimentary belts in the northeastern 
part of the Dashwoods subzone (described by van Berkel) to the 
metasedimentary rocks in the southwestern part of the Dashwoods subzone 
(described by Charlton) is difficult to interpret. In the southwestern 
Dashwoods subzone, the metasediments typically occur as inclusions in the 
granitoid rocks and have not been mapped as separate units. Because of 
this, the two metasedimentary belts in the northeastern part of the 
Dashwoods subzone cannot be extended precisely to the southwest. However 
the similarity of lithologies between the two areas suggests the 
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metasediments once formeJ a (:Ontinuvus belt fn.>m the P,H·t aux l.l:tsqu~·s 
region to at least the Little Grand Lake fault. 
The relationship between the llll:'tasedimentary rocks of thl' Curnt:td;s 
Lake Complex and those to the west (i.e. those stu,tied in ~his prujl.•ct) is 
not precisely established. However, van Berkel (1987) tentativl•ly prup. ,st>d 
that lithologies in the Cormacks Lake Complex repres€'nt a contitwntal rit t 
facies sequence whereas th~ metasedimentary ro(:ks to tht:• wt.·st Wl'l• · 
interpreted to represent part of the continental miogeodin(l of L'astt:•rn 
North America and were therefore correlated with the Fleur d(' l.ys 
Supergroup of northern Newfoundland (Fig. 1-1 ). 
2.5 MAFIC-ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS 
Mafic-ultramafic ::-ocks are common throughout the Dashwoods 
subzone. Some of these have been studied in detail, some only un a 
reconnaissance basis and some remain unstudied. On the basis of previous 
work the mafic-ultramafic occurrences can be divided into two groups: 1) 
remnants of ophiolite complexes; and 2) gabbro/diorite intrusions with 
minor ultramafic differentiates. 
Two major partial ophiolite complexes are the Annieopsquotch Com1J!Px 
(Dunning, 1984) and the Long Range Mafic-Ultramafic Complex (Brown, 197(j; 
Charlton, 1984). Non-ophiolitic gabbro/diorite intrusions are widt-ly 
distributed but, to date are recognized mainly in the northeastern !Jart r)t 
the Dashwoods subzone (Fig. 2-1). 
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2. ).1 Long Range Mafic-Ultramafic Complex 
Brown ( 1976) introduced the name "Long Range Mafic- Ultramafic 
Complex" for the mafic-ultramafic rocks in the southwestern part of the 
Dashwoods subzone, and proposed that the rocks represent part of an 
ophiolite suite. He interpreted the ophiolite to be exposed in two major 
thrust sheets that were abducted onto metasedimentary rocks of the 
ancient continental marg;,, of eastern North America. 
Brown described the lower, westernmost sheet as consisting of 
tectonized harzburgite, lherzolite and wehrlite pods within serpentinized 
dunite. Locally the lower thrust contact is marked by a serpentinite 
melange with blocks of serpentinite set in a carbonate matrix. The eastern 
and uppermost sheet is less tectonized than the lc.wer sheet and consists 
of feldspathic dunite at the base, a layered sequence of troctolite, olivine 
gabbro, norite and anorthosite, and massive gabbro at the top. Brown's 
descriptions and interpretations were based on mapping of the Complex in 
1:50,000 scale map sheets 110/11 and 110/14 (Fig. 2-1). 
Charlton ( 1984) also mapped part of the Long Range Mafic-Ultramafic 
Complex in 1:50,000 map sheet 110/15 (Fig. 2- 1) and concurred with Brown's 
interpretation that the ophiolite complex was exposed as several thrust 
sheets. Subsequently, Dunning & Charlton (1985) compiled a general 
geological map of the entire Long Range Mafic-Ultramafic Complex 
(presented here as Fig. 2-2). The westernmost and structurally lowest 
thrust sheet was described by these authors as consisting of layered 
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metaperidotite at the base, through interlayered olivine mt:>tagabbr,,, 
troctolite, feldspathic dunite and anorthosite, to banded as well as massivt' 
clinopyroxene metagabbro at the top. The layered metagabbros locally 
contain a granulite facies fabric. Th~ eastern thrust she£>t is a mt'ga . 
agmatite zone composed of layered cumulate metagabbro in tht:> southwt•!it 
through massive (high level) metagabbro in the northeast, all engulft"'d by 
tonalite (Fig. 2-2). Although these descriptions differ in part from thost' 
of Brown (1976), both authors agree the ophiolitic rocks are t'xpost.'d as 
several thrust sheets, and the differences may result from the emphasi.:> 
of detailed mapping in different parts of the complex. 
Several regional amphibolite facies high strain zones affect the Long 
Range Mafic-Ultramafic Complex and surrounding rocks (Charlton, 198'•; 
Dunning & Chorlton, 1985). The Western High Strain Zone (Fig. 2-2 inset) 
overprints the ophiolitic rocks as well as marble and associated 
metasedimentary rocks in the western thrust sheet. The Northern High 
Strain Zone affects the tonalite, ophiolitic rocks and metasedimentary rocks 
in the northeastern part of the eastern thrust sheet (Fig. 2-2 inset) . ThP 
amphibolite facies metamorphism in the high strain zon~s is loc ally 
overprinted by greenschist facies assemblages. 
2.5.2 Annieopsquotch Complex 
The Annieopsquotch Complex was the subject of a Ph.D thesis by 
Dunning (1984). The Complex consists of the ophiolitic rocks in the 
Annieopsquotch Mountains, but the "Annieopsquotch Ophiolite Belt" ( f'ig. 2-
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1} consists rJf at least five massifs that include the Star Lake ophiolite 
bodie:; and the King George IV Lake ophiolite body (Dunning, 1981). The 
"Annieopsquotch Ophiolite Belt'' was further extended to include all 
cJphiolitic rocks of the Long Range Mafic-Ultramafic Complex by Dunning & 
Chorlton, 1985. 
The Annieopsquotch Complex exposes an ophiolite stratigraphy from 
layered cumulate gabbro (critical zone) through high-level gabbro, sheeted 
dikes, pillow lava and chert. Locally gabbros near the base of the gabbro 
zone have been metamorphosed to hornblende-plagioclase amphibolites 
especially where associated with shear zones. In other places near the base 
of the gabbro zone, two-pyroxene mafic granulites grade into massive 
gabbro. 
The Star Lake bodies are mainly gabbro but have some layered 
troctolite, olivine gabbro, anorthosite and clinopyroxenite. The King George 
IV Lake body is composed predominantly of sheeted dikes and pillow lava. 
2.5.3 Portage Lake Body 
The Portage Lake body (Fig. 2-1) was desc:.ibed by van Berkel (1987) 
and interpreted as part of an ophiolite sequence. The body consists of 
metagabbro, pyroxenite, harzburgite and dunite and occurs within gneissic 
granite. The metagabbro encloses dunite with minor harzburgite in the east 
which passes into pyroxenite veined by harzburgite in the west. The 
metagabbro is moderately to highly strained and the ultramafic rocks are 
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varialJiy ~f.·riJentinized. 
2. 5.1• Significauce of Structure, Metamorphism and Age of the Ophiolites 
An important aspect of the ophiolitic rocks in the Dashwoods subzone 
i!; the relationship of ophiolite formation and obduction to metamorphism 
and deformation and other later processes that occurred after emplacement. 
Although the Annieopsquotch and Long Range Mafi.:-Ultramafic Complexes 
show differing degrees of both metamorphism and deformation, together 
they show affects of the entire spectrum of ophiolite formation, obduction 
and later orogenic processes. 
Dunning & Chorlton (:.985) have proposed that the granulite facies 
metamorphism developed locally in both the Annieopsquotch and Long Range 
Mafic-Ultramafic complexes was the result of ocean-floor processes related 
to ophiolite formation . Amphibolite facies metamorphism and related 
deformation developed in the high strain zones associated with the Long 
Range Mafic-Ultramafic Complex were interpreted to result from obduction 
and closure of the ancient Iapetus Ocean. Greenschist facies overprinting 
assemblages developed along shear zones in the Long Range Mafic-
Ultramafic Complex were believed to result from later orogenic processes 
on the basis that they also affect surrounding Carboniferous rocks. 
U/Pb zircon ages of 477.5 +1.3/-1.0 and 481.4 +4.0/-1.9 Ma have been 
reported for the Annieopsquotch Complex (Dunning & Krogh, 1985). 
Additional age dates of ophiolites from various places in Newfoundland (e.g. 
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Bay of Islands. Betts Cove. Pipestone Pond ;md Coy l'lmd) rt•vt>al a t in1t• 
span of only 17 Ma for ophiolite form~tion (Dunnin~ & Krogh, l'>H'l). It is 
widely accepted that emplacement of the ophiolites beg;m soon alt£'1· tlwir 
formation and the empl~cement process hatt M lt>ast startt•d during t ht• 
Ordovician Taconian Orogeny. 
2.5.5 Gabbro/Diorite Intrusions 
Figure 2-1 shows the location of ~:t!Jbro/diuritt> intrusions in tht· 
northeastern Dashwoods subzone that are intE>rprE>tPd to bt> Silurian in ;IJ',P. 
Several of these bodies (e.g. Boogie Lake Intrusion) wPr£' r<>CO!.jnizf'd hy 
Dunning (1984) near the Annieopsquotch CompiPx (Figs. 2-1 and 2-1). Tilt• 
Boogie Lake Intrusion consists of gabbro and diffen.>ntiall'S of hornbl('JHh• 
diorite and biotite monzonite and is not penE>trativPly deforrnPd. 1\ 11/Ph 
zircon age of 435 +6/-3 Ma (i.e. Silurian) was r£>port<'d for ttw intrusion hy 
Dunning et al., (1990). 
The Main Gut Intrusion (Fig. 2- 1) consists of a body of tltoll'iiliC' 
gabbro/diorite containing leucogabbro in various forms (P.g. pod5, sh('t'f:-;, 
dikes etc.) and later cross-cutting diabase dikes (Carew, ICJ7')). A h•ss 
extensive neritic body with well-developed cumulate layering occurs to 1 tw 
east, and disrupted ultramafic occurrences lie to thP w<•st. Fieurc· 2 · '• 
shows a simplified geological map of this area. The ultramafic bodic•s to ttw 
west of the main gabbroic body consist of serpentinite and mPt<tpyrox<•nill• 
and their host rock was initially mapped as granite (CarE'w, I'J7'J). 
Subsequent mapping by van Berkel (1986) resulted in rc>vision to tt11· 
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geology in this area and the granite was remapped as metasediments. In 
this context, these bodies are probably an extension of the mafh:-ultramatk 
rocks and metasedimentary belt exemineJ in this study. 
The relationship between the three bodies of mafiL'-ultramafk rocks 
in this area is not clear, and Carew was unable to determine if there was 
a genetic link between them. However several aspects about this area an' 
important to the present study and should be rtoted here. Metagabbro and 
amphibolite occur side by side with the ultramafic occurrences in tlu .. '
metasedimentary rocks. The main gabbro/diorite body is deformed at least 
locally, as Carew noted the layering (foliation?) in this body is steepened, 
hornblendes are bent and kinked and locaEzed shear zones are common 
especially near the Long Range Fault. Greenschist facies assemblages of 
actinolite, chlorite and epidote are locally developed. A U/Pb zircon age of 
431 ± 2 Ma was reported for the Main Gut Intrusion (Dunning et al., 1990) .. 
Currie & va:t Berkel (1989) suggesced that several other mafic 
plut~nic bodies belong to this Silurian suite of intrusives (Fig. 2-1) and 
described all of them as gabbro/diabase bodies which exhibit "within- plat f!" 
to "island-arc" geochemical affinities. There are however, conflicting 
opinions as to which bodies are ophiolite fragments and which ones are 
later non-ophiolitic intrusions. For example, the mafic- ultramafic rocks near 
John's Brook Lake (Fig. 2-3) was in"tL ... li :, descnbed by Dunning & Herd 
(1980) and interpreted as an ophiolhi .: fragment on the basis of the 
similarity of lithologies to other ophiolites. This body contains a sequP.nce 
of harzburgite, dunite and gabbro. The harzburgite and dunite is variably 
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~~up1.• ntinizPJ and chloritized, and contains a weak cleavage (van Berkel & 
r:u r rie , l'm8). 
However, this same body is described by Currie & van Berkel (1989) 
a .s fresh except for minor alteration and shows no sign of a penetrative 
ldiation. It was therefore correlated with the other Silurian intrusions. 
Clearly there are conflic ting opinions and interpretations among authors. 
One thing that is clear however, is that there are Silurian mafic i ntrusions 
as well as Ordovician ophiolitic rocks ·...;!thin the Dashwoods subzone. 
Further work is required to assign individual bodies into these categories. 
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CHAP:ER 1 
GEOLOGY OF THE STUDY AREA 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The study arE>a (Fig. 3-1 ), includes clastic mt•UJsPdirnPntary rucks, 
mafic-ultramafic rocks and a suite of granitoid rocks that characl('rizP 1 hi' 
Dashwoods subzone of thE> Dunna~_;p zone elsE>\vh<>re. TIH' m!'lasPdirnPnt:•ry 
rocks. comprising metapsammites and met.apt>lites. contain t !tin disnllll inuous 
belts of metamorphosed mafic-ultrarnnfic rocks nnd an• int rudt•d to I h<• t>:tsl 
by the granitoid suite that includes tonalit<', hornhlt•ndP- Iliot i 1 P 
granodiorite and minor granite that extends at I£>:Jsl 1 hP r•rtlirt• lt•ngl h uf 
the Dashwoods subzone. The distribution of the diffPrPnt typ£'s of granitoid 
rocks in the complex is not weli known and they an• not sPp:tr:tlf'd in 
Figure 3-l. The pelitic me>tasediments liE> to t hP east of t hP m<'l .1psnmmir ps 
in apparent conformity although both units arc• metamorphosvd in t he• 
amphibolite facies and original contact relations <Jn~ ob.scun•(l. Tlu· cont:H·t 
is apparently gradational over several hundrPd metrP.s. 
This chapter describes the lithologies within ttw map :1n•a with 
emphasis on the pelitic metasedimentary rocks r.nd ttu_· l!ll•l:unorph,,s•·d 
mafic-ultramafic rocks contained within thE>m. General dPscriplinns ''' tit•· 
psammitic rocks and the granitoid suite are also incluch·d, fr;r comparisrm 
with the units elsewhere in the Dashwoods suuzorw. 
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3.2 METASEDIMENTARY ROCKS 
The metasedimentary rocks an~ separated into two main units, a 
predominantly psammitic unit to the west and southwl•st ( Fil'.· :l-1) and a 
less aerially extensive pelitic unit to the east. TIH' units arP l'otTI'Iatt•d 
with clastic metasedimentary rocks of the Fleur ell' Lys Supeq~nHII' in 
northern Newfoundland on the basis of simil~1r stratigraphic posit ion alonr. 
the eastern edge of the North American miogeocline. On this hasis tlw :1/',l' 
"Jf the metasedimentary rocks of this study would bt' betwt>l'll l.atP llppt•r 
Proterozoic and Early Ordovician (i.e. similar to tlw FlPdr· dl• l.ys 
S•Jpergroup). The lower limit is not precisely estal.Jiislu .. •d l.Jut tlw uppt•r 
limit is constrained by intrusion of the granodiorite which is datPd :~t 1,~,(, 
±3 Ma as noted in Chapter 2. 
3.2.1 Psammitic Metasedimentary Rocks 
Samples of the psammitic metasedimentary rocks uP.1r !liP coni :wl 
with the pelitic rocks were examined as part of this study. Tlu• f'Swnmitt·.s 
are biotite + quartz + plagioclase feldspar ± i.jarnet ± K-feldspar gru·isst·s 
with variable amounts of retrograde chlorite and muscovit1". T"P wt·ll -
developerl stromatic gneissosity is defined by biotite-rich l:-1yers altt·ru:tlillJ~ 
with quartz + plagioclase feldspar-rich layers (Fig. 1-2). I.:Jyl·rirll'. is 
variable in thickness but generally on a em scale. A schistosity d1·l iru·d t.y 
the preferred orientation of biotite is developed in the hiotitf•-ricll I:Jyt·rs 
but the quartz + plagioclase feldspar-rich leucnsc>m~s h:1Vf· nc, l'n·fl·rn·d 
orientation of their constituent minerals .. 
Fig. 3-2. Two samples of the metapsammitic rocks showing 
well-developed stromatic layering defined by 
alternating quartz + plagioclase (± K-feldspar) + 
minor biotite leucosomes and biotite (± garnet) + 
quartz+ minor plagioclase melanosomes. Secondary 
muscovite and chlorite are common. 
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Farther to the southwest of the area shown in Figure 3-1, the unit 
has been mapped only on a reconnaissance basis, but the stromatic 
layering appears to be a characteristic feature. The pervasive and dense 
network of leucosomes suggests that at least some may have formed by 
partial melting of the psammite, an interpretation reinforced by the 
discontinuous nature of some of them. However an injection origin for some 
of the leucosomes cannot be ruled out and is indeed likely on account of 
their tonalitic composition. 
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The psammitic gneiss unit has been penetratively deformed at least 
two times . . Figure 3-3 shows original sedimentary layering that is 
subparallel to metamorphic (gneissic) layering, implying the eXistence of 
large scale isoclinal folding. The leucosomes were subsequently irregularly 
refolded about more open fold axes. 
Fig. 3-3. Complexly folded stromatic layering in semi-pelitic 
gneiss south of Fischells Brook. Gneissic layering 
is subparallel to original " sedimentary layering 
that can be seen as compositional banding. Scale 
is 9 em across. 
Figure 3-4 shows deformed, stretched and pulled apart leucosomes and 
Figure 3-5 shows a porphyroclastic augen texture, both features that 
developed in high strain zones. 
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Fig. 3-4. Psammitic gneiss with deformed and sheared leucosomes composed 
predominantly of quartz-feldspar in a biotite-rich matrix. Scale is 9 em 
across. 
Fig. 3-5. Psammitic gneiss similar to that in Figure 3-4, although more 
highly sheared. Quartz-feldspar aggregates and feldspar porphyroclasts are 
substantially smaller and show augen texture in biotite-rich matrix. Scale 
is 9 ern across. 
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Charlton (1983) describes large scale, high strain domains associated w-ith 
the metasediments in the southwestern part of the Dashwoods subzone (Fig. 
2-2) and the psammitic gneisses in the study area are thus probably part 
of a much larger scale high strain zone developed throughout much of tht• 
Dashwoods subzone. 
Metapelitic layers occur locally within the psammitic gneiss unit but 
their abundance and distribution are not well known. One example observed 
in this study contains abundant sillimanite ( fibrolite), garnet, quartz, 
plagioclase feldspar and biotite along with secondary muscovite. 
Metamorphic interpretations of this sample are discussed further in 
Chapters 5 & 6. 
3.2.2 Pelitic Metasediments 
The rocks in the pelitic metasedimentary unit are variable in ~rain 
size, texture and overall rock fabric. The variability is interpreted to 
result in part from ''in situ" partial melting (see Chapter 6) and in part 
from differing degrees of deformation (see Chapter 5) . In general, the 
rocks within this unit can be separated into unsheared and sheared 
varieties. 
Figure 3-6 shows four samples of unsheared pelitic rocks. 
Leucosomes are quartz + plagioclase feldspar-rich but cordierite has been 
recognized locally. Melanosomes consist mainly of sillimanite + biotite + 
garnet + Fe-Ti oxides. Locally a thin, irregular gneissic banding is 
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developed that is parallel to compositional layering, a relationship that is 
interpreted to have formed as a result of regional isoclinal folding. 
Fig. 3- 6. Four samples of unsheared leucosome-poor pelitic 
metasediments showing that generally the 
leucosomes are not as well-developed as those in 
the metapsammites (Fig. 3-2). Leucosomes are 
quartz + plagioclase + minor biotite + cordierite 
(in places) and rnelanosomes are biotite + 
sillimanite-rich in addition to garnet in places. 
Althou gh the pelitic metasedimentary rocks do contain a gneissosity, it is 
not a s well-developed nor as consistent in orientation as that in the 
psammitic metasedimentary rocks. A schistosity defined by the preferred 
orienta t ion of biotite is well-developed in the melanosomes. 
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Locally the unsheared pelitic metasediments have been engulfed by 
tonalite (Fig. 3-7). In these examples, the .rocks are composed 
predominantly of coarse-grained quartz + plagioclase feldspar with 
irregularly shaped pelitic enclaves of cordierite + garnet with retrograde 
sillimanite, biotite, staurolite, kyanite and chlorite. These retrograde 
minerals do not have a preferred orientation and any preexisting fabric 
that may have been developed in these rocks is completely obliterated. 
Fig. 3-7. Two samples of metapelite engulfed by tonalite. 
Note no layering or foliation is developed. Dark 
patches are composed of pinitized cordierite, 
garnet, sillimanite and biotite with retrograde 
chlorite, staurolite and kyanite. 
The majority of the rocks in the pelitic unit contain a protomylonitic 
to mylonitic fabric (Fig. 3-8) commonly with associated layer-parallel quartz 
plates (Fig. 3-9) both of which imply the existence of high strain. The 
quartz plates are interpreted to be a syn-shear zone product (Piasecki, 
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Fig. 3-8. Mylonitic fabric developed in shear zone rocks in the metapelite 
unit. 
Fig. 3-9. Layer parallel quartz plates interpreted to develope at the time 
of shearing in the pelitic metasediments. The quartz plates are parallel to 
the mylonitic fabric in the host rocks. Photo taken in the Three Ponds 
area. Hammer for scale. 
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1988). The shear zone fabric overprints the high grade gneissic fabt·i....· and 
there is a complete gradation between the two. The sht.~ared ro~ks an• 
partially to completely retrogressed to a greenschist facies assembl;Jgt> 
consisting of quartz, sericite, chlorite, epidote and Fe-Ti oxidt.•s. Fut·ttlt.'r 
microstructural evidence of mylonite fabrics and shear zont.•s is prest.•ntt.•d 
in Chapter 5 and more details of the metamorphism are presented in 
Chapters 6 & 7. 
The contact relationship of the pelitic metasedimentary rocks with tht• 
psammitic rocks to the west and southwest is gradational and a precise 
boundary between the two units is difficult to map in the field. HowevE:>r 
the boundary is quite distinct on an aeromagnetic map (Fi~. 3-10). Th~ 
psammitic rocks have a much lower magnetic signature than the peliti..: 
rocks that are characterized by both higher values and more magrwtic 
relief. This presumably reflects the abundance of Fe-Ti oxide minerals in 
the pelitic rocks and the lack of these minerals in the psammitic rocks. 
The contacl with the granitoid rocks to the east of the pelitic 
metasediments is intrusive and occurs over several hundred metres. 
Numerous, small scale, concentric magnetic highs are the typical pattern of 
the granitoid suite on the aeromagnetic anomaly map. 
3.3 AMPHIBOLITE BODIES IN THE PSAMMITIC METASEDIMENTARY ROC:KS 
Amphibolite inclusions are common in the psammitic unit, b11t h:Jvf: 
been mapped only on a reconnaissance basis. They are pre-kint!matk with 
Fig. 3 -· 10. APrornagnetk map of the study area (part of GSC 
map 7050G, 1968). Scale 1:253,440. 
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respect to the fabric developed in the metasediments as seen in Figure 3-
11 where the fabric in the metasedimentary gneisses can be seen to wrap 
around a small amphibolite inclusion. 
Fig. 3-11. Gneissic layering wrapping around an amphibolite 
inclusion in psammitic metasediments. Scale is 9 
em across. 
Figure 3-12 shows an amphibolite inclusion extensively veined by 
undeformed tonalite, a feature common to all lithologies in the unit. The 
inclusions continue to the southwest and increase in abundance towards 
the Long Range Mafic-Ultramafic Complex. 
3.4 MAFIC-ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS IN THE PELITIC METASEDIMENTS 
In the pelitic metasedimentary unit, mafic-ultramafic rocks outcrop 
along several north-south trending belts that extend from Dennis Pond to 
Fig. 3-12. Amphibolite inclusion veined by undeformed 
tonalite in the psamrnitic metasedimentary rocks . 
Scale is 9 em across. 
south of Fischells Brook (Fig. 3-1). They occur as isolated bodies that 
range in size from centimetres to several metres across (Figs. 3-13 & 3-14) 
up to larger linear ridges that have been traced for over a kilometre. The 
larger bodies are typically intruded by granitoid rocks that results in the 
formation of agmatite zones (Fig. 3-15). 
Three lithologically distinct types of metamorphosed mafic-ultramafic 
rocks have been recognized within the metapelites. These are: 1) 
serpentinite (metadunite); 2) Ca amphibole-rich rocks (metapyroxenite); and 
3) metagabbro-amphibolite. Both mafic and ultramafic rocks are interlayered 
locally, but more commonly bands of one lithology predominate. In the 
larger linear ridges where the granitoid rocks intrude, the mafic and 
Fig. 3-13. 
Fig. 3-14. 
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Talc inclusion in pelitic metsedimentary rocks north of 
Fischells Brook. Shear fabric in the metasediments wraps 
around the inclusion indicating the mafic-ultramafic rocks are 
pre- to syn- kinematic. Scale is 9 em across. 
Serpentinite inclusion in metasedimentary rocks 
north of Three Ponds. The inclusion is several 
metres across. Hammer for scale. 
Fig. 3-15. Agmatite formed by the intrusion of granitoids 
into metagabbro. North of Fischells Brook. Scale is 
9 em across. 
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ultramafic lithologies have been observed in close proximity to each other. 
The three different rock types are described below. 
3.4.1 Metadunite 
The metadunites are variable in color depending on the degree of 
hydration. Olivine-rich samples weather a rusty yellow to brown color, 
whereas serpentine-rich samples commonly weather white but are dark grey 
on fresh surfaces. Reddish brown zones enriched in carbonate (magnesite) 
and bluish white zones enriched in talc are developed locally. 
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The majority of the metadunites are composed of combinations of 
serpentine minerals (lizardite, chrysotile and antigorite) ± olivine. 
Accessory minerals include layered and disseminated chromite, magnetite, 
chlorite, talc, and carbonate. Cross-cutting veins of chrysotile and chlorite 
are common. Microprobe analyses of olivine, serpentine, chromite, and 
carbonate are presented in Appendix A and discussed in Chapters 4 and 
6. 
Layering in the serpentinites is developed locally, and varies from 
a centimetre to half a metre in scale. The layering is of two types: 1) an 
igneous layering defined by accumulations of chromite (probably cumulate 
in origin, Fig. 3-16); and 2) a layering (fabric) composed mainly of 
different proportions and types of serpentine ± olivine (Figs. 3-17 & 3-18). 
Fig. 3-16. Relatively little deformed chromite layers in serpentinite near 
Dennis Pond. Scale is 9 em across. 
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s near Den s Pond. 
Layering is defined by different proportions and types of serpentine (± 
olivine) and is interpreted to be the result of shearing. Scale is 9 em 
across. 
Fig. 3-18. Tectonic layering in serpentinite defined by various proportions 
and types of serpentine (± olivine). This layering is interpreted to result 
from shearing. The "fold-like" structure at the bottom right may be an 
isoclinal fold or a boudinaged layer, but in either case is the result of 
high strain. At (A) in the photograph, thin, low-angle cross-cutting fibers 
of serpentine (chrysotile) are also a result of shearing. Located near Three 
Ponds. Scale is 9 em across. 
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In these examples, the fabric is interpreted to be the result of shearing. 
The "fold-like" feature in the bottom right of Figure 3-18 may be an 
isoclinal fold or a boudinage structure. In either case it is indicative of 
high strain. 
In some areas mafic rocks are interlayered with those of ultramafic 
composition. Figure 3-19 shows an example of interlayering of 
metagabbro/amphibolite and serpentinite/metapyroxenite north of Fischells 
Br ook. The straight layering in this example is defined by compositional 
bands comprising serpentinite, metapyroxenite, and layers of gabbroic 
composition. 
Fig. 3-19. Layered mafic-ultramafic rocks. A) Metapyroxenite 
layer. B) Metagabbro layer. C) Serpentinite layers. 
This layering is interpreted to be the result of 
high strain and is located along strike from 
quartz plates developed in metagabbro (see Figure 
3-20). Located north of Fischells Brook. Hammer 
for scale. 
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Straight fabrics such as these are of tectonic origin, an interpretation 
reinforced by the presence of shear zone fabrics with quartz plates in 
metagabbro (Fig. 3-20) several metres along strike from this outcrop. 
Therefore, the layering shown in Figure 3-19 is interpreted to be a high-
strain mylonitic fabric. 
Fig. 3-20. Serpentinite inclusion in greenschist facies mafic 
rocks near Fischells Brook. A) Rim of talc around 
inclusion. B) Quartz plates developed in mafic 
host rocks. Pencil for scale. 
In several places throughout the map area, the serpentinites display 
a concentric mineralogical zonation that can be attributed to reaction 
between the inclusion and the host rock. Almost monomineralic concentric 
rims of talc, tremolite and chlorite from the center to the rims respectively 
have been observed. Inclusion cores may still have serpentine preserved, 
or reaction may have proceeded to such a stage that the core is entirely 
replaced by talc rimmed by tremolite. Figure 3-20 shows a small inclusion 
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of serpentinite with a single monomineralic rim of talc. 
3.4.2 Metapyroxenite 
These rocks are typically dark green in color and composed of 
medium to coarse-grained randomly orientated tremolite and/or actinolite 
with up to 20% chlorite. Microprobe analyses of several amphiboles from 
these rocks are presented in Appendix A and discussed in Chapter 6. 
Plagioclase is notably absent in these rocks, distinguishing them from 
metagabbro. Figure 3-21 shows an example of the tremolite-rich rocks 
where subsequent granitoid intrusion has formed an agmatite. 
Fig. 3-21. Mafic agmatite of tremolite-rich metapyroxenite 
intruded by granitoids. North of Fischells Brook. 
Scale is 9 em across. 
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rn places, thE: inclusions in the granitoid have the appearance of pillow 
breccias but on closer observation, layering can be found in some of the 
better preserved examples. The rounded nature of some of these inclusions 
is probably due to partial assimilation by the granitoid. 
The protolith of these rocks is uncertain . Locally they are 
interlayered with serpentinite and metagabbro, but they are c-hemically and 
mineralogically distinct from both these lithologies (Appendix D). 
Considering the present mineralogy, the original ultramafic protolith was 
most likely a clinopyroxenite. 
3.1..3 Metagabbro/Amphibolite 
The mafic rocks vary substantially in grain size from fine-grained 
to pegmatitic. Most rocks contain greenschist facies assemblages of chlorite, 
tremolite-actinolite, clinozoisite-epidote, ± quartz, ± biotite, :t muscovite, ± 
Fe-Ti oxides . However, some samples contain hornblende-plagioclase 
assemblages suggesting that they were previously metamorphosed in the 
amphibolite facies prior to greenschist facies retrogression. In many cases 
the greenschist facies retrogression is not pervasive and various 
combinations of amphibolite and greenschist facies mineralogy are 
preserved. 
Because of the metamorphism, disrupted nature and co-mingling of 
the rocks, a proper igneous classification of the major lithologies is 
difficult. A possible range of igneous compositions is diorite, leucogabbro, 
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gabbro and anorthositic gab bra based on grain size and present 
mineralogy. However many of the mafic rocks appear similar to that shown 
in Figure 3-22 which is a homogeneous gab bra that still preserves relict 
igneous textures. No fine-grained extrusive rocks such as basaltic flows or 
pillow lavas have been identified in the map area. 
Fig. 3-22. Metagabbro inclusions in granitoid rocks near 
Fischells Brook. The metagabbro still has igneous 
gab broic texture preserved. Hammer for scale. 
In addition to the massive type of metagabbro, a layered variety has 
also been recognized (Fig. 3-23). The centimetre scale layering is defined 
by green amphibole (tremolite - actinolite) alternating with clinozoisite -
epidote-rich layers. The origin of the layering is ambiguous. One possibility 
is that the original gabbro contained cumulate phase layering composed of 
variable proportions of plagioclase and clinopyroxene. However in light of 
the pervasive deformation throughout the map area (see Chapter 5), the 
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layering could also be the result of metamorphic differentiation during 
shearing. 
Fig. 3-23. Layered metagabbro. Layering may be original 
phase layering of plagioclase and clinopyroxene or 
may be the result of shearing in massive 
metagabbro shown in Figure 3-22. North of 
Fischells Brook. Scale is 9 em across. 
Such an origin is difficult to prove because the rock has subsequently 
been retrogressed to a greenschist facies assemblage, and the original 
microstructure has been obliterated. Although no stretched porphyroblasts 
have been noted in these rocks, recrystallization may have obliterated such 
features, and it is feasible that these rocks could have developed from the 
massive metagabbro shown in Figure 3-22. 
3.5 UNDIFFERENTIATED GRANITOID SUITE 
Although detailed mapping of the granitoid suite was not part of this 
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thesis, some examples were examined near the boundary with the pelitic 
metasediments.. The granitoid rocks are fine to medium-grained and 
moderately foliated to massive (Fig. 3-24). The unit out~rops extensively to 
the east of the pelitic metasedimentary rocks and consists mainly of 
hornblende-biotite granodiorite, but also includes subordinate tonalite and 
granite. Amphibolite inclusions are common in the granitoid suite in the 
areas examined; they are similar to those in the metapsammites and 
metapelites and are probably related to them. 
Fig. 3-24. 
:E N • 
0 
Unfoliated granodiorite from the granitoid suite. 
Mafic minerals are hornblende and biotite. 
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·u, FOI<f.ljJ\TION OF Afa-1ATITE ZONES 
S{•V<~ral of th(:> examples from the previous discussions show well-
dt>vt>lop<!d <~gmatite zcmPs consisting of mafic-ultramafic rocks engulfed by 
1:r:mitoid rocks. It is important to discuss hPre the timing of formation of 
thf'sE> zorws. In SPVf>ral placE's throughout the map area, it is obvious the 
rrtalk-ult rarnafic rocks have been intruded by the granitoid suite that lies 
to thE> Past of the mPtasedimentary rocks. This is especially true alo:tg 
thPir contact. How<>vPr in other areas, thP mafic-ultramafic rocks are 
int rud<>d by ton<~litic rocks that are not obviously linked to the granitoid 
~uitP to thP Past. This is true especially where the compositions of the 
gr;mitoid rocks arP apparPntly different (compare Figures 3-22 and 3-24). 
Th<.• ton:tlitf.'s in FigurE> 1-22 do not contain hornblende whereas the 
gr:mitoid suitP to the east typically contains hornblende as the mafic phase 
(Fig. 3 - 24 ). In light of this, it is possible that at least some of the agmatite 
zont-s formed as a rpsult of unrelated? granitoid intrusions. Thus it is also 
possihiP t h.1t somP of the agmatite zonps formed prior to their emplacement 
into ttwir pr<.•sent stratigraphic positio'1. This would require additional 
\vork to provP. 
1. 7 MINOR LITifOLOGJF.S lN THE MAP AREA 
Additional lithologies found in minor amounts throughout the map 
an•;t includE> undE>formed two mica granite, large biotite bearing pegmatites 
and l;lrgE> m.1ssivp quartz veins several metres in thickness. The granite 
outcrops most extE>nsively in the Dennis Pond area and intrudes all 
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previously discussed rock units. It O(:Curs as thin veins or shet.•ts, but is 
not large enough to be mapped as a separate unit. The pt:'gm.:Hites and 
quartz veins are found throughout the map area. The qu~trtz veins an! lll' 
to two metres in width and undeformed, cross-cutting all otht.'r lithologit•s. 
They are younger tt1:an the swarms of quartz plates that occur in slwat· 
zones in the pelitic metasedimentary unit (see Chapter 5). 
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CHAPTER 4 
OI<Jr:I N OF THF. MAFIC-ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS 
1 .. 1 JNTIHllHJCTION 
On(· of th(• objectives of this study was to determine the origin of 
lhl' n~;tf ic-ultramafic rucks. Genetic classification schemes for mafic-
ttl tram a fie rocks h:1ve he<m the focus of much debate in the geological 
litPr;lt urP ;md ar<> constantly revised as new data bec0mes available. Of 
n•ll'vancc> to this study is the subdivision of mafic-ultramafic rocks into 
two 111ain catt>~orit>s: 1) ophiolites (either an entire sequence or parts of it, 
or ophiolitic fr<~t.;ments in m(5lange zones); or 2) mafic-ultramafic 
diiiPrPnti:itPs of plutons intruded into continental crust. Since it is well 
c>st;~hlisl·wd tlwt ophiolites represent parts of oceanic crust and upper 
lll<~ntiP nwtPrial and imply the previous existence of an ocean, the 
distinction bPt\oJet'll these two mafic-ultramafic categories is essential to the 
undprstanding of thP tectonic processes involved in the formation of any 
orogc•n. 
The n>cot.;nition of ophiolites howeve-r. especially in deformed and 
lll(•tamorphosed sequences is not always straightforward. Misra & Keller 
( J<):'R) sut.;ePsted that ophiolitic mafic-ultramafic bodies have certain 
ch;u·:k't<'t·istics that set them aside> as a group from stratiform layered 
rn:JI'ic - ult r:1mafic complPxPs :md concentrically zones plutons. These include: 
I) int'gular to ll>nsoid form; 2) absence of chilled margins and contact 
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metamorphic effects; 3) high magnesian compositions ..:,f tlw '-'Lmstitt~t•nt 
olivine, pyroxene and chrome spinel; 4) presence of a tN:tonk fabril'; .mll 
5) the presence of podiform chromite. In this context. it may bt> pllSsihl.· 
to use these and other criteria to distinguish ot•hioliti<.: bodil's from utta-r 
types of mafic-ultramafic intrusions. However, all tht'se ch;Jractcoristics m.1y 
be obliterated to a greater or lesser degree by ntt:-tamorphism and 
deformation resulting from emplacement and/or subsequt•nt on.:Jl:,Pttk 
processes. 
Due to polymetamorphism in the field area (described in dt•tail in 
Chapter 6), the use of detailed geochemical analysis bast•J on trace element 
abundances to determine igneous petrogenesis would probably prLHilll'f' 
equivocal results, and has therefore not been attempted except for general 
descriptions presented in Appendix D. In the absence of cor.vincin~·. 
chemical correlations, the best approach to this problem is to compan• ttu.· 
stratigraphy and tectonic setting of the mafic-ultramafic bodies of this 
study to surrounding rocks of known origin. An additional method of 
determining the igneous origin is to use mineral com!Jositions (such as 
chrome spinels and olivine) as petrogenetic indicators. TheSf! two 
approaches are presented below. 
4.2 COMPARISON OF THE MAFIC- ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS TO OPHIOLITES 
Figure 4- 1 shows schematic cross sections of the mafic - ultramafic 
bodies in the Dashwoods subzone that are interpreted t0 h{! (J!Jhi(Jiiti<.: 
fragments. These bodies are compared to a complete ophiolite strati~raphy 
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Fig. 4-1 Schematic cross-sections of selected western Newfoundland ophiolites 
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from tht> Bay of lsl~uh\s Corn~>lf'x in "'-'t•stt•t·n Nt•\doundland. It is t•vidt'llt 
that mantlt> rock~ <H'l' rt•lativt>ly ran• in tltt> D:tsln,·oods sllll.'otu• P(•ltiPiitt·s. 
Most bodiE>s are cnmpo.s£>d of hieh !Pvtc>l gahhro, intt•t·l:tyt •n•d t·od.:s 111 t IH• 
critical ?.nne .:1nd dunit<'. Han:hur~itl' <lt'l'ltt·s n11ly in ! h1 • I.PIIJ', lol:tiiJ',• ' l\1:11 it· 
Ultramafic Complex <llHI thP Porlat~l' Ltkt• L1udy. Tilt• post lt•,·toui,· Sihu·i:111 
intrusive rock!:i dt:'scrilwd in Chaptpt· ., t'llttsist nl 
gabbro/dioritP. Set,;regations ol pyroxt>nitt• and mon/tlttili• · to syt ·niti.· dikt · ~. 
<tre loeally dE>velnp£>d (Currif' ,<:, van 1\PrkPI, l9H'I). 
On th(• basis of lithology, it is <t(•p:u·pnt tiH• m:tfil' - ultr;uualic r ·ud..;~. 
of this study are nut distinct and cann(lt bt• provt·u ' " Itt· (II (lphinlitic · 
origin. It is also appan•nt that thE• ro{·ks ol this study h:tVI' souu• simil:11· 
charactt>ri~tics to ttw Silurian intrusions as dt•s,·rilll •d in r:h:tpl1•r ~· (~;"'' 
also Appendix D). On£' .1spect that h.1s IH'Ptt u s t·d t" distin,·,ui sl a I•I'IWt•t ·ll 
the t\vO types of rn.:t fic-ultram:tlic r·ocks ira I h" llashwoods sut.zou•· i~; till' 
presence or absence of tectoni,· fabrics (Curr-it · .\ v;an Ht·rkl'l, J<JHH) . 
HO\vever it is difficult to us~ tiH• ai•St·tH't• •d th •lllnll:tl ir•ll :as :1 
distinguishing characteristic hP<:<IltSP thP malil' - ultr:un:tlic nwk~; 111ay s how 
(as in the rocks of this study) an 1·ntir•.• S('<·r:t r um lrom ulldc ·l"rrru·rl t" 
highly deformed within the sarm· body. IIIIWt·VE·r, 1111 tlu • l•:tsi ~; ••I n·J •,ic,ll: tl 
setting as presented in Ch<tl't~r 2, th<· rnafit:-nltr;uu:tlic rcwks "' t!Ji~; ~ . ltllly 
are apparently part of the Lon~ Rangf.' Matic - IJitr;uualil' Cc111apl•·x, :tltlr••lll',la 
the sequence is disruptE>d throut:hout rw.st ••f thP IJ:asllw•••·rl~ ; ~ ; lll•z••ll''· 111 
this context the rocks of this study arp most lik£·1 y ,,f oplair,Jitic ••riJ•,ir .. 11 
the rocks of this study are fra~ments of au (JphiiJ)it(· suitt ·, tlt<·ll r,nJy :t 
small central portion of the suite is presE:'nt, i.E>. th t- st·cti•JII l rr 111a dunitl ·, 
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thr<•lll:h tla•· tr;msitirmal zone pyroxenites to gabbro. Interlayering of these 
lithr.lr•l:il's rJlTllrs in thE:- rock~ of this study and is common at this 
stratigraphic lnnttion within ophiolite suites. 
It is also apparC>nt that if the mafic-ultramafic rocks of this study 
an· ophiulitic in ori~in, thl~n thf' Aurgeo Roa t1 bodies (Fig. 2-1) are likely 
to hr · of th£> ~ ~lllll' origin. In vi(:>W of their close proximity to the Main Gut 
lnt nasion how(·v~·r, this interpretation is tentative and would require 
:add it ic l!l ;tl work to he· conclusive. 
', .'! CIIIWME SPINEL 
'• .1.1 lltlnlductinn 
Spinds havP the general composition [X][Y],04 where X .:md Y 
rPprPsPnt thf' t£>tr:lhPdral and octahedral ions respectively. Spinels can be 
dividPd into two major groups: normal (aluminochrome) spinels and inverse 
(ma•~•wtit£') spirwls. The Ti - bearing ulvospinel group is not included here 
IH•c;Jusp t tw Ti contPnt of chrome spinels in this study is less than 0.3 
wt."~ (/\ppPndix Aj. In normal spinels, X ions are divalent (Fel • and Mg' ') 
and Y ions :lr<' t rival<'nt (AI" and Cr ."). Inverse (magnetite) spinels have 
tilt' Y sitP divit!Pd between divalent and trivalent ions and the X site 
,·ontains Ft.'''. 
ThP most commo n oxides in chrome spinel are MgO, FeO, Cr :l0 3, Al:l0 3, 
and FP~O, .1nd typically comprise over 98., of components (Irvine, 1965). 
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From these five common oxides, s ix t'th1-mt:'llll.lt'r s p ith 'l- r. ,-,~ ,11' mit lt•t. ll, 
predominate. These are: 
Inverse _fu2ineJ~ 
Magnetite Fe 3'(Fe!' , Fe'')~O " 
Magnesioferrite Fe3 ' ( Mg 1 ' ,Fe' ' ) :0 ~ 
Normal AI Spinels 
Spinel lv!gh(A11 ')l0 4 
Hercynite Fe2 ' (A1J')JO., 
.Normal Cr Spinels 
Picrochromite lv!g 2 '(Cr 3 ')l0~ 
Chromite 
The chemistry of these common chrome spine l g n>Up minerals is 
commonly portrayed in a prism with the upper apical etlge r e p n•st>n tin g 111 " 
inverse spinels (Fig. 4-2). Three sides are usetl to plo t t hf' mirH·ra l 
chemistry two-dimensionally (A, B and C of Fi~. 4- 2); the triant_:u la r s••ct i•JII 
representing the trivalent ions (Fe3 ', Cr-1 ' a nd Al 1 ') a nd the h (Jr izuntal ax is 
r " presenting the divalent ions Fe2 ' and lv1g2 ' . 
4.3.2 Composition of chrome spinels from this study 
In this study chrome spinel occurs throughou t the metadu ra i tc ~s iu 
the form of individual euhedral grains which comprise less than 1% of Uu_• 
rock and in veins . Microprobe analyse s f rom six samp les are p n ,s£!ntf•d ir1 
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ThP ~pin<>! prism showing the six principal end-members of 
chrome spinel. The three faces of the prism most often used 
to plot chrome spinel compositions are shown. The lengths of 
the rectangular faces are twice as long as the wi'dth and 
pl:'rmit X2' and XJt variations to be compared graphically 
( Jr·viue, 1965). 
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Appendix A. The metadunite samples range from olivine-rich with no 
antigorite to antig~rite-rich with no olivine. The grains in the antigorite-
rich samples typically have discrete rims; either one rim of relatively light 
reflectance with a core of medium reflectance; or two rims, the inner rim 
of medium reflectance, the outer rim of light reflectance and the core is 
much darker than either rim (Fig. 4-3). The occurrence of one or two rims, 
and the size of rims is variable both within and between samples. 
Fig. 4-3. 
2rnM 
Photomicrograph of zoning in spinel grains. The larger grain 
in the center of the photo has two rims and the smaller grain 
to the lower right of the photo has only one rim. (Reflected 
light) . 
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Several microprobe traverses from the center to rim of grains with 
one rim were completed and the results of a typical traverse are shown in 
Figure 4-4 . The rims have a substantial decrease in Al and r-ig cations and 
a minor decrease in Cr. Fe2 • and Fe3• increase at the rims. 
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Figun• 4- 6 shO\ .. ·s a plot of all chrome spinels analyzed in this study (both 
con·s and rims) on the three principal faces of the spinel prism. Fe• 3 was 
('Stirn~Hl'd by charge balance using ideal spinel stoichiometry (an example 
Fig. '~-s. Plot of Crtl vs FP: '11 tor cht·onw Sl'itwls l'ruht•d dul'illf, this study. 
Closl?d squarl?s = d1rome spinel from ulivitw-l"idl nwtadunitt• \\' ith rnt ·~•h lt>xtun•d 
lizarditl? and ll>ss thm1 5"" antigodtt•. 
solid circl~:>s = chronw spinE>! fnm1 antigoa·itt• t·uck with rniuur li zardilt• hut 1111 
olivinE>. 
solid triangll?s = chrome spitwl from layl•n•d antieoritl'- ridt and olivilll· - t-id t 
sampll?. 
open triangll?s = chromp spinl?ls from m;tssivt> autieuritt- sam(•lt•s. AtTo\"s t•uiut 
from core to rim of thl? sanw grain . 
All othl?r analys£>s arE:> cores uf grains. Tlw rims of chnllllt- spiud l',r·:•ins l ',t •nt•r:lily 
hav(> lower Al, Mg, and Cr and high£> r Ft-'' and Fl'". Also tHIIt• tht· s aml' v :11·i:tliun 
of centers of grains betwl?en sampll?s and within ttw sam•• s :HIIplt•. This tn•11d is 
intl?rprl?tPd to rpsult from var'iablt> intE-raction with a fluid -pitas. •. SPl' It>>< I l•~r· 
furthE-r discussion. 
Diagram and fi€'lds for ophinlitPs and str:ttitnrm intrusions !rom Irvin• · ( l'lf.7) . 
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Fig. 4-5 (Continued). Plot of Fe3 '1! against Fe~'# tor chrome spinf'ls trom t h i:-; 
study. The arrows point from cores to rims and show that rims havt? 31\ inl'rt.'~ISl' 
in Fe3 • which also coincides with a decrease in A1 and Mg. All other analy::;e:; an' 
cores of grains . Note the variation of chemistry in the cores both betwe~:'n 
samples and in the same sample. The compositions of cores are interpreted to b~,.• 
modified by the interaction of the chrome spinels with a fluid phase. See text fu r 
further discussion. 
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Cr 
• • 
AI Fe(3+) 
Fig. 4-5 (Continued). 
Triangular diagram showing plot of AI, Cr and Fe3 + cations for chrome 
spinel cores and rims. 
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,,t this prr,cetlure is presented in Appendix B). In general, the chromites 
.1rr· r.twracterized by medium to low Mg-Al and high Cr-Fe• 2 contents. Rims 
tn:nd trJwards the chromite corner and have a higher Fe' 3 content than 
corPs. It is also evident that the composition of cores is variable within 
;mol bt·twcen samples. 
Similar rims of chrome spinels have been described previously 
(Onyeagocha, 1971•; Ulmer, 1974; Bliss & !Jfaclean, 1975; Hoffman & \-Jalker, 
1978; Lipin, 1984) and are referred to as ferritchromite. The term 
ferritchromite was first used by Spangenberg ( 1943) to describe highly 
reflecting rims around chromite grains (Bliss & Maclean, 1975), it is not a 
mineral of specific composition but describes an alteration product whose 
main features are a depletion in Al and Mg. The intermediate rims 
developed in some cases have a composition between that of the core and 
outer rim. ln several studies, it has been shown that the outer rim is 
essentially magnetite and the inner rim is ferritchromite. 
The origin of the ferritchromite has been debated in the geological 
literature and various proposals have been outlined for its formation. Some 
authors suggest it forms prior to serpentinization; some suggest it forms 
subsequent to serpentinization and some have suggested it results from 
magmatic alteration (Bliss & MacLean, 1975 and references therein) . However 
the most common interpretation is that the ferritchromite alteration is in 
some way formed either during or after serpentinization and is related to 
the serpentinization process. 
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In a study of chromites from ~entr;Jl ~!.:mitoba, Bli:;s F. 1\l:h'l.t':lll ( l · l ~·r>l 
interpreted the magnetite rims to h.:1ve formed around cht·omitl' ~~rain!' 
during serpentinization, and that during subs~quent met311ll)rphi:'tn to~ (at 
least) epidote amphibolite facies, !'-lg, AI and Cr diffus£'d outl..:at·,t ln)m tlw 
chromite core. They proposed that subsequently, the m:tgnl'tit(\ rim rt':h'll'•l 
with the chromite core to produce Al and f..lg defil'ient f~~rritl'ht·omitP rim:; . 
Therefore their main interpretation is that ferrit~hromite fonns durin(. 
metamorphism after serpentinization and that it is a later reaction produ<·t 
between magnetite and chromite. 
However Hoffman & Walker (1978) preferred an interpretation wher(•hy 
ferritchromita b ::n intermediate chemical step between the overall n•a<:ti•)ll 
of chromite to magnetite during serpentinization and thus it need not form 
subsequent to the magnetite. This interpretation is favoured !"or tlw 
metadunites in this study mainly because they are not interpreted to hav(' 
been subsequently metamorphosed after serpentinization (sr-f..' Chapt r- r 7). 
4.3.3 Chromite As a Petrogenetic Indicator 
Irvine ( 1967) found that chromites from ophiolites vs. stratifiJrm 
intrusions such as Bushveld, Stillwater and Muskox ~enerally plot in 
separate fields {with a small overlapping area) with respect to thr:ir rJt~:.. 
Al, Cr and Fe•2 c;;ntents (Fig. 4-6). As presented previously, Figure 4 5 
shows plots of chrome spinels from this study on the Cr/Cr+Al v~ 
Mg/Mg+Fe• 2 and Fe• 3 /Cr+Al+Fe• 3 vs Mg/Mg+Fe• 2 diagrams showin~ Irvine's 
compositional fields for ophiolites and stratiform intrusions. The chrornites 
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r,f this ~tudy are charactHized by low !~g-Al and high Cr-Fe• 2 contents; 
rims of ~rains generally trend towards the chromite corner; cores of spinel 
grains are variabl~ within the same sample and between different samples; 
and rims hav~ a higher Fed content than cores. 
- ·~- · 
-·-·-. 
.. ~ .-: , · !:. ·. · ~ ~ ·: ·:• r ... ~ 
!J,~ !. :· :-4 
Sr · ~ -
Plot of chrome spinels from ophiolites and stratiform intrusions 
s)w\,.·ing separate fields w·ith small overlapping area with 
respect to their Mg, Al, Cr and Fe•J contents (after Irvine, 
1967). 
It is evident the chromites C'f this study generally plot within the 
s tr.Jtiform fi£>hi. ho\,.·ever a core of one grain does plot \,."ithin the ophiolitic 
GH 
field. It is important to n>c:'lll ht>re that in ~~~·twt·:ll tlw chrumitt•s ut this 
study are highly alter·ed t~) fl~rritdtnllltitl' a tt-l t ht't"<'h•rP in must ,·ast•s 
cannot be used reliably as ' ' petrog£>twt ic indil':llot· unl0ss tht• o··ir,in:tl ,·nn· 
is still preserved. Similar trends for d11·nmi t l'S l'nlln t Itt · l'it ' l'!:d, >Ill' l'~>nd 
and Great Bend ophiolitPs of l'Pnt ral Nt>wloundl:m,l :111d tnt· ophiolitt· 
complexes from the Burlington PPninsula nt nul'lllt'rll Nt•\vlmtndl:llld h:tvt• 
been attributed to met:tmorphism (Mal pas ,\ St nHtg, 1 <J7cl) . 
4.4 OLIVINE 
OlivinE< was found in only thr'<'l' samplt•s l 'ullt·l'! t•d. It is t•Vt'l".'r'\vlll·r ·, . 
fractured and veined by lizarditt> and tonns a nu•sh tPxtttn · which 
separates smaller olivine grains th:tt arP optically contin• tllliS, indit':llinr: lilt• 
former presence of largE>r grains. TlwsP largpr· ;_;r·ains :q•J•t·:tr to h:tvt • lot·t·u 
less than 2mm in diameter, and to hav<' f()rrnPd a mosaic lt·Xtttrl' witlt 1:'0" 
triple point junctions (Fig. '•-7) . In SE.'Vt>r:tl plan·s kink l•:tnds :ut• 
developed (Fig. 4-8). rvticroprube analySt'S (l'rl'Sf•tl ll'd il l AJ>J>I'IIdix /\) "I 
olivines from each of the thrPP s:unpl<>s h:tvt· : 1 vr ·ry n ·~.t r il'!t·d 
compositional range of Fo,,, ± 0.7. Th0 only otlu·r· minur· , .,llt ~.tillu•nl~; :tn· NiO 
(0.19 to 0.38 Wt. 01., ) <1nct MnO (0. 12 to O.J'j wt."'q . 
Some authors believe that olivint· composititlll (':til IH· ~~ ~ ;r ·d I•• 
distinguish igneous from metamorphic ori~.:in. F"r r·xar11plr ·, r:aqH ·nlr·r f, 
Phyfer (1976) showed that olivinE's from g(~ographic:illy :,;t•par:tt(·d ultr :uu;tfil' 
rocks in the southern Appalachians hav(• a consist•·nt clu·mist ry ''' F''·u ,, 
(average) within and between bodies and that no ctJITIJHJsilitlll :tl z1Jnin1: is 
lwtm. 
Fig. 4-7. Photomicrograph of olivine with 120° triple-point 
junctions and pseudomorphic serpentine (lizardite) 
forming mesh texture. (X-polarized light). 
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Fig. 4-8 . Photomicrograph of kink-band in olivine grain. 
(X-polarized light). 
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pn·SI:·nt in the olivine grains. They argued that during serpentinization, 
iron i!; rel(!ased from olivine and during subsequent prograde metamorphism 
:Hid recrystallization of serpentine back to olivine, the iron was not re-
incorporated into the olivine structure. Therefore metamorphic olivine is 
Pxpected to be more forsteritic than its igneous percursor, and they 
interpreted most of the olivine to be of metamorphic origin in this case. 
Evans ( 1977) reported that olivine compositions of Fo
9
s are not 
urH:ornmon for rocks that were formerly serpentinized. However, he also 
stated that despite a possible range of metamorphic temperatures from 
approximately 400°C to over 1000°C, he could find no systematic chemical 
changes in olivine composition with metamorphic grade. He found that the 
majority of metamorphic olivines fall within the compositional range of 
olivines from layered intrusions and ophiolites, and subsequently their 
compositional variation is largely a result of the Fe/Mg ratio of the original 
rock, oxygen fugacity, and the nature and amounts of coexisting phases. 
The olivines from this study fall within the range of those in igneous 
dunites (Fo811 to Fo9 ~) from ophiolite complexes (Malpas & Stevens, 1979; 
Savelyev and Savelyevc::, 1979). However it should be noted that the 
forsterite component of olivine from dunites within ophiolite complexes is 
variable and may be as low as Fo88 • Serpentinization and recrystallization 
~:ould have increased this value to Fo92 • It is therefore clear that the 
forsteri~e components of igneous and metamorphic olivines may overlap in 
some cases, and is not a useful indicator of mode of origin unless both 
types are found together and their chemical compositions can be directly 
\ - - ------ - - -
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compared (e.g. Hoffman ,t,. Walker, 1978). 
In the absence of definitive chemical evidence, anothf;.'r possibl£' way 
to interpret the origin of olivine is by using textural relationships. Igneous 
adcumulate textures may show similar 120" microstructural relatillllships as 
the rocks of thL; study. HO\.:ever the olivine crystal boundarit>s an;- so 
well-developed and straight in the rocks of this study, they may well have 
formed by microstructural equilibration that resulted from met:.~morphic 
recrystallization during amphibolite facies metamorphism. In light of this 
it is not possible to come to a definite conclusion as to the origin of 
olivine from this study. 
4.5 SU!'-!HARY 
One of the objectives of this study was to determine ttw origin uf 
the mafic-ultramafic rocks. Petrogenetic interpretations arc usually done 
using whole rock geochemical characteristics, howev1..'r due to 
polymetamorphism of the rocks of this study the results would probably 
be equivocal. Alternatively, the rock5 are compared to oth£lr mafic -
ultramafic rocks in southwestern Newfoundland. Lithologically they are ll(Jt 
distinct from either ophiolitic fragments or from Silurian gai:J!Jro/diurite 
intrusions. However, the rocks of this study are apparently (Jart of the 
Long Range Mafic-Ultramafic Complex that forms a discontinuous belt 
throughout much of the Dashwoods subzone. In this context they an: 
probably of ophiolitic origin. 
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!vfin~:ral chemistry cannot be used reiiably as petrogenetic indicators 
t.Jec.:ause the minerals are affected by fluids. However, one core of a chrome 
S!Jinel grain plots in the ophiolitic field of Irvine (1967). Although the 
evidence may be considered weak, it is concluded the mafic-ultramafic 
rocks of this study are most likely of ophiolitic origin. Chapter 5 outlines 
thf.> structural aspects of the study area followed by an account of the 
metamorphism in Chapters 6 and 7. 
l'j 
CHAPTER 5 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter an interpretation of the structur·al elt>llll'llts of tht.• 
rocks within the map area is presented. Firstly the regional high r.radt• 
planar fabrics in the metapsammites, metapelites, and granitoid rucks an.• 
described, follo"w·ed by an account of the superimposed shear zones in the 
metapelites. The shear zones are not easily recognized because the rol"ks 
have been extensively recrystallized. Because of this, a review ut commo n 
shear zone features and of mylonite fabrics is presented, fo lluwt•d by ~• 
description of the shear zones of this ·audy and the crite ria ust•d to 
recognize them. 
The structural elements of the mafic- ultramafic rocks <1re tta_on 
reviewed. The mafic-ultramafic rocks occur as disrupted and isolate d budit.• ::; 
within the metasedimentary rocks, a relationship that may b e d escribed in 
terms of a melange zone. Therefore the final aspect of this c haptPr H!Vif.·ws 
melange zone terminology and how the present study area tits iuto 
currently accepted concepts concerning melange zones. 
5.2 HIGH GRADE PLANAR FABRICS IN THE METASEDIMENTARY ROCKS 
The psammitic metasedimentary rocks dis play a we ll - de v e lr)pe d 
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s 1 n m1a 1 ic gm•issnsi t y wh(·rf•as the fabric in the met apelites is better 
rl•·.·;crih~>d :ts fc,Jiat<·d tr, gr~t·issic. Both fabrics are the first tectonic fabrics 
n·c''l',nizt·d in tla· units, and are referred to as S 1• The high grade 
l'.ru•issosity 1s subpar:tlll·l to rt-lict lithological layering (S 0 ) that is still 
n·r·ogniz:tl,ll· in pl:K(•S . This rel;ttionship is interpreted to result from 
isodin:tl IIJiding, howPvf·r any F 1 told axes or L 1 mineral lineations that may 
ll:tv•.· di·VI'lt,JH•d :1s p .1rt t1! thE- deformational phase (D 1 ) have not been 
Tlu.· S 1 Iabrie in tlw nwtasedirnentary rocks has been affected by a 
st·r·niHI l'r·ri11d nl isoclinal foldinr, and therefore the original orientation of 
S 1 has lif>Pil tr:msposed. Fir,ure 5-l shows plots of poles to S 1 foliations in 
I hc· llll't:tJ'sammih•s and met<lpelit(•s which show that the fabrics in bo~~~ 
units l',l'rwrally tr£>nd north-northeast and are steeply northwest-southeast 
dil'('illl', to vt•r·tical. Figure 'i-2 shows an example of a second generation 
isnclin:ll told. This \~:ts the only such examplE> recognized throughout the 
111:11' an•a .1nd it appp;u ·s this ev€'nt is not penetrativto. 
~J.'l F:\BHlC IN THE GHANITOID SUITE 
Tht• f,ranitoid rocks contain a weak to well-developed foliation 
dt'liiH' d hy tlw pn·ft>rred orit>ntation of biotite. Figure S-3 is a plot of 
l'ult>s to ftJ!i;ttions .:md shows their orientation is similar to those in the 
rnt'last>dinwnt<try rocks, :tithough they are more widely dispersed than the 
ot ht' r· units. No folds have be-en recognized in the granitoid rocks. 
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Fig. 5 - l. Lower hemisphere, equal-area stereonet plot of poles to foliations 
in psamrnitic (A) and pelitic (B) metasediments. Foliations strike 
predominantly northeast and dip steeply to the northwest or southeast or 
are vertical. 
Fig. 5-2. Second generation isoclinal fold in pelitic metasedimentary unit. 
Fold axis dips moderately to the north. Hammer in center of fold for scale. 
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Poles to Plc!nes 
l.ow~r hemi~phf•rP. pqual 11re:t stereonet plot of 
polt•s to foli:'llions in the granitoid rocks. 
OdPnt:tlion is simil:tr to tl1:1t in the psammitic and 
pP!it ic rnel:ts<>dimen t s :tit hough mor<> widely 
displ"'rsC>d . 
',J, Sllfo:AH ZONES IN Till-: I'EL.ITIC METASEDIMENTARY ROCKS 
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Slt1•ar· zones in the j>f>litk metaSP.llimeutary rocks are commonly 
dPvPinpPd hut tlu•y nn• not Pasily recognized in the field on account of 
PXII•nsivl' n•n·ystallinrtiou throughout this unit. This leads to difficulty in 
dl'lt•nniniug t lw seqttt.'lll'C of folding ev€'nts and other such features when 
hi1•,h gr:HI<' rocks cnnnot llt:> readily distinguished from shear zone rocks 
i 11 1 ht> fipld. ThN"t>for(' t h£> £>mph as is of structural interpretation in this 
dr;rpt<>r is 1'1<1c£'d on a review of common shear zone features followed uy 
an :ll"l'llllnt of the shear zone fabt·ic developed in the rocks of this study. 
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5.4.1 Review of Common Criteria Used to Recognize Shear Zones 
Shear zones are most easily recognized where they cut a pre-existint•. 
foliation, dike or other marker which is offset or det1ected across the zone. 
However, such features are most useful only in relatively narrow slwar 
zones where the relationship between the deflected marker and the shear 
zone boundary is observable. However, since some ·shear zones tens of 
kilometres wide are known {White et al., 1980), and since in many cases the 
shear zone boundaries are not abrupt but occur as zones of variable strain 
partitioned into anastomosing fabrics, other criteria are also necessary. 
An alternative way to identify shear zones is by recognition of 
common shear zone products. One such product in ductile shear:- zones is 
"mylonite", a term originally proposed for rocks that were thought to 
develop from brittle processes {cataclasis), but is now well establish€d to 
be the product of principally ductile processes such as cr:-ystalline plastic 
flow. Formation of mylonites is generally considered to have involved a 
significant component of grain-size reduction that results in sub~rain 
formation from strained gr:-ains and in some cases their subsequ~nt 
recovery during recrystallization. Mylonitic rocks form an entire spectrum 
from protomylonites which are weakly sheared rocks with a small component 
of grain size reduction through mylonites to ultramylonites which are 
strongly sheared rocks with a considerable component of grain size 
reduction (Sibson, 1977). The terrr. "blastomylonite" is used for mylonitic 
rocks that show evidence of recovery (grain growth after de formation) and 
the term "phyllonite" is used for mylonites and ultramylonites that hav~? 
. ~~ ·•• • ·"t · . . ·, ~ . . 4 
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been extensively hydrated to a mica-rich ro.:k \,:ith a phylliti,: appt.':tt·ath't' . 
In the past few years, numerous studies of mylonites in she.:u· zonC's 
have been performed which have facilitated recognition of not only t lll' 
apparent sense of shear movement, but also in the definition of thL' 
characteristic features of the shear zone itself. It follows that if a rock 
can be ,...ecognized as a mylonite, then the zone in which it occurs can be 
interpreted as a shear zone. Some of the more common and useful kint:.•mati...: 
indicators in mylonites are S-C fabrics (Berthe et al., 1979) which are so 
widespread in shear zones that the terms S-C mylonites and S-C tectonit'?s 
have been used in the recent geological literature (Lister & Snoke, 1<)84) . 
Other indicators such as asymmetric porphyroclastic augen (e.g. mic3, 
feldspar, garnet), asymmetric folds, asymmetric pressure shadows or broken 
and displaced grains have been used extensively to recognize mylonites 
and to determine the apparent sense of shear (Simpsou and Schmid, 1983). 
Where mylonites are well-developed and several of the above criteri.3 
can be recognized, ductile shear zones are relatively straightforward to 
recognize. However, in older reworked shear zones that have been 
extensively recrystallized or those that have been altered and retrogressed 
to phyllonites, mylonites and the mylonitic fabric are not as easily 
recognized. 
Several such shear zones have been studied by Piasecki ( 1988), who 
has shown that quartz plates (oblate quartz veins) or ribbons (elongated 
in the direction of shear zone extension lineation) are typically developed 
. . ~ . . - . . -~ - -- . 
... ~ . 
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i11 tlu·s<• ZIJ!lf>S ;md :Jrt" 11sually subparallel to the mylonitic fabric developed 
ir1 tlu· hnst rr1cks. This cr~nclusion is based on recognition of quartz plates 
:doug with mon~ common sht:ar zone features such as S-C fabrics, augened 
JHlrphyrrJ("lasts Pte., :.1s '.o!e!l as other strain induced syn-shear zone 
J•roduct.s such as micas, feldspars and she~r zone pegmatites. The quartz 
pl:rtPs :mel ribbons are interpreted to be strain-induced shear zone 
products. Their form;Hion is not well established but may result from local 
s<·~n .. ~ation and/or larger scale mobility of SiO:l and H2 0 during shearing. 
An important ~tspect of the quartz pl;~tes is they may form at various time 
inl<·rv~tl.s during the sht .. ar zone history. Therefore depending on their 
I irnin~ of formation, tlwy may show various aspects of typical shear zones 
lrorn initial elongate quartz grains \vith relatively little s~rain through 
!_ir.1in.s that havP recovered dynamically to form subgrains to aggregates 
ol ~rains th<lt have bef'n extensively recrystallized. 
The liSl'fulne.ss of recognizing 4uartz plates as a pruduct of shear 
znnps l.wcomes obvious in older reworked zones where quartz plates may 
lw the only relic left of the previous mylonitic fabric. The shear zones of 
t hP prC'sPnt study area fit into this category and their mylonitic fabrics 
:tn' not obvious in the field. However, Piasecki (1988} examined some of the 
nwt~lpPlitic rocks in part of tlw study are~\ and interpreted they represent 
up to :-l !• krn wide anastomosing ductile slwar zone (Three Ponds shear 
zom• in Fig. 1-1 }. This intE'rpretation was b.:lsed mainly on a study of 
quartz platPs. 
. . ... - . . - . . . \ , . 
5.4.2 Shear Zones in the Study Area 
The shear zones in the present study are.1 are recot,nized in the 
field ma.inly on the basis of quartz plates. Figure 3-<J shO\-.·s an examl.>lt' of 
quartz plates in the field and Figures 5-4 & 5-5 s\-l.ows their app('aranc.:e 
in thin section. The quartz displays various stage~ .'~ tllt"hlose t.''<finction 
and subgrain formation and is var:"iably recrystallized so th,tt some grains 
are markedly elongate, whereas others approach polygonal (minimum surf.JL't' 
area) shapes. 
In addition to the development of quartz plates, a mylonitic fabric 
is also recognizable in thin section. Elongate feldspars are presl' rved 
between quartz plates (Figs. 5-6 & 5-7). These grains may be dynamically 
recrystallized into fine-grained aggregates under conditions of continuing 
strain. There are also rare exampl.es of augen garnet porphyrobl~tsts 
"wrapped" by the shear zone fabric . -:g. 5-8) and garnets elonratt'd in 
the plane of shear (Fig. 5-9). Elongate aggregates of relic sillimanite are 
also t: ·eserved (Figs. 5-10 & 5-11) <..nd Fe-Ti oxide minerals are highly 
elongated (Fig. 5-12). In most: examples, the mineralogy between the quartz 
plates has been completely retrogressed to fine-grained sericite to producf~ 
phyllonites (Figs. 5-4 & S-5). In places, mica is aligned at an angle tCJ the 
quartz plates producing an S - C fabric (Fig. 5- 13). These examples indicat~ 
unequivocally th3t the quartz plates are associated with shear zones in the 
present study area. 
Fig. 5-4. 
2mm 
Photomicrograph of quartz plates in the pelitic 
metasediments. A) quartz plates and B) fine-
grained sericite and chlorite. 
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Fig. 5-5. 
I R\M 
Photomicrograph of quartz plates showing 
formation of subgrains and various stages of 
recrystallization between grains. Several quartz 
plates in the center of the photograph show the 
pinch and swell feature that is typical of rib bon 
quartz grains developed in mylonites. (X-polarized 
light). 
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Fig . 5-6. Thin bands of plagioclase feldspar between quartz 
plates in shear zone. Green mineral is chlorite 
(Plane polarized light). 
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Fig. 5-7. Close-up of Figure 5-6 showing thin bands of 
plagioclase feldspar (A) between ribbon quartz 
grains (B). Shear zone in pelitic metasediments. 
(Plane polarized light). 
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Fig. 5-8. Augen garnet porphyroblast wrapped by shear 
zone fabric in pelitic metasediments. Matrix 
consists of fine-grained sillimanite (fibrolite), 
sericite, and Fe-Ti oxides. (X-polarized light). 
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Fig. 5-9. 
I MYV\ 
Boudinaged garnet in shear zone. Fractures now 
filled with chlorite and sericite. {Plane polarized 
light). 
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Fig. 5-10. 
mm 
Elongate and lozenged-shaped aggregate of 
sillimanite (purple) in shear zone. Such features 
are unrecognizable without use of the quartz 
plate. (X polarized light with quartz plate 
inserted). 
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Fig. 5-11. 
mm 
Elongate aggregate of sillimanite (purple) in shear 
zone. (X-polarized light with quartz plate 
inserted). 
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Fig. 5-12. 
o. 2.5 "'~ 
Elongate Fe-Ti oxides in sericite layer in shear 
zone. (Plane polarized light). Sericite 
pseudomorphs sillimanite. 
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Fig. 5-13 . Photomicrograph of S-C shear zone fabric in the 
pelitic metasediments showing fine-grained sericite 
(S) aligned at an angle to quartz plates (C). 
South of Dennis Pond. (X-polarized light). 
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, .. , ""' til<• :111<JV(' exaruplc!s it is clt~:rr tlr:tt the ~hear zone fabric has 
"v•·r pt irrU•d t hP high gr.1dt> Iabrie in the pelitic metasPtliments. Figure 5-14 
i~; :t ~ ; l<•t '''"'"I plot of poles to shear· zone fabrics mrd quart?. pl:ttes <llld 
~;hows 1 fir-it· or iPn 1 a I ions :1re similar to those of the high grade sch is lose 
'" I', IIPis~;ir· I :lhrk irt lhr> surrounding lithologies. The shear zones 
:urm; lnmo!;P on :1 rcgimwl scale as shown in Figure 3-1 and including the 
Tltr<•t• l'onrls ~lwar ?.orte, the hE'll is at least 15 krn in length and up to 4 
kill widl' itt pl:JCl'S. 
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N = 70 
Poles to Planes 
l.owl'r· lwrnisplwr(>, <'qual area st£>reonet plot of 
pol<'~ to sh£':tr zone lal>rics (quartz plates) in the-
p<>litic mE'Insetliments. Shear zone fabrics have-
similar orientations tu the high grade fabric and 
lithological layering in i:he pelitic metasediments 
:md to th<' fabric in surrounding lithologies. 
(}', 
5.5 FOLDING AND LINEATIONS 
Figur(.• 5-15 shows n stereL•twl plot of nil lt•hl mws mt•nsun•d in 1 hll' 
slttLly. They are moderately tu SIE'l'I"Y l'lllllging to thP IHH·th and south :utd 
dustPr around the verticil!. The fold nx<•s how<'VPr, hav<' 11o1 ht•t•n assigtu•d 
to F 1, F2 or syn-shP.aring folds on account ol :1 lal'k of nv<'t-prillling 
criteria :ts \.rell ns diHkully ill di~t:nguishing shE':ll·Pd fnlln IIIIShl'an•tl 
rocks in the field. 
Fig. 5- 15. 
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' • # 
N =50 
- -. 
Fold Axes 
/ 
/ 
Lower hemisphc>r<:>, E'IJ unl :t rP:t st c>rP<Jilfll plot of 
poles to fold axes in thr pPlitic rnr-t:tsPdimr-llts . 
Plungl? vari£'s from moder:tiP to sl£'"1' to PithPr 
the north or south. 
A stereonet plot of the orienta lion of quartz rods and minr>r al Pl<HIJ',at it~rt 
linentions in shear zones measurNl n s pnrl of this study is shown in 
Figure 5-16. They are subpl!ralle l to t '"~ oriPntatimts of fold :1xros. l'i:tsr-d~i 
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( l'IIHl) dl'l<.'rrrrinPd tlt:tt :tsyrnmPtric syn-she~ring folds are common in the 
Tl11 ,., · l'<11111s shNtr zoll£' (Fig. 3-1) and their hinges are subparallel to 
~.; tn·tf'llirtl', lirrc>:ttions dPvel<)ped as a result of shearing. He found that 
!;IJI'II'hirtg liriP:ttions, dcfin«:!d uy ribbons of quartz and aggregates of 
l'.r·:urttl :tll'd IPidsp:tr have a northerly trend and gentle to moderate plunge. 
lh• :tlsn irriPrprPIPd :m :tppnrent sense of overthrusting towards the north. 
This i!.; i11 t.•onflict to the orientation of lineations measured in this study 
whir·lt l'lttsiPr nrmmd thE> v€'rtical. 
~ J --- --'- - ~Quartz Rods 
------
// 
// ',, 
/ ' 
r 
. 
N = 20 
Fil',. ~' - 16. l.owE>r hemisphere equal area stereonet plot of 
poi(>S to mineral lineations (quartz rods and 
el(lngatNI qwtrtz-feldspar segregations). These 
linPat ions .1re gE>nf>rally parallel to fold axes. 
'i .h FI\RIW:S IN TilE MAFIC-ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS 
1\n importnnt ilSpec t of the tectonic development of the map area is 
- . . (. 
the timing of emplacement of the rn.:lfk-ulrt·am;t fic r~)L'k!' in rel~t!i,,n t~· tilt• 
shearing in the metasedimenta.ry rocks. Figurt:-s 3-11 <lnL1 J-1 J ~how th;tt 
shear zone fabrics in the metasedimentaq: rocks wrap acuu1hl mat'k -
ultramafic inclusions. This relationship suggests th"' inclusion~ arl' prl'- t•' 
syn-kinematic and that the shearing h.:>c; affected both the mt.'Lt:>t•d inw n t;ll·y 
and mafic-ultramafic rocks. The preservation of t e ctonic inclusions is a 
common feature of mylonite zones. 
Field evidence of high strain in the mafic-ultramafic n1cks has 
already been discussed in Chapter 3. Microstructural evidt.•tH.'L' that tlw 
mafic-ultramafic rocks have been sheared is found in several examples. lr1 
metadunites, spinels are elongate (Fig. 5-17) to sigmoidal in shape (Fig. 5-
18). Ductile deformation of spinels is known to be a high t~;:•mpcrature 
phenomenon, and has been widely recorlled in the man tie tectoni t f_•s •> f 
ophiolite suites. As can be seen from Figures 5-17 and 5-18 the primary 
silicate minerals are entirely replaced by serpentine group rnint•rals, s u 
other indications of high temperature deformation have been erased. ThP 
serpentine group minerals do not define a penetrative foli a tion. 
In the examples presented above it is clear that the mafic-ultramafic 
rocks have been highly sheared . However the timing of d e v e loprncnl of lh1.: 
shear fabric is not clear. Figure 5-19 shows a plot of poles to layerine 
(fabric) in the mafic-ultramafic rocks. The attitude of the layering chan~es 
substantially from one exposure to the next and is not always parallel t o 
the shear zone fabrics in the adjacent metasediments. This sugtj(•5ls th;Jt 
the layering (fabric) in the mafic-ultramafic rocks .... as d e veloped pri!Jr to 
:<'ig. 5 -17. Elongate spinel in antigorite-rich metadunite 
sample. (X-polarized light). 
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Fig. 5-18. Deformed spinel in antigorite-rich metadunite 
sample. Spinel in almost S-shaped. (X-polarized 
light). 
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( 
\. 
tJ 
' 
~---.. 
- ,- .... -
N = 13 
Poles to Planes 
.. 
l"i 1•,. r, I '1 . l.owr>r hr>mi!'piJ£>rP, Pqu:tl area stereonet plot of 
polr>.s to l:ly(lring in the ullrmnotfic rocks. Layering 
is J',<'llr>rrtlly not parallel to shear zone fabrics in 
lhr> pPlitic metasediments. 
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1 hr> cl,v,.lnJ'IIIr>nl of she:tr ?.qne fabrics in the metasedimentary rocks. This 
n•l:tlion~;Jiil' t':tn hP Pxplrtirwd if the layering (fabric) is related to an 
""'·lir ·t· llir.lt lelltp('t·ature event such as formation of a mantle tectonite 
f:tht ir·, \<JIIil'lt is commonly defined by elongate spinels . 
.-,. 7 f-11-:1./\Nt:E i'.llNES 
1\n obvious f<':tlur<' of the mafic-ultramafic rocks in this study is the 
dbrttJ•I(•d tt :ttltt ·e of thP bodies. This feature may be described in terms of 
:l 11u'lallgl' zo11t>. llowevPr m~lange zone terminology is varied and 
c n111 rovPt ~i :tl :mtl t h<' origin of melanges is in most cases equivocal. With 
t11i~• in mirhl, rlw f(lllowinG sections present a review of recent concepts 
l ' lltll' t't ltillJ', m<'l :m,~r> ?.onPs. followE><l by a discussion of the situation in the 
present map area. 
5.7.1 Review of Melange Zones 
The term "melange" was first used by Greenly ( lql•J) for a rock unit 
in the Precambrian ~lana Complex of Anglesey Isl .:md, Wal•.'s. !;n.:-r•nly uso'd 
the term for a tectonic mixture of rocks and the tl'rm "autoL'lastil.'" w.1s 
used as a descriptive term (i.e. autodastic melange). Sino.:t• that tinw tht.• 
term has been the focus of much debate in the geological litt.'rat un•. It has 
subsequently been recognized that melanges may be developed by 
sedimentary as well as tectonic processes or even by :1 combination n~ 
both. Thus use of the term requires a decision as to the mod•J of ori~in. 
Clearly the two end-members are important with regard to largt• so.:all' 
processes such as subduction, obduction and converging plate margins. 
Hsu ( 1968) noted that although there is a complete gradation belwt•t•n 
the two end-member processes (tectonic and sedimentar-y), ther£:> is <.llso •• 
need to distinguish between the two where possible. H£:> therefore proposed 
the term melange for a mappable unit formed purely by tectonic iJrrJCC'SSf.!S 
and the term "olistostrome" for a unit formed purely by sedimentary 
processes. Hsu also recognized that in many instances, later deformation 
and/or metamorphism may obliterate any recognizable indicators and 
proposed that some other term such as "wildflysch" be used as a non-
genetic term where the pure end-member processes cannot be determ·.._NI. 
Since then, the term melange has been redefined by Berkland et al. 
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( ]')?l;, and has been the subject of a Penrose Conference (Silver & 
Reutner, 1980) where it was proposed to be a non-genetic term used to 
describe a mappable rock unit that is internally fragmented, containing a 
variety of blocks, and commonly has a deformed matrix. The processes 
involved in melange formation are typically sedimentary sliding, tectonic 
movements or a combination of both, but no one process is excluded. It 
also has become common practice by many authors to use a genetic word 
to describe melanges where the processes of formation can be recognized. 
Hence terms such as tectonic melange, sedimentary melange, olistostromal 
melange etc. are common in the geologic<1l literature. 
It is a common observation that many melange zones throughout the 
world have mafic-ultramafic rocks within them, either as the matrix or as 
exotic blocks (or both). This observation is not surprising since many 
melange zones are known to occur in zones of plate convergence usually 
involving oceanic lithosphere. Since the general term "melange" does not 
refer to specific lithologies, Gansser (1974) proposed the term "ophiolitic 
melange" for melange zones that contain rocks of the ophiolite complex. An 
ophiolitic melange was thought to result from a combination of both 
sedimentary and tectonic processes. The matrix of these melange zones 
l.'Ould be ophiolitic (typically tectonically sheared serpentinites) or 
sedimentary in origin. Gansser believed that the formation of ophiolitic 
melanges c<"uld not be purely tectonic because that could not explain the 
mixture of exotic blocks of very varied composition. He also proposed that 
the main process of ophiolite melange formation is "obduction" since many 
an• exposed today. If subduction was the main process of formation, they 
-- -----------~ ~ ~ 
Ill~ 
would be consumf'd during the subduction pr·t•n•s::- . Ill· did lwwt•\' t•r, nolt• 
that some ophiolitic melant,;es contain bhwsdtist fal'it•s ;tsst•mhttr,t's and 
were related to subduction and subsequt.:•nt uplift. hut notl'd th;tl this was 
not the most common ori~,;in. 
Cowan (1985) prt.:~sent£>d .:1 rPvif'\•' of m6l;Htt;<' ?nlll'~; tr·,,.,, lht· r-Tt•s<~ :~"i<' 
and Cenozoic rock.s in th(l Wf'SIPrn Cm·diilt't'a uf Nor·tft ;\mt·r·k;t. lit• 
rf?cognized four types of melance ZUIIE'S (dt.:•signatt•d IY('t'S I to IV) <Ill lht• 
basis of mesoscopic fabric and lithologic composition. 01 l'•trtkul;tr illlt·t·.-~;1 
here is that melange ZOilPS have ;II so lH'f'll class i I it•d 011 II II • krst•s ol 
lithology. Cowan's type III m(>lang(' is of rPif'V<IIH'P to this study, l11•in1·. 
composed of inclusions of v;trious sizC's, sh:tpt>s :111d , ·oml'"~;it itotls i11 :1 
pelitic matrix (also ;malogous to ophiolit k mt'•l;lftl',t' zollt•s 111 wlril'h 
serpentinite matrix predominates). Cowan admits tlr:tl lht • ultim:rlt· Sllllr·n· 
of the inclusions in this type of rn<'•l:mi~P is oils<' II n ·, 11111 I ht ·y :u .-
considered to be foreign to thP prPsNtlly adj:tn•nt nwk nnits. "" lllf •n•l(ln• 
proposes that the origin of typ€' III m<'l:tngf' is dut• to tin:tl t'IIIJ>I:II't'llll·lll 
as olistostromes (muddy tif?bris-tlo \v llPposits) IJr l'" ~· ~;i ldy 11111d di :tl'ir ~ ; . 
In the Appalachian Mountain chain, :t zorH· r1l malir·-1111 r·:uu:tl ic· r 'JI'k ~. 
occurs along the eastern edg£> of lht.:> rniog£·oclirw. Tlu•sr> IHHiit · ~· wr•n· vit·Wf•d 
as olistoliths structurally minglr>d with tlu•ir host rr1('ks !11 fr,rm : 111 
olistostromal rock unit by Williams anrl lf,1tc h(•r ( I 1JR1). In rhi~; ('(lltlr.·xl, tit " 
entire eastern ed~,;e of the miogPocline m<ty tw inll-'rpn·tc·d :ts a l:tn•.•· sc ·:tlt• 
melange zone. On a larger sc..:ale, the eaSl{•rn edgt· l)t thl· rnirlJ~f·IIC'lirlf' ;tf~.(J 
contains individual units that have bPPTI mapp£•<1 m; TTI(: lmtl~'' ZIITII·s. Fr1r 
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,,.x:w•l·d':, in tt~(, BaiE- VE-rtE- Peninsula of northern Newfoundland, the Birchy 
Complex, a unit composed principally of mafic rocks in the greenschist 
facif:~s, li(·s to the east of, and is interpreted to be conformable with the 
Fleur de Lys Supergroup (Williams, 1977). The Birchy Complex includes 
s~vcral units, one of which is the Coachman's Melange that contains exotic 
ophiolitic and sedimentary blocks of varied character. Williams con~idered 
th.-~ Coachman's M~lange to be an olistostrome with a black shale matrix 
formed during emplacement of the ophiolite. Numerous other olistostromal 
melangE: zones have been described in Newfoundland and all cf them 
contain a black shale matrix (Williams & Piasecki, 1990). 
Horton et al. ( 1986) described what they interpreted to be a 
metamorphosed melange zone in the eastern Piedmont Terrane of North 
Carolina, U.S. Appalachians. The Falls Lake melange is composed of mafic 
and ultramafic blocks and pods that have no apparent stratigraphic 
continuity and are diverse in shape and size. The matrix is pelitic schist 
and biotite-muscovite-plagioclase-quartz gneiss. The area is important to 
the present study in that it is one of the few described m~lange zones in 
the literature (and in the Appalachian Orogen) that has high grade 
metamorphic rocks as the matrix. They concluded that the zone was formed 
by a combination of sedimentary and tectonic processes, possibly in the 
accretionary wedge of a convergent plate margin. The criterion used to 
infer "sedimentary processes" is that some of the small blocks have 
rounded to angular shapes and embayed margins. However clearly the 
original shapes of the blocks may have been modified during subsequent 
regional metamorphism, so this criterion is not readily applicable in areas 
of high strain. 
5.7.2 The Map Area As Part Of A Meilange Zone 
Some areas of the present study clearly show tlw ''block in m.ttrix" 
pattern typical of many melange zones described in ttw r.Polnr,k;tl 
literature. Figure 3-14 shows an "isolated" inclusion of ullramati~.· r·nl·k~ 
sitting within metasedimentary rocks (matrix). Such features ar<' widi'Spn•:td 
in the metasedimentary units, and are not restricted t1.> tttt.' map-sl·:ll•-' 
bodies shown in Figure 3-1. The problem then is whether the "block in 
matrix" relationship resulted by progressive defor·matiun as .:1 result ol 
shearing of a sequence of metasediments and mafic-ultramafic plutonic 
rocks, or is the result of sedimentary processes associateJ with obdw:ticm 
of an ophiolite, or a combination of both. 
As discussed in previous sections, the high strain and high r.rade 
metamorphism and subsequent partial retrogression in shear zon(•s h :ts 
rendered any sedimentary relationships difficult to in tl'.'rp n_o t. AI t IIIJUI:h 
some angular shaped blocks with embayed margins occur within thf' map 
area, they have only been observed within granitoid agmatitr_o z•mes (Fir, . 
3-21) and their angular nat•Jre is interpreted to be a rl!sult of the 
injection of the granitoid. Therefore sedimentary processes (and an ori1~i11 
as an olistostrome) cannot be unequivocally proved for the present study 
area. 
In conclusion, there is a mixture of mafi<.:-ultrarnatic and 
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rw·• :r~~~·dirnt: nt:try r0cks in th~ map area, but its origin, whether tectonic or 
Sf_•dirnt•ntary (rJr both), is not readily apparent on account of the high 
mt_•tarnrJrphit:: gradf'.: and strain. Nevertheless, there is widespread evidence 
of shearine in the study area, suggesting that the origin of the melange 
is ~tt l~ast in part tectonic in origin. Thus, although new information 
conn.'rning the mafic-ultramafic and surrounding rocks of this study is 
pn:s+.•ntf.·d in this thesis, the origin of the melange cannot be 
unambi~uousl.v answered. Therefore, the area should not be described as 
~~~~~lan~c· or olistostrome using the terms as proposed by Hsu (1968), but 
certainly constitutes a meldnge zone in the sense of a non-genetic term as 
defined at the Penrose Conference. Use of the term ''type III melange" 
(Cowan, 1985) should also be avoided because of its genetic implications. 
The term "ophiolitic melange" (Gansser, 1974) may be used for the study 
are~t provided the mafic-ultramafic rocks are proven to be of ophiolitic 
origin. However, it should be noted that the rocks in this study area are 
not typical of the man~· other ophiolitic and/or olistostromal melanges found 
throughout Newfoundland. The grade of metamorphi~:n is much higher in 
the study area and the typical black shale matrix of other Newfoundland 
melanges is not present. 
5.8 SUMMARY 
At least three main phases of deformation have affected the pelitic 
rnt:'tasedimer ~tary rocks. An initial phase of isoclinal folding (01) with 
asso~.·iated layer-parallel fabric (S 1) was followed by the development of 
hir,h strain zones with associated mylonitic fabrics. The mylonitic fabrics 
lllh 
anastomose on a regional scale and tht> unit is t>nvisa1~~'d ;ts lllll' largt• S<'<tlt' 
shear belt. A second generation of isoclinal folding is <tbu !'l'l'Uf,lliZl'd hut 
the timing of development has not been dt:>tet·mi tll'd ( i.t>. l>l.'lorl', during or 
after shearing). A lower limit on the age of deformat iun l'V('llls n 1 ;m d 11 ~ 
is not well constrained. However <10 upper limit is ti!P < 11 ~ 1' o t t ht• 
granodiorite (456 ±3 Ma) that intrudes the rn£'tasPdimf'nt s sinl' l' no isol' i ill ;tl 
folding or major shear zones have been t·ecogniz t>d in tlw l',ranudim·itl' . 
The matic-ultrarn.lfic rocks were e mplaced into t lw nwtast •dimt>nlat·y 
rocks prior to or during the dE>fot·m ·~tional e vE>nt r f' lat.:•d to shParinr. ( 1> :..! ) 
and are highly deformed themselves. The field n •l:ltionships that r PsttltC'd 
from incorporation of the mafic-ultramatk rocks into tlw sC'dimPnt ;ll'y rod..: s 
are consistent with a typit:al m€·lange zone and lhl' p n ·svn t l·vidl·nn· 
suggests shearing is the major mechanism of disntpl io11 of tlH·s~> rlll·k s. 
Evidence for sedimentary p rocesses involvt• d in t hf' nu;l<llll',l' ton ll:tt io 11 
cannot be proven. 
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Chapter () 
METAMORPHISM 
r,.J JNTIWIHJCTION 
111 :t rnc'-l:1111_:(.• Z<IIH.' it is possible? that the host rocks and their 
inclusi(JilS could JHISS(.•!is diffE>r('nt metamorphic signatures, and so in this 
•·a~;~· it is n<>cPssary to comt1are the metamorphic histories of both the 
rm•tas<•dirnPnt:rry rocks and their mafic-ultramafic inclusions. This chapter 
lltc·n·forP l'n·sPnls a summary of the metcm101phic features of the rocks in 
tt•rrus of lit holoey <~~HI is presented in two parts. Firstly the regional 
lltl'l:urrorphism in the metasedimentary rocks (psammitic and pelitic units) 
is pr·Psf'niPd, followed by an account of the metamorphism of the mafic-
ttlt r·<rnt:tl:c rods (ntPt<:Htunite, rnetapyroxenite and metagabbro). 
All rocks within th£> map area are interpreted to have been 
rlil't arnnqd1nsc>d to a t le.1st the upper .:unphibolite facies, but some have 
suhsc.•qut•Htly ue.>en variably retrogressed to greenschist facies assemblages. 
Tht· gn·Pnscllist !aciPs mf:>tamorphism appears to have resulted from the 
migr·at ion pf hydrous fluids through the shear zones described in the 
pn•vious chapter, but has locally affected adjacent, non-sheared rocks, so 
thai t lwn• is a cornplt>tP gradation from rocks that contain mainly high 
gr:1dt> asst>mldagt>s through rocks that are completely retrogressed to 
gn•t>nschisf fndt~s assemblages. 
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6.2 fviETASEDIMENTARY ROCKS 
The metasedimentary rocks are discussed in terms of tiH' two units 
psammitic and pelitic as presented in Figure 3-1. Althoueh tht' l'sammit i .. : 
unit consists predominantly of psammitic rocks, minor lay~_•rs of pL•Iitk 
composition occur. In addition, the predominantly pelitic unit contains milhH' 
layers of psammitic composition. The pelitic unit is catagorized fur-ther in 
terms of unsheared rocks and sheared rocks. The majority of the rocks in 
this unit are highly sheared and have been retrogressed in t lw 
greenschist facies. However, evidence of a !Jre-existing high grade.• 
metamorphic event can be found in a few unsheared samples. Sh('3r zones 
have been observed in the psammitic metasedimentary unit, but th('y h;tve 
not been mapped in detail as part of this study. 
Representative mineral assemblages from the metasedimentary mcks 
are presented in Tao..Jie 6-1. K-feldspar was checked for by thl' K-
cobaltinitrate staining method in all lithologies but was found in only unt• 
sample from the psammitic unit {sample T-76). 
6.2.1 Psammitic Metasedimentary Unit 
The psammitic metasedimentary rocks are migmatitic and typically 
display a well-developed stromatic layering described in Chapter 1. Ttw 
samples examined in detail as part of this study are from along the contact 
with the pelitic metasediments. Mineral assemblages are presented in Tabl(! 
6-1. Leucosomes are coarse-grained and typically contain plagioclase + 
T- .j; 
T-IJ') 
T- ! J 
T- !f, 
T- ; •; .! 
:-;..3.:... :: (-: 
L ~ , • ~~n t. . r ~ 'i ·1 ~ z. 1 c h: J • 1 ~') s J 
b i n • ~~ rt t + p l a • 1 t z • I c h l J • ' :nus ) 
I! i o • ·~ n t • r La - ·1 t z • ( c h l J • 1. :nus ) 
hin • gn':•r;la·l~Z •(:nus) 
b!n- •p!a-1tz - r ~us) 
Leucosomes 
qtz·(:la·bio 
qtz•pla•bio 
·1 t z·~ !a•bio 
q t z•p la·K-spar• b io 
qtz·~la•bio 
T-lJ (pelit i c schist ) sil ( f:bro~iteJ+gnt+bio+pla+qtz•I.~! US ) +(ch l l 
P~?litic :~~ tasedim'=:~.~il.rY _lJn~~ 
IJnsheared Pelitic Rocks 
T ~) 
T ., ' 
-_ .. 
T , , --~ 
T-J ~ 
T -!..~ 
T-19 
T-3'! 
T-~0 
T , ' .... -
T-6! 
T-lj 
T-!.3 
T-5:1 
ll - ~03 
ht:: rc•::il•bio 
sil+bio 
sil+bio 
sil•bio 
s i 1 +tio•crJ 
sil+bio•crd 
bio-crd 
sil +crd 
sil .. crd 
sil +crd 
+gn~•pla•qtz•mt•ilrn• (mus) 
+gnt•pla+qtz+mt+ilm+(musl 
+gnt .. pla•qtz+mt+ilrn• (mus) 
+gnt+p~a+qtz+rnt+ilm+(mus)+(chl ) 
+pla+qtz+rnt+ilm+(mus)+ (chl )•(kya)+ (sta ) 
+gnt+pla+qtz+mt+ilm+(mus)+(chl )+(kya)+(sta) 
+gnt+pla+qtz+rnt+ilm•(mus)+ (chl)+(kya)• (sta) 
+pla+qtz+mt+ilm+(mus)+(chl)+(kya)+(sta) 
•gn~·pla•qtz+mt+ilm +(chl)+(kya)•(sta) 
+gnt+pla+qtz+mt+ilrn+(mus)+(chl)+(and) 
qtz+pla+bio .. ~t•ilm•(mus)+(chl)+(epi) 
qtz+pla+bio+mt+i1m+(mus)+(chl)+(epi) 
q tz •p la + bio•m t+ i lm• ( mus) 
qtz+pla+bio•mt•ilm•(mus)•(chl) 
t>inte samples contain minor leucosorn.:s of qtz+pla 
Sheared retrograde rocks 
T-5q 
T-61 
T -~-:-
T-14 ~ 
T-150 
T-154 
qtz+rla•chl+ser+mus+epi+mt+ ilm 
q t z +p la +ch l+ser+mus+epi +mt • ilm + [ gn t] 
qt:•pla•chl+ser+mus+epi+mt•ilm•[bio] 
qt z +pla+chl+ser +mt+ilm+[bio]+[si l ]+ [gnt] 
qt7. +chl+ser+mus+eri•mt +i l:n 
qt z +chl+ser +ep i +mt+ilm+[bio] +[gnt] 
rep:-es ents reli ~ phases 
represents retrograde phase 
PnJ.:> rLined samples u.seJ for thermor:1etry and barometry . 
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quartz+ minor biotite; however up to ::!O•. ~.:oarse-~rained 1\-ft:'ldsp~u- o..: .. :urs 
with this assemblage in sample T-76. Melanosome portions are fitwr-gr;tint'd, 
containing mainly biotite (:!: garnet) with lesser amounts o t quartz + 
plagioclase. In the melanosomes the biotite has a preferred oril•ntatilm th~tt 
defines a planar fabric. In all samples, minor retrograde coarse-gnliiiL'd 
chlorite and muscovite have developed along the edges of biotite and 
locally plagioclase is altered to sericite. Typically th t' ps<Hllmit il~ 
metasedimentary rocks lack the aluminous (sillimanite/kyanitc) an lt FL•-Ti 
oxide phases that are characteristic of the pelitic metasedimentary unit (sec 
below). 
One sample from a lens of pelitic schist within the metapsammite unit 
contains the assemblage sillimanite + biotite + garnet + quartz + plagioclas~:.• . 
The sillimanite is fibrolite and distinctly different from the prismatic 
sillimanite characteristic of the rocks in the pelitic metasedimenta ry unit 
(see below). The sillimanite and biotite define a well-developed s c histos ity 
that wraps around the garnets. Up to 20% coarse- grained muscovite occun;, 
but is interpreted to be a later retrograde phase because the crystals 
cross-cut the main fabric. Leucosome layers of quartz + plaeioclase also 
occur parallel to the schistosity. 
The common mineral assemblage of biotite (:!: garnet) + plagioclase ( t 
K-feldspar) + quartz in the metapsammites is stable over a wide range of 
metamorphic grade. However, the sub-assemblage of sillimanite + garnet + 
biotite in the pelitic schist lens within this unit implies conditions abfJv~ 
the stability of staurolite + muscovite + quartz, which break down 
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(A) st<lurolite + muscovite + quartz = sillimanite + biotite+ garnet + H~O 
lrr this case all staurolite and primary muscovite have been consumed so 
micrustrU<:tural evidence for the reaction is not available. The origin of the 
leuetJS'Jrne layers of quartz + plagioclase is not firmly established, but their 
tonalitic composition suggests that they may be of injection (rather than 
partial melting) origin. There is no evidence of melting reactions such as 
(B) biotite + sillimanite + albite + quartz + H20 = cordierite + liquid 
(C) biotite + sillimanite + albite + quartz + H20 = K-feldspar + cordierite 
(± garnet) + liquid 
which might be expected in rocks of this composition. 
6.2.2 Pelitic Metasedimentary Unit 
Mineral assembl3ges of rocks within the pelitic metasedimentary unit 
are presented in Table 6-1. The assemblages are variable and reflect 
different bulk rock compositions as well as prograde and retrograde 
metamorphic reactions. All samples contain the common assemblage of 
plagioclase + quartz + Fe-Ti oxides. No primary muscovite was observed 
and K- feldspar was not formed. For descriptive purposes, the rocks within 
this unit are divided into unsheared rocks and sheared rocks. 
i ,. 
1 
11 2 
6.2.2.1 Unsheared rocks 
The stable AFM sub-:>ssemblage in four samples (T-3, T-~~ •• T-:!o, T-
32) is garnet + biotite + sillimanite implying conditi0ns above tht• stability 
of staurolite (reaction A). Biotite typically displays an equilibrium dt.>cussatt' 
texture of interlocking grains and sillimanite occurs as coarse prisma ti~· 
crystals. Garnets range from tiny (less than 0.25 mm) inclusion fn~c grains 
to relatively large grains (up to 3 mm) that contain abundant inclusions of 
sillimanite + biotite + quartz + Fe-Ti oxides (see Chapter 7 for furttll'r 
discussion on garnets) . 
One sample (T-44) contains cordierite that is associated with 
leucosome (quartz+ plagioclase) layers (Fig. 6-1). This sample also contains 
melanosome layers consisting of abundant biotitt:~ + sillimanite and no garn(•t 
has been observed. This texture suggests that the rocks may have 
partially melted according to reaction B during their progradt.• 
metamorphism. Although no garnet was found in this particular. sarn!Jle, 
there is evidence in other samples (T-19, T- 39, T - 42 and T-67) that ga rnet 
+ cordierite did occur together. This may indicate partial melting according 
to the reaction: 
{D) biotite + sillimanite + quartz + H20 = cordierite + garnet + liquid 
Evidence of a higher temperature assemblage has been observed in 
sample T-3 where spinel (hercynite) was observed enclosed in garnet and 
in coarse prismatic sillimanite (Fig. 6-2) . Qu..rtz occurs adjacent to garnet 
Fig. 6-1. Photomicrograph of cordierite grains associated 
with leucosome (quartz + feldspar). Melanosome 
consists of biotite + sillimanite + Fe-Ti oxides. 
(Plane polarized light). 
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Fig. 6-2. Photomicrograph of spinel (hercynite) in prismatic 
sillimanite grain. (Plane polarized light). 
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:JIId sillirnanitc, but i:> isolated from hercynite. This texture suggests that 
the garnet and prismatic sillimanite formed by the reaction: 
(E) spinel + 4uartz = garnet + Al 2Si0~ 
The former existence of the stable assemblage spinel + quartz, in addition 
to the possible partial melting reactions as outlined above implies the 
attainment of relatively high temperature conditions early in the 
mE.•tamorphic event. The existance of the stable assemblage sillimanite + 
biotite + garnet, the coexistance of cordierite + garnet and the occurrence 
of cordierite in leucosome layers suggests the variations in stable, high 
gr;ide mineral assemblages through this unit may be a result of sampling 
through different layers of a partially melted migmatite compiex. It should 
be noted here that no K-feldspar has been observed in these rocks and 
therefore a reaction such as A cannot be proven. 
Subsequent lower grade metamorphism has overprinted all the high 
erade mineral assemblages outlined above. Figures 6-3 and 6-4 are 
photomicrographs of sarr.ple T-19 showing evidence of the breakdown of 
garnet and cordierite. in Figure 6-3, garnet is rimmed by prismatic 
sillimanite and in Figure 6-4 a former cordierite grain has been replaced 
by sillimanite + biotite (some of the biotite has subsequently been replaced 
by chlorite). These textures suggest the reaction: 
(F) cordierite + garnet + H20 = sillimanite + biotite 
------ - - - -~ --
Fig. 6-3. Photomicrograph of garnet rimmed by prismatic 
sillimanite. Small grain of pinnitized cordierite 
near top of photograph. Retrograde reaction 
discussed in text. (Plane polarized light). 
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Fig. 6-4. Photomicrograph of highly pinnitized cordierite 
replaced by an assemblage of biotite + sillimanite 
which is subsequently altered to chlorite. Same 
sample as Figure 6-3. (Plane polarized light). 
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Figure 6-5 shows evidence of a lower gral1E' reaction wht-rPhy sillimanitP 
+ biotite have reacted to form staurolite + chloritt- + quanz hy till' 
reaction: 
(G) sillimanite + biotite + H,O = staurolite + chloritt> + qu;u·tz 
Figure 6-6 shows cordierite breaking down to chloritP + kyanitc• + quartz 
by the reaction: 
(H) cordierite + H.lO = chlorite + kyanite + quartz 
In contrast to the early high temperature phases, ky:mit<' and st ;lllrolitP 
are always associated with chlorite and do not Pxhibit a prPtPrrC'd 
orientation. This textural evidence suggests that tht- ky:milc> :md ~; t:lllrolitP 
are retrograde phases. Although the typical retrograde Al ~, Si0., phasP is 
kyanite, sample T-67 contains andalusite as the Al~SiO ., r£>trogradC' phasC'. 
Since most samples show evidence of crossing th~ sillimanite/kyanitP 
boundary and at least one sample shows evidence of crossing t lw 
sillimanite/andalusite boundary, the overall path of retr-ugr;tdl· 
metamorphism likely spaned the AtlSiO~ triple point junction. 
In addition to the above retrograde reactions conJierit(• shows 
variable affects of pinnltization from unaltered to completely pinnitizNI and 
garnet is replaced by chlorite ! muscovite ! quartz. Large poikiloblasts rJt 
secondary muscovite are also common and contain inclusions of sillimanitf· 
in places (Fig. 6-7). 
- ~-- -
Fig. 6- 5. Photomicrograph of retrograde reaction sillimanite 
+ biotite = staurolite + chlorite + quartz. (Plane 
polarized light). 
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Fig. 6-6. Photomicrograph of retrograde reaction cordierite 
+ H2 0 = kyanite + chlorite + quartz. {X-polarized 
light). 
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Fig. 6-7. Photomicrograph of sample T-26 showing late 
secondary muscovite poikiloblasts that overgrow 
the high grade fabric. The muscovite in the 
center of the photograph contains inclusions of 
sillimanite and quartz. (X-polarized light). 
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I-linor layers of psammi tic ro(: ks that cont.1i n t ht? <1ssem b Ltl',l' quart ;.~ 
+ plagioclase + biotite + Fe-Ti oxides also occur· within tlw Pl'litic 
metasedimentary unit. Retrograde epidote occurs in sev(.•ral sample~ and 
muscovite and chlorite are developed on the ed~es of biotite grains. Tlw 
stable assemblage in these psammitic rocks does not indic ate a pn'L'iS(' 
metamorphic grade but can occur over a r a nge from grt'l'nschis t to 
amphibolite facies. 
6.2.2.2 Sheared rocks 
Most of the highly sheared rocks within the pelitic metasedirmmt ;try 
unit contain greenschist facies mineral assemblages consisting of chlor ite 
+ muscovite + quartz + Fe-Ti oxides. However remnant garnet, sillimanite 
and biotite were observed in several samples. The g a rne t and si llirnanitt• 
both occur as augen in a highly sheared matrix of sericite and chloritL• 
(see Chapter 5) . Where garnet is still preserved in the highly r e trog ressed 
samples, it is typically fractured and partially retrogressed to chlorite ± 
muscovite ± quartz. Although the matrix of highly sheared sarnp lr.·s is 
typically very fine-grained sericite, large (overprinting) muscovit e 
poikiloblasts are common. These grains are commonly kinked and typically 
grow across the shear fabric suggesting they formed a fter the main 
shearing event, but before the end of deformation. 
6.3 THE PETROGENETIC GRID 
Figure 6-8 is a pressure- temperature diagram with app roximate 
Fie. 6-8. Petrogenetic grid with reactions for metapelites. 
Reaction 1 Bohlen et al., 1986 
Reaction 2 Grant, 1985 
Reaction 3 Thompson, 1976 
Reaction 4 Hsu, 1968 
Reaction 5 Hess, 1969 
Reaction A Hoffer, 1978 
Reactions 1-5 are retrograde reactions and 
reaction A is a possible prograde reaction as 
discussed in text. 
AllSi05 triple-point junction after Holdaway, 1971. 
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locations of the reactions discussed above. The majority of the reactions 
are rc~trograde from the high temperature stable assemblage of spinel + 
(juartz through to low grade greenschist facies assemblages. On the basis 
of the observed mineral assemblages, pressures are not well constrained 
with th<> exception that kyanite is the typical retrograde phase but 
andalusit<.> was noted in sample T-67. Therefore a minimum pressure is 
int<>rpr<>t<>d to be near the Al~SiOs triple point junction. 
It should be noted here that if the rocks containing cordierite 
partially melted by a biotite + sillimanite breakdown reaction as suggested 
above, then K~O would be expected, at least as a component in the melt if 
not as a separate phase in K-feldspar. However no K-feldspar has been 
observed in these rocks. Ashworth (1985) has outlined several reasons why 
this is possible and noted that a scarcity of K-feldspar also has been 
described from various other migmatitic terranes around the world (e.g. 
Hrown, 1983). One possible explanation for a lack of K-feldspar is that that 
fr:tction of the melt has escaped and is now somewhere else. 
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6.4 MAFIC-UL TRANAFIC ROCKS 
Mafic-ultramafic rocks occur as inclusions in the met:JsedimC'ntary 
rocks and granitoid suite. They contain a diverse sequence of mt.>t3morphk 
assemblages recording the metamorphic history of the belt. Ttw mafic-
ultramafic rocks described below are mainly from the metapelite unit anJ 
are typically associated with the shear zones in that unit. The rocks :1re 
classified as metadunite, metapyroxenite or metagabbro. Thest.• will b(' 
described in detail below to assess their metamorphic history. This will 
then be compared to the metamorphic history of the me tasedimenta ry rocks 
described in previous sections. 
The inclusions in the surrounding metaps .... mmite unit and granitoid 
suite were observed only on a reconaissance basis and were mapped as 
"amphibolites" in the field. A detailed analysis of their composition was not 
undertaken as part of this study and therefore a classification of rock 
types is not possible. 
6.4.1 Metadunite 
The metadunites are partially to totally hydrated and/or carbonatizcd 
to serpentine and talc-carbonate assemblages. As discussed in Chapt~:r '•· 
olivine was found in only three samples and is interpreted to IJr! 
recrystallized, metamorphic olivine. If this is indee d th.:: crJrr~<.:t 
interpretation, the original igneous rock must still have been a dunite. 
Therefore the original igneous assemblage was probably olivine + chrome 
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spinel. NtJ orthopyroxene, clinopyroxene or plagioclase have been observed 
in the metadunites. 
In most samples, the early assemblage is pervasively replaced by one 
uf the following metamorphic assemblages: 
( 1) antigorite ( ± brucite ? ) + magnetite + ferritchromite + chlorite 
( 2) talc + magnesite + chlorite 
(3) lizardite (± brucite ?) + magnetite + minor ferritchromite 
In order to understand the metamorphic history of the metadunites it is 
essential to determine the type of serpentine present since it is commonly 
accepted that lizardite is the low temperature mineral and antigorite is the 
high temperature mineral. This can only be done with confidence using a 
combination of petrographic observations of serpentine textures, XRD 
analyses and serpentine chemistry. Thes~ aspects are presented in detail 
below. 
6.4.2 Serpentine Textures in Metadunites 
A brief literature review of serpentine textures is given in Appendix 
E. The metadunites examined in this study 3how a wide range of serpentine 
textures which are described below vith the serpentine type being 
classified according to optical properties. X~D and microprobe analyses {see 
below) show that the pseudomorphic serp~ntine is generally lizardite 
whereas the non-pseudomorphic serpentine is antigorite. However a detailed 
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interpretation of serpentine types (lizardite, chrysotile or antigorite) in all 
the textures described below is not possible without microbeam X-ray 
camera analyses (e.g. Wicks & Whittaker, 1977). 
6.4.2.1 Pseudomorphic textures 
Where olivine is still preserved, it contains serpentine in fractures 
that displays the typical mesh texture. The serpentine is aligned with its 
apparent fiber axis at right angles to the central parting and is always a 
serpentine (Fig. 6-9). In this example, hydration is not complete and olivine 
remains in the mesh center. 
Q, I 
Fig. 6-9 Photomicrograph of lizardite vein in olivine. The lizardite 
is aligned with its apparent fibre axis at right angles to the vein 
boundary. (X-polarixed light). 
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Mesh textures have also been observed where hydration reactions 
have consumed all the olivine in the mesh centers and only serpentine 
remains (Fig. 6-10). In this example, mesh rims and centers are composed 
of a serpentine and the centers have apparent fibers that are optically 
continuous with those in the mesh rims. The serpentine in the mesh 
centers is yellowish in color and may be intergrown with a fine-grained 
phase tentatively identified as brucite. Several central partings are filled 
with magnetite whereas others contain serpentine. The dark outlines around 
mesh centers and in mesh rims may be magnetite or weathered serpentine. 
Fig. 6-10. Photomicrograph of pseudomorphic serpentine (lizardite) forming 
mesh texture after olivine but no olivine remains in the sample (i.e. total 
hydration). Note that some central partings are filled with magnetite and 
others are filled with serpentine. (Plane polarized light). 
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The mesh texture forms asymmetrical mesh cells developed by the 
bifurcation of central partings which probably follow initial fractures in 
the olivine grains. Some areas also contain three central partings which 
form tripartite veins and corresponding compound mesh rims (Fig. 6-11). 
Fig. 6-11. Photomicrograph of tripartite lizardite veining. (X-polarized 
light). 
Hourglass textures occur locally and where developed, no olivine 
remains in the rock {Fig. 6-12). In this example, the pseudomorphic 
serpentine in the hourglass texture is y serpentine (type unknown) and 
is distinctly different from the a serpentine {lizardite) in the mesh textures 
described previously. Surrounding the hourglass texture is non-
pseudomorphic serpentine (see below) with an interlocking texture which 
is y serpentine (antigorite). 
Fig. 6-12. Photomicrograph of pseudomorphic serpentine 
(type unknown) hourglass texture. (X-polarized 
light). 
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Another example of pseudomorphic serpentine is shown in Fig. 6-13. 
This example shows yellowish serpentine pseudomorphs {possibly tremolite 
bastites?) surrounded by non-pseudomorphic antigorite. The tiny flakes of 
serpentine with an interlocking texture that appear to have nucleated on 
the serpentine pseudomorphs are possibly antigorite. 
6.4.2.2 Non-pseudomorphic textures 
The most common type of serpentine developed in the rocks of this 
study occurs in non-pseudomorphic textures. Radiating blades with an 
Fig. 6-13. Photomicrograph of pseudomorphic serpentine 
(type unknown). (X-polarized light). 
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interpenetrating texture (Fig. 6-14) are widespread and in all cases are 
composed of y serpentine (antigorite). In many areas only massive y 
serpentine (antigorite) with interlocking and/or interpenetrating textures 
remain (Fig 6-15). 
It is interesting to note here that in many rocks of this study, 
recognition of pseudomorphic serpentine (lizardite) is difficult on account 
of the amount of massive serpentine (antigorite) developed. Small patches 
of lizardite can easily be overlooked in thin section because in most cases 
all serpentine is of similar color and relief. An easy way to overcome this 
Fig. 6-14. Photomicrograph of nonpseudomorphic serpentine 
(antigorite) with radiating blade texture around 
lizardite serpentine. The dark color of the 
lizardite is probably tiny magnetite inclusions. ex-
polarized light). 
Fig. 6-15. Photomicrograph of interlocking texture of 
antigorite. (X-polarized light). 
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problem is to use polished thin sections under reflected light. The massive 
serpentine (antigorite) polishes much better than lizardite and the two are 
easily distinguished by this method (Fig. 6-16). In virtually every 
antigorite-bearing rock examined in this study at least some lizardite was 
found. 
Fig. 6-16. Photomicrograph of antigorite and lizardite 
showing the difference between the two under 
reflected light. 
6.4.3 XRD Analyses Of Serpentine Minerals 
Since both the common serpentine pseudomorphic and 
nonpseudomorphic textures can be composed of lizardite, chrysotile or 
antigorite, it is necessary to determine the serpentine type by methods 
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other than petrography. The three serpentine gr·oup minerab h:ln' 
different crystal structures and are distinguishable by XRD methods . In 
this study, 9 whole rock powders were analyzed to dett:"'rrnilw tilt.• 
serpentine mineralogy (Appendix C). Sample D-L. contains serpentine that 
is closest to the lizardite standard and is the pseudomorphk type found 
in fractures in olivine (Fig. 6-9) . Sample D-14 gave a positive idt.>rtt ificat ion 
of antigorite. This sample is cow;.osed of the nonpseudomorphk type of 
serpentine shown in Figure 6-15. In all other samples analyzed, the XIW 
peaks do not match the standards closely enough to make a posit ive 
identification of the serpentine type. 
6.4.4 Serpentine Chemistry 
Another approach to identifying serpentine end members is basE'd on 
the chemistry of the minerals. Antigorite has a slightly different mineral 
formula than the ideal formula of Mg3Si20~(0H) ,, for lizardite and chrysotile. 
The ideal formula for antigorite is Mg2 . 86 Si10~(0H)J . ,tt (Wicks & O'llanley, 
1988). Based on this ideal formula, the mineral formula of antigorite can t..c 
calculated from microprobe analyses on an anhydrous basb by 
normalization to 6.8 oxygens. Whittaker & Wicks (1970) and Moody (1CJ76) 
have shown that antigorite has a higher wt.% Si02 and lower wt.% MeO and 
H2o• compared to lizardite and chrysotile. 
In this study numerous examples of pseudomorphic a nd non -
pseudomorphic serpentine were analyzed using the microprobe (Ap(J E:! ndix 
A). Figure 6-17 shows a plot of wt.% Si02 against Mg cations, wt.% !flO, 
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Ff.:r:l, f.YgO, NiO and All0 3 for all the serpentine analyses. The 
nonpseudomorphic type consistently has higher wt.% Si02, lower Mg cations 
and lrJwer wt.% HlO than the rseudomorphic serpentine. This confirms that 
the pseudomorphic serpentine is lizardite and the nonpseudomorphic type 
is antigorite. It is also apparent that the wt. % MgO values overlap and 
therefore cannot be used to distinguish the end-member serpentines. 
Several other interesting trends are recognized from Figure 6-17. 1) 
Wt.~~ MgO increases from mesh textured lizardite samples still containing 
olivine to mesh textured lizardite with no olivine (total hydration). It then 
decreases in antigorite with minor talc-magnesite alteration and decreases 
more in antigorite samples containing a high degree of talc-magnesite 
alteration. 2) Wt.% reO follows exactly the opposite trend, decreasing from 
lizardite-olivine samples to samples containing only lizardite and increasing 
again in antigorite coexistinG with a low abundance talc-magnesite through 
to antigorite with abundant talc-magnesite alteration. 3) Wt.% NiO decreases 
from lizardite to an~igorite. 4) The wt.% Al20 3 is similar in lizardite and 
antigorite (minor talc-magnesite alteration) but increases in antigorite with 
abundant talc-carbonate alteration. 'rhese observations probably reflect 
relative mobilities of these elements during serpentinization and talc-
m;lgnesite alteration. Variations in FeO and Ni will be strongly controlled 
by oxygen fugacities. If the oxygen fugacity is high, magnetite will be 
~.;tabilized and FeO will be lower in the serpentines. 
Fig. 6-17. Plot of Wt.•, SiO. against Mg cations and Wt.•. H .o, Feo, tvtr,o, 
NiO and Al20 3 fo-r all serpentines analyzed in this study. 
Open circles = lizardite mesh texture within olivine grains. 
closed circles = lizardite with antigorite but no olivine indicating l•Jtal 
hydration. 
open triangles = antigorite with some lizardite remammg in the sample mHI 
low talc-carbonate alteration. 
closed triangle = antigorite with little lizardite remaining and high t ;lk-
carbonate alteration. 
These four variations are interpreted to represent different 
degrees of serpentinization and talc-carbonate alteration. 
Antigorite consistently contains lower H JO, and lower Mg 
cations in the mineral formula. Variations between the otht>r 
components and serpentine texture is discussed in the text. 
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6.4.5 Interpretation Of Serpentine Textures 
Following O'Hanley ( 1991 ), serpentine textures 1.::m bt> l',l'tll'rally 
interpreted in terms of three processes: ( 1) retrograde serpentinizatkm 
(hydration); (2) serpentine recrystallization during millt pr·ogradl' 
metamorphism; and (3) deserpentinization during higher temper:ttun• 
prograde metamorphism (see Appendix E). It is widely accepted that 
lizardite mesh textures are only produced by the first proct•ss (i.f?. 
retrograde hydration). However, antigorite can be produced by any of tlw 
~.hree processes during either retrograde or prograde metamorphism. 
Antigorite in the rocks of this study is interpreted to have been 
produced from the breakdown of olivine in a retrograde (hydration) event 
and subsequent to this, any olivine remaining was further hydrated to 
lizardite mesh textures. Therefore all the serpentine types are interpreted 
to result from one retrograde metamorphic event. Evidence for the 
retrograde development of antigorite after olivine is found in a laycrt!J 
metadunite sample (Fig. 3-17). Figures 6-18 and 6-19 show the nature of 
the layering which is composed of nonpseudomorphic serpentine (antigorite·· 
rich) layers (with minor olivine and lizardite) alternating with olivine-rich 
layers (with minor lizardite and antigorite). No pyroxene or plagiodase 
occurs in this sample and therefore the layering is not the result of initial 
igneous processes. Neither could the antigorite-rich layers be thf? result 
of serpentine recrystallization of lizardite to antigorite during prograde 
metamorphism because this would be expected to developed ove r a larg~r 
extent and not preferentially in layers as in this sample. The preferred 
Fi~. 6-18. Photomicrograph of layering in metadunite. A) 
antigorite with minor lizardite. B) Olivine-rich 
layers with lizardite mesh texture. This layering 
is interpreted to result from shearing and 
serpentine recrystallization and does not 
represent original igneous phase layering. This 
interpretation is supported by the fact that no 
pyroxenes or plagioclase occurs in the sample. (X-
polarized light). 
Fig. 6 - 19. Photomicrograph of same sample shown in Figure 
6-18 showing more details of the nature of the 
layering. In this photograph the layering extends 
from the lower left to the upper right and shows 
the sharp contact between olivine-rich layer with 
mesh textured lizardite (A) and antigorite-rich 
layer with minor lizardite (B). Small grains of 
olivine are also still preserved in the antigorite 
layers. (X-polarized light). 
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int(·rprH:tti(JJI is t lwt fluids migrated along zones of weakness and reacted 
with olivine~ to fc,rm ;mtigorit<>. Olivine remaining in any of the layers was 
suiJ.sNJ11f•ntly hydrat£>d to lizardite at lower temperatures. 
AIIIH •lll!.h l·vi dE•nce for the retrograde development of antigorite after 
ulivim• is not common in thP geological literature, this interpretation has 
IH•(•rt strel:<•s t<>d by Wicks (1984) and Peacock (1987) and is further 
sub!';tantbt<>d in this study by comparison of the metadunites to the 
lllf'tamorphic history of the metasedimentary rocks presented previously. In 
Chaplt--r '~ it ,.,.as interpreted that the mafic-ultramafic rocks are pre-
kinPm:llic. Since th£> m<>tasediments sho....,· a history of cooling from high 
tc•mpPraturf:'s in a retrograde environment, the mafic-ultramafic rocks 
should ~llso show the same history. Therefore it is much more likely that 
:mtigoritP was produced in a retrograde rather than a prograde 
Ill PI :tmor}' hit' P.V<>n t . 
It is important to note here that the olivine in this study is 
intPrpn' l<>d to hE> of metamorphic origin. However, regardless of the origin 
ol tlw olivinf', all s<>rp€'ntine> minerals grew after olivine. This means that 
it tlw olivine is metamorphic, the evidence whereby that process was 
:tchit>vt•d lws bt>E'n subsequently obliterated. Even if the argument is made 
that tht• olivin£> is igneous, the subsequent retrograde development of 
arrti~nr·itl' and lizardite still holds. 
1!.6 
6.4.6 Talc-r-!agnesite 
The assemblage talc-magnesite is variably developed throughout tht-
metadunites . In some areas the assemblage comprises less than 1··. of tht' 
rock whereas other areas contain more than so·~ talc-magnesite. Where talc.:-
magnesite is present, it occurs either in veinlets that metrk the p<lth of 
fluid migration through the rocks {Fig. 6-20); as pseudomorphs .:1fter 
antigorite; or as discrete grains in antigorite-rich metadunites. It should 
be noted here that talc also occurs in zoned metadunite bodies (described 
belot.;) where it is usually associated with tremolite rather than magnes ite. 
Magnesites from four samples were analyzed with the microprobe and 
the results are presented in Appendix A. They contain between 44.5 and 
47.2 wt.~ MgO with a minor siderite component (generally less tha n s·~) . 
Wt.% CaO is negligible. 
6.4. 7 Chlorite 
Chlorite occurs locally in the metadunites around chromitc grains 
(Fig. 6-21) and in late talc veins in samples containing abundant talc-
magnesite (Fig. 6-22). This indicates that Al was mobile late in the 
serpentinization history of these rocks. 
6.4.8 Mineral Reactions in Metadunites 
As discussed previously, there is evidence to s uggest that antig(Jrite 
Fig. 6-20. Photomicrograph of talc-carbonate vein that cuts 
antigorite. (X-polarized light). 
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Fig. 6-21. Photomicrograph of chlorite around spinel grain in 
an antigorite-rich metadunite sample. (X-polarized 
light). 
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Fig. 6-22. Photomicrograph of talc vein that contains chlorite 
in a talc-magnesite rock. The chlorite development 
in the late vein may indicate that Al was mobile 
during serpentinization. (X-polarized light). 
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formed directly from olivine in a retrograJt.> hydcHi<)ll rt';h.'ti•>n . Thi:; 
reaction may be represented by: 
(I) forsterite + H20 = Antigorite + Br·ucite 
However, the presence of brucite with antigorite has not bC'('n confirme,l 
in the rocks of this study. This may be due to one of several reasons. 1) 
Brucite is stable only in the presence of Hp-rich fluids. In tht.> l'rt'sence 
of C0 2 it will breakdown to magnesite (Moody, 1976 after· J o hannt:.>s & Mt•tl, 
1968). Since many of the rocks of this study have a later talc-carbonate 
overprint indicating the presence of CO~ be3rin~ tluids, any Lrucit.e in 
those samples may have reacter\ to form rnagnesit~. 2) Brucite may n•lt form 
if the reaction is metasomatic, such that M~ is removeL1 by the tluid phase: 
(J) forsterite + H20 = Antigorite + Mg (removed) 
As previously discussed in Chapter 3, some of the metadunite bodiPs 
are zoned and contain near monomineralic rims of talc, trernolit ~ - actirt<Jii t •: 
and chlorite from the center to the rim of the body. This is cxcdlcut 
evidence that metasomatism has affected at least sam~ of the mHadunit~!~. 
An "idealize~" zonation pattern (from Fowler et al., 1981) is presentc<.J in 
Figure 6-23 and shows Mg and H20 are removed from the systl'm an<.J Si, 
Ca 3nd Al are added. This zonation pattern is similar tr.> rn<;s t Z(J!l~d 
serpentinites described in the literature, however partial metasomat ism may 
give rise to va:-ious combinations of mineral zones. The zouin~ is du~ t 'J 
metasomatic elemenc transfer between the ultramafic and country r ocks and 
Si 
Country Rocks 
Country Rocks 
Mg + H20 
Serpentine 
• Hornblende 
. 
Talc 
,___ -' 
, I 
Chlorite 
Tremolite 
Idealized zonation pattern and element exchange 
bet-...·een a serpentinite body and its surrounding 
country rocks (after Fowler et al., 1981). 
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thus rel'n'sents an arrested diffusion profile formed as elements diffused 
\'ia a lluid 1-•hase bet .... ·een serpentinite bodies and the surrounding rocks. 
In the r0cks 0f this study, zoned serpentinite bodies have been observed 
in shean>d, L,ret>nschist fa~·ies mt-tagabbro and in pelitic metasedimentary 
Talc-magnesit.:> :lSSC'mbl.;l~t·s may h<~vt• fonllt•,t vi;t till• loll••win,·. 
reaction: 
It is clear from thE> abovp pN rogr ap IIi,· dt ·snil'l inns nl 1 Itt· 
metadunites from this study that olivim• wa~ iu l'•td abo rqdan•d lt .Y 
lizardite. This event is l'Xpresst•t! by tlw t·Pal'tion (tllill',lll'titt• i~. nlllittt-d): 
(L) forsterite -+ H .0 = lizanlite + brucitP 
O'Hanley Pt al., (1989) have c;~lculatPd rt-actinn cu•·vt•s i11 I' · T sj' :H·•· lot tht• 
lizardite reactions and suggest that li z a r ditl· st;th ility is atft•,·tl·d I•Y tltt • 
presence of Al and that Al-liz.:trditP has a l:tq~t·r st:thilit y lit ·ld t lt :lll /\1 I n·• · 
lizardite. However the lizardites in this study c ontai11 lt•ss th:tll tl.'i wt:· .. 
Al~0 1 Hnd therefore the effects of AI ar<' lik c·ly t n ],, . n•·l ', lil ~i ldl' . 
The stability fif:'ld fo r Al-frt:e li z arditt· is n•l! wdl n .u ~.r t:t i•••·d d11•· 
to the lack of thermodynamic data. Til l• n •al'tiott has IH·t•n sh .. wtt to lu· 
metastable (O'Hanlf'y (•t al., 1980) and t Ia· , ·onvt•rsi•••• n l " li v ir11 · ,,, td I••·• · 
lizardite may be enhanced hy P(ll_.f>) (O'II<tnlt·y 1'1 :11., I'JH'J; :·i;11d •• r d, I ' JHI) 
and the presf'nCf' o f Ff- 1 ' (O'IIanl•·y, in (•n·s s ) . lhJVJI·v,.r, ~~~ . i ••l'. ~ . ! : lid• · 
isotope data, Wenn~·r & Ta ylor (1971) l'IJtKiudHI th;t t Jiz:tr di f• · :-.•·rJ''·r.rir•il•·s 
formed at temperatur(•S less than 200° C :lnd fl'll :tnii.·Y I•! :d . ( I ' JH'J) l •u !IH·t 
suggest that the formation of' li zarctitf' at th<' (·xpr-n s £· ''' ,,Jiviru· , ,, · ,· ur ~. : If 
10\v P(H,O) (i.e. less than 1 Kbar, with :tH/l ;tpl •r •Jx . ·-= 1 ). 
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Since olivine and serpentine are the major minerals in the 
rn(.:'tadunitt!s of this study, their metamorphism can be analyzed using the 
rnoLil•l MgO-SiO: ··COL-H:O system. Figure 6-24 shows schematically a series 
of reaction curves in the system after Johannes (1969). The formation of 
::.t.·rpentine (antigorite) and brucite from forsterite (reaction 6) occurs with 
~· decrease of temperature from a fluid that is H20 rich. Note that the 
r~:actiun occurs at slightly higher temperatures with increased fluid 
pressures ( F'ig. 6-25). 
The formation of talc-magnesite occurred with an increase in the 
amount of CO~ present in the fluid phase (reaction 3). This may be 
accomplished by the buffering of the H20-rich fluid phase along reaction 
6 with decreasing temperature or by infiltration of a separate col-richer 
fluid phase subsequent to serpentine formation. It seems likely that both 
processes may have occurred. An example of a buffered assemblage is seen 
in Figure 6-15 where only minor talc-magnesite is formed as discrete 
l~rains with serpentine still preserved. Infiltration metasomatism occurred 
in the zoned metadunites where massive talc (associated with tremolite) is 
formed (fig. 3- 20) and where talc-magnesite veins occur. 
6.5 ~1ETAPYROXENITES 
These rocks consist predominantly of Ca- amphibole with minor talc, 
chi~H·ite and Fe- Ti oxides. The Ca-amphibole is weakly pleochroic and forms 
Fig. 6-24. 
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.. · . ~: . . . ..,. ...... , ,.. : 
• [: ~ : ~ . , ..... .,:j 
·--- -.-- - ·--- ·--- . . ~- •..:. b0 
T-X(H:-!0) phase diagram at P = 2 kbars s !HJIII!illl', 
mineral reactions for ultramafic rocks (;II t(·r 
Winkler, 1979). Reactions 6 and 3 an• intHI •rHt·d 
to be representative of the rocks in this study 
and are discussed in the text. 
Fo=forstt>rih.· 
~-1=magnesi t e 
Q=quartz 
En=enstatite 
P=periclase 
S =sl~q.J Pllt i n<c-
Ta= tale 
B=brucit1· 
Ant ho=;mt hoph ylli t P 
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T-X(H .. O) phase diagrams at P = 1, 2 and 4 kbars 
showir1g mineral reactions for ultramafic rocks in 
an H ~O- rich environment. (after Winkler, 1979). 
Mineral abbreviations same as in Fig. 6-24. 
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3 mosaic of undeformed xenoblastic to subidioblastic grains (Fig. 6-26). Fe-
Ti oxides are commonly formed along cleavage planes and in places cross-
cut the boundaries of several amphibole grains (Figs. 6-26 and 6-27). This 
is evidence that the Ca- amphibole is replacing an earlier phase, probably 
dinupyroxene. l\1icroprobe analyses of amphibole from three samples are 
J'l·es~·nted in Aj)pendix A. On theCa-amphibole composition diagram of Leake 
( 19 7t'l the amphiboles consist of both tremolite and actinolite (Fig. 6- 28). 
The original protolith for these tremolite-actinolite rich rocks is 
,htticult to determine in the study area due to the total recrystallization 
t-.• b rt•ensd1ist facie s assemblages. Scotford and Williams (1983), studied 
Fig. 6-26. Photomicrograph of undeformed tremolitt.'/a~·tin,)litl' 
grains from metapyroxenite sho\vin~;•, h :•-Ti oxi,\C' 
exsolution . (X-polarized light). 
Fig. 6-27. Same as Figure 6-26 but plane polarized li~ht . 

metamorphoseJ ultramafic buJies in the Blue Ridge uf !'\,•rth ~.:ar...>liru anJ 
Viq;inia and proposed that tremolite-rich ultramafi~· ro~·ks l lll"llll'•l by 
metasomatism of serpentinites by the foll,.>wing n~a,·ti•Hl : 
(M) )antigorite + ~Ca + 2Si = tremolite + t.tvtg + 3Hp + 4!1' 
This reaction is one possible interpretation, however 111.1 n•(>i:t...:t•ment 
textures of tremolite after antigorite have been found in the rocks of this 
study. The preferred alternative is that the am~•hiboles resulthl from 
recrystallization of clinopyroxenite that was interlayered with Junites . This 
origin is preferred because, as noted above the Fe-Ti uxidt.>s art• 
interpreted to result from a previous phase. and Fe-Ti exsolutiun is 
common in clinopyroxenes. 
6.6 METAGABBRO 
Two texturally distinct gabbroic rocks have been identified in the 
field, massive metagabbro and layered metagabbro. As descril.Jed urt Cha!Jlf·r· 
3, the layered metagabbro may be a deformed equivalent to the ma!isive 
type. Mineral assemblages of both types indicate the rocks have been 
metamorphosed to at least amphibolite facies, then retro~ressed to 
greenschist facies. The amphibolite facies assembla~e is Ca-am{Jhitole and 
plagioclase (± minor quartz, biotite and Fe-Ti oxides). The arn{Jhibole is 
often sieved by blebs of quartz or quartz is found at the triple {Joint 
junctions of amphibole grains. This texture is typical of amphibole that has 
recrystallized from former clinopyroxene. Microprobe analyses ~"Jf arn{JhibrJle 
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.cwd vlagi(.;dase from two samples are presented in Appendix A. 
Compositionally the amphiboles plot in the hornblende field (Fig. 6-28). 
R 
• I 
+ 
1.0 T 
A 
• 
• -. 
M-H 
I 0.5 
I 
8.0 
T = Trernollte 
A = Actinolite 
F-H 
7.5 
M-H = magnealo-hornblend.a 
F-H =ferro-hornblende 
* 
* 
* 
.. 
6.5 
Sl 
Fit.:. 6-~8. Nomenclature for calcic amphiboles (after Leake, 
1978). Amphiboles from the ultramafic rocks 
plotted as squares and amphiboles from the 
metagabbros are plotted as asterisks . Compositions 
of the amphiboles are from microprobe analyses. 
ThE· plat_;ioclase is very anorthite-rich ranging between An82 and An 92 • The 
llir.ll An ~·ontent is not typical of gabbro metamorphosed to amphibolite 
facil' S ccmditions and may imply the protolith also had contained feldspars 
\,·ith f' lt>vatE>d An contents . 
Gr£>cnschist facies assemblages overprint the amphibolite facies 
a !'~t>rnblage to variable degrees. Hornblende is commonly rimmed or t.:>tally 
n'l'la c£'d by an amphibole that is weakly pleochroic (probably 
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tremolitejactinolite). The abundance of chlorite increases substantially with 
a decrease in the amount of hornblende. Plagioclase is commonly 
saussuritized to an assemblage of calcite, sericite and clinozoisite/epidote 
(Fig. 6-29). Some of the mafic rocks are completely retrogressed so that 
only an assemblage of chlorite, clinozoisite/epidote, quartz and Fe-Ti oxides 
remain. 
Fig. 6-29. Photomicrograph of plagioclase alteration in 
metagabbro. (X-polarized light). 
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f.J . 7 SW.i!!.YARY 
This chapter has outlined the regional metamorphism of the main 
litholo~ies within the map area (metasedimentary and mafic-ultramafic 
rocks). The psammitic metasedimentary rocks display a well-developed 
mi~matitic layerin~ typical of high grade amphibolite facies metanorphism. 
However, there is no evidence for partial melting in these rocks and their 
layering may be an injection feature. A pelitic schist layer within this unit 
contains the assemblage sillimanite + garnet + biotite which implies 
conditions above the stability of staurolite + muscovite + quartz. 
The pelitic metasedimentary unit contains mainly sheared rocks that 
have been retrogressed in the greenschist facies. However, evidence of an 
earlier high grade metamorphic event has been recognized in several 
unsheared samples. The assemblage spinel (hercynite) +quartz implies high 
temperatures that may have reached soooc or more. There is also evidence 
of the coexistence of garnet + cordierite and the rocks may have partially 
melted . Cooling has subsequently resulted in the development of kyanite, 
staurolite and chlorite. Andalusite was recognized in one sample but is not 
widespread. Therefore the cooling path may have been in the vicinity of 
(or slightly above) the AllSiO:; triple point junction. 
The mafic-ultramafic rocks examined in detail in this study are from 
the shear zones in the pelitic metasedimentary unit. Three main lithologies 
are recognized: metadunite, metagabbro and metpyroxenite. All rocks are 
highly retrogressed to greenschist facies assemblages. The metadunites 
1 (l:.' 
contain minor olivine {interpreted to b£> metamorphic) but ml1s t ly serpt'll t ilw 
minerals. It is interpreted that ~mtigorite formed fwm olivinl' in a 
retrograde environment and that lizardite formed sub.sequt>nt to this with 
a further decrease in temperature. The mctag<lbbt·o and nwt<lpyr·oxenilt' 
show evidence of preexisting amphibolite> facies assemblag£•s but an• now 
almost entirely retrogressed to greenschist fal'ie>s minPr31s. 
The significance of the metamorphic history uf tht' t·ock.s in 1 ht• 
study area lies in the interpretation that all lithologies wen• pn•viou~ly 
metamorphosed in the upper amphibolite facies and all havt• suhspqut>nlly 
been retrogressed in the greenschist facies. This indic<ltes 1 hat 1 he malic-
ultramafic rocks were emplaced prior to (or during) tlw high gralll' 
regional metamorphic event and have under~one the full range ul 
metamorphism that the> metasedimentary rocks have und(•n~mw. This 
conclusion is supported by field relationships that sug~e.st tlw malic-
ultramafic rocks have also undergone similar deforn!ation as I ltP 
metasedimentary rocks (see Chapter 3 and 5 ). 
The most likely upper limit on the age of high gradt- metamorphism 
in the rocks of this study is middle Ordovician. This would coincide with 
the Taconic Orogeny and transport of ophiolitic allochthons westwo:1rd. As 
noted by Currie & van Berkel (1989), the Silurian mafic intrusions in tlu· 
Dashwoods subzone are little deformed or metamorphosed suggl~:->tinl', 
stabilization of the Dashwoods subzone at least by Silurian tinu.•. 
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CHAPTER 7 
GEOTHERMOMETRY/GEOBAROMETRY 
7.1 INTR'JDUCTION 
In this chapter, metamorphic temperatures and pressures of the early 
hi~h tem{Jerature metamorphism in the metapsammitic and metapelitic units 
are estimated using: 1) garnet-biotite thermometry and plagioclase-garnet-
Al~SiO .,-quartz barometry and 2) oxygen isotope thermometry. First the 
mineral chemistry is presented followed by the results of thermometry and 
barometry. 
Two samples of metapsammite (T-35, T-73), one sample of pelitic 
schist within the metapsammite unit (T-13), and three samples of unsheared 
rock& from the metapelite unit (T-3, T-24, T-32) contain the assemblage 
garnet- biotite used for temperature estimates. Of these six samples, four 
(T-3, T-24, T-32, T-13) also contain the assemblage sillimanite + garnet + 
pla~ioclase + quartz used to estimate pressures. 
Temperatures of the early high temperature metamorphism were also 
estimated from three samples of metapsammite and six of unsheared 
metapelite by oxygen isotope exchange thermometry. Finally, temperatures 
of two samples of shear zone rocks in the metapelite unit are estimated by 
oxygen isotope exchange thermometry in order to estimate the temperature 
of the retrograde shearing event. Sample locations are shown in Figure 7-
1. 
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48"20' 
48"1~' 
u s<:d 
Jl.n (JVL"rvit-w ot mineral chemistry from rocks in the psammitic and 
l · ~ · liti•.: m(··tasedimentary units is presented below. All microprobe analyses 
:m• pn·SI:•ntN! in Appendix A. A discussion of garnet zoning from samples 
ll '>t·d fur gar-nt t - t.irJtit~ th~;:rmometry is presented in the next section. 
Garnet, biotite and plagioclase have been analyzed from one pelitic 
s•:hist sample within the psammitic metasedimentary unit (sample T-13). 
Plagioclase is andesine (An30 . 8 -Ann . 4 ) and two biotite analyses indicate Xf"e 
= 0.!.9 . Garnet is almandine-rich ( Fe/Fe+Mg+Ca+Mn x 100 = 75.9~~-80.0"'.) with 
pyrope ranging from 11.7\ to 15.7';,. Grossular and spessartine are typically 
Microprobe analyses of garnet and biotite from two samples of the 
rnetapsammites (T-35, T-73) show that biotites have Xf"e ranging from 0.55 
to 0.60 and garnets are almandine-rich ( 68.3~o -77.6%) with a significant 
spessartine component (up to 20.6%) in sample T-35. Grossular and pyrope 
are typically < 15~~ . 
Microprobe analyses of garnet, biotite and plagioclase from samples 
in the metapelite unit (T-3, T-24 and T-32) show the plagioclase is andesine 
(AnJ ,. ~ to An 4 'l . 2 ) and XFe of biotite ranges from 0.45 to 0.56. Garnets are 
almandine-rich (50.6~{.-69.0%) with appreciable pyrope (10.8%-18.3%) and 
spessartine (10.3~~-26.5"~) components. The grossular component is low 
(typically < 6":.). 
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Additional mi..:roprobe analyses of s~'illt.'l (T-3); staur,llitt.• (s:unvlt> T 
19); garnet, staurolite an,\ chlorite (samplt:· T-39); an,l sLiut·,,litt.• an,t 
cordierite (sample T-!.!.) are presented in Appt'thlix A. Spino•! is ll,•cc·ynitl' 
with X,.~ ranging from 0.78- 0.85. Garnf't from ::;am~'lP T- :N is ;llm;llt.litll' 
(65.1"~-65.6~~) with pyrope ranging from ::!Lq·~-:22 .. ,~u an,l 1~t·u:-.suL11 · ;ut-1 
spessartine are less than 10" •. CordieritP. has l<1h' Ft> ~:.'< llh't' tttr ,lti"n:-. (:\ •. ,. ~ 
0.26) and staurolite is Fe-rich (Xr-., = 0 . 76-0.8:2 ). 
7.3 GARNET ZONING 
Garnet from a pelitic schist layer in the metapsarnmitic t>nit {s;unplt• 
T-13) is abundant (up to 25"io) and occurs as relativt.' ly l:irt_',c subh·~Jral 
grains{< lmm) and contain inclusions of quartz, biotite and maLnetitP (Fi!',· 
7-2). Garnets from two metapsammite samples {T-3) and T-T.l) an· tiny (< 
0.5mm) euhedral to subhedral grains and are relatively rare ( < S% ). Tht>y 
are also relatively inclusion-free except for very small inclusions of q•J;trtz 
in places (Figs. 7-3 & 7-4) . 
A microprobe traverse across one garnet from samf.Jle T-13 show~ 
appreciable Mg decrease and Fe increase from core to rim and Ca-rvtn are 
essentially unzoned (Fig. 7-5). This may result from retro~rade diffusion 
zoning and cation exchange (Tracy, 1982) with biotite which is abundant 
in the sample. Microprobe traverses across one garnet from each or 
samples T-35 and T-73 are also shown in Fig. 7-5. Garnet in sample T- 35 
shows a systematic Mg decrease from the core to the rim with a 
correspoin:iing increase in the Mn content. Similar patterns noted by Tracy 
Fig. 7-2. Photomicrograph of garnets in sample T-13. Some 
garnets contain inclusions of quartz, biotite and 
opaques. (Plane polarized light). 
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Fig. 7-3. Photomicrograph of tiny garnets (center of 
photograph) from sample T-35. Most are inclusion 
free. (Plane polarized light). 
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Fig. 7-4. 
169 
Photomicrograph of tiny, inclusion free garnets from sample T-
73. (Plane polarized light). 
Fig. 7-5. Plot of wt. ~o MnO, MgO, CaO and FeO (total) tor garnt.'t 
traverses from rim to rim for one sample of peliti...· 
schist in the metapsammite unit (T-13), two S3mpl.:>s of 
the metapsammites T-35 and T-73 anJ thrt.>e sdm~·lt•s 
from the metapelite unit (samples T-3, T-2-f, T-:l2). S t>t' 
text for discussion. 
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( 1 ')~:lJ lt :Jv~ b~en CJbserved in upper amphibolite facies garnets from various 
~Audi~s and has been attributed to resorption of Mn into the outer rim of 
tht: garnet during retro~ression (Grant & Weiblen, 1971). Garnet in sample 
T- 7J is essen tiaJl y homogeneous. 
Garnet textures from three samples of the metapelite unit vary 
between samples. T-3 contains garnets that are generally l.:ss than lmm in 
diameter and contain inclusions of spinel (hercynite), magnetite, biotite, 
quartz and plagioclase (Fig. 7-6). Garnet in sample T-24 is up to 3mm in 
diameter with diffuse boundaries and contains abundant inclusions of 
sillimanite, biotite, magnetite and quartz (Fig. 7-7). In sample T-32 the 
garnet appears similar to the metapsammite samples T-35 and T-73 and are 
less than O.Smm in diameter, euhedral and inclusion free (Fig. 7-8). Garnet 
is also very scarce in this sample ( < 2%). 
Microprobe traverses across one garnet from each sample are shown 
in Fig. 7-5. Sample T-3 shows a Mg decrease and corresponding Mn 
increase from the center to rim and Ca-Fe are essentially unzoned (similar 
to the garnet in sample T-35). This may also be a result of retrograde 
resorption as noted above for sample T-35. Garnets in samples T-24 and T-
J:! are essentially homogeneous which is typical of high grade garnets 
which have attained temperatures at which homogenization of growth zoning 
occurs. 
Fig. 7-6. 
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Photomicrograph of garnet in sample T-3 showing spinel 
inclusions in addition to magnetite + quartz + biotite. (Plane 
polarized light). 
Fig. 7-7. 
175 
Photomicrograph of sample T-24 showing large garnet (approx. 
3mrn across) with inclusions of sillimanite + quartz + Fe-Ti 
oxides. (X-polarized light). 
Fig. 7-8. 
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Photomicrograph of tiny, inclusion-free garnet in sample T-32. 
(Plane-polarized light). 
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7.4 RESliL TS FROt-.1 GARNET-BIOTITE THERtv!Or-IETR\' 
Biotite and gan.ct 1n six samples (T-13, T -35, T-73, T- J, T-:2!,, T-3-2) 
are in contact with each other, hot..tever as dis..:ussed in tllt.• previous 
section, several of the garnets are chemically zoned. As a n~sult of the 
chemical zoning, temperatures were estimated usin~ one garnet ... ~on:- and 
one garnet rim with the same biotite (in contact with tht.~ garnN) to 
determine possible temperature differences that may have occurr·eJ dut·ing 
retrogression. In addition to this, several garnet cores wPre u~Pd with 
biotites in contact with the garnets and biotites away from the garnets in 
order to check for internal homogeneity of biotite and garnet chemistry. 
The use of garnet cores and rims will only work effectively as an 
estimate of temperature if there is a large reservoir of biotite in the matrix 
so that biotite composition varies very little as a result of the exchange 
reaction. This is the case in all samples used in this study. Biotite is 
abundant in all samples and their compo~ition varies little within anJ 
between samples (see microprobe analyses in Appendix AJ. 
Temperature estimations for the various minera l pairs in all six 
samples are presented in Table 7-1. The temperatures have been 
calculated for a range of pressures ( 4, 6 and 8 kbars) u s ing the 
calibration of Ferry & Spear (1978) and the calibration of Ferry & Spear 
with corrections from Hodges & Spear ( 1982); T1 and T2 respectively. A 
review of these calibrations is presented in Appendix E. K0 values within 
samples are relatively consis tent using garnet cores with d ifferent 
Table 7-1 
TempQrature estimates from garnet-biotite thermometry. 
Sample T-3 Sillimanite-biotite-garnet metapelite 
Sample T-24 Sillimanite-biotite-garnet metapelite 
Sample T-32 Sillimanite-biotite-garnet metapelite 
Sample T-13 Sillimanite-biotite-fibrolite pelitic schist from metapsammite unit 
Sample T-35 Biotite-garnet metapsammite 
Sample T-73 Biotite-garnet metapsammite 
1) Numbers on gn t/bio pairs correspond to the number of analysis in 
Appendix A. 
2) Garnet core-rim analyses are as shown. 
3) "a" in biotite analysis is biotite in contact with garnet 
4) "b" in biotite analysis is biotite away from garnet 
Tl = Calibration of Ferry & Spear (1978) 
T2 = Calibration of Ferry & Spear ( 1978) with corrections from Hodges & 
Spear ( 1982) 
Distribution Coefficient K0 -
GNrXGfr1' X14g + Fe 
X BIO . XBIO Jig ... Fe 
SampleT-.1 SampleH!4 S atT11fe T -.12 
GNT/810 p T1 T2 KD G~/810 p T1 12 KO GNT/810 p T1 T2 KO 
1c0fe/1e 4 793 815 0.297 1core/1a 4 778 799 0.2811 1core/1a 4 664 :-:w 0 .226 
6 803 824 6 787 808 6 672 692 
8 812 833 8 797 817 8 681 700 
2eotafla • 717 735 0 .255 2rim/2b 4 672 693 0.230 2eoteflb 4 648 667 0.217 
6 7'16 744 6 681 702 6 656 675 
8 73S 7~ 8 689 710 8 664 683 
1core/Jb 4 735 760 0 .267 2core.'2b 4 796 8 15 0.299 3rim/1a 4 592 611 0.187 
6 744 769 6 806 82S 6 600 619 
8 754 778 8 815 834 8 607 626 
2eote/Jb 4 739 7S7 0 .267 Jeota/la 4 644 683 0 .21S 
6 748 765 6 ~ 671 
8 7$7 771 8 661 679 
3rim/2a 4 560 582 0 .170 
6 567 590 
II 575 597 
Jcorefla 4 738 7~ 026S i 6 747 762 
8 757 770 I 
-- - S8inple -r.:;:, ! Sa"""le T -35 s~~e r-13 
GNT/BIO p T 1 T2 KO 
I 
GNTiBIO p Tl T2 K~ . GNT/BIO p T1 T2 KO 
i 
1core.'1a 4 !>57 ~75 0 .168 1core/1a 4 566 588 0.173 1core/1a 4 681 695 0235 
6 564 583 6 574 596 6 690 704 
8 5 72 590 8 581 603 8 698 712 
2ccwe'2b • ~l6 62J 0194 2core.r.?b 4 S76 597 0.178 , 2core.r.?b 4 719 733 0.25t 6 6 14 6.11 6 583 604 I 6 ' <Ill 742 8 622 6.38 8 591 612 8 737 750 
i 
3rom·1a • 5011 S24 0143 3rom.'1a 4 422 44 1 0.102 i 3rim/1a 4 716 729 0254 
6 ~ 15 !'tJ1 6 428 447 6 724 737 
8 sn 538 8 433 4S3 I 8 733 746 i 
Jcor•1a 4 616 &.15 (1200 Jcorei1a 4 638 656 0211 1 3corei1a 4 6 79 G!M 0.234 
6 624 64J 6 646 664 ' 6 688 702 
8 6J2 cso 8 654 6 72 I e 696 711 I 
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<: •JrnLinatir.ms uf biotite grains . This is interpreted to indicate internal 
homogenization of matrix biotites and garnet cores. Also K0 values are much 
lower for garnet rims than garnet cores in all samples except T-73. In this 
sample the g<Jrnet is essentia1.ly homoge;1eous and K0 values are similar for 
all mineral pairs . 
A ;;ummary of the results is given below. 
1) Temperatures vary by approximately 20°C between the two 
calibrations with T2 (Ferry & Spear with Hodges and Spear 
corrections) giving the higher temperatures. 
2) Within sampl~ variation of temperature is generally low using 
combinations of garnet cores with different biotite grains. 
3) In each case except sample T-73, estimated temperatures are lower 
using garnet rims than garnet cores. 
At 4 kbars pressure (using T2 as an example), temperatures using 
garnet cores are highest for two metapelite sc:mples (T-3, T-24) which 
range from 815°C to 735°C. The range in temperature of the other 
metapelite sample (T-32) ic; 663°C to 684°C. Temperatures of the two 
metapsammites range from 733°C to 588°C. The range for the one pelitic 
schist in the metapsammite unit is 635°C to 575°C. Although there is some 
overlap in temperatures, it appears the metapelites record the highest 
temperatures of the rocks within the map area. It is also noteworthy that 
these rocks lie closest to the granitoid suite to the east and that the 
lowest temperatures are from the pelitic schist that lies the farthest from 
the granitoid rocks (see Fig. 7-1). 
Comparing garnet rim-core temperature variations to the microprobe 
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traverses presented in the previous section, th~ samples with tht' mnst 
pronounced zoning with respect to Mg and f-In (i.e. T-3 and T-)5) havt> rht' 
widest range of temperatures between garnet rim and garnet ~·on_'. Thb is 
consistent with previou~ interpretations of retrograde origin for :hl'• zoning 
in the garnet. Sample T-73 shows no appreciable chemical zoning and 
temperatures at 4 kbars pressure for all mineral pairs within this sarnplt.> 
do not vary substantially (694°C to 733°C). 
7.5 PLAGIOCLASE-GARNET-Al2Si0s-QUARTZ BAROMETRY 
Of the six samples used for garnet-biotite thermonwtry, tout· (T-13, 
T -3, T -24, T -32) also contain the assemblage garnet-A! ~SiO~ -(.' lagioclase-
quartz. Table 7-2 shows the results of pressure estimations fo r these four 
samples at 600°C and 800°C. Pressures Pl, P2, PJ and Pl. an' cstirnatt's 
using different calibrations and activity models for grossular and anorthite 
as shown in the t~ble. Pressures were calculated using combinations of 
garnet rims and cores with several different plagioclase grains a s indicat(·d 
in Table 6-3. The ranges in -InK values (using Newton & Haselton grossular 
and anorthite activity models) are from 8.191 to 6.78) at a tempEo·rature of 
600°C. Using Hodges & Royden activity models, -InK ranges from 6.167 to 
7.850 at 600°C. 
Estimated pressure differences are negligible between garnet cores 
and rims. The highest pressures were obtained using the c alibration 0f 
Koziol & Newton (1988) with activities calculated using the method of 
Hodges & Royden (1984). It is noteworthy that pressures estimated trom 
Table 7-2 
Pressure estimates using garnet -sillimanite-plagioclase-quartz barometry. 
T- 3 metapelite 
T-24 metapelite 
T- 32 metapelite 
T -13 pelitic schist in metapsammite unit 
1) Numbers on gnt-plag correspond tu the number of analysis in Appendix 
A 
2) GarnN core-rim analyses are as show·n 
P1 = calibration of Ghent et al. (1979) 
P2 = calibration of Goldsmith (1980) with ag,.t and aAn2 from Newton & 
Haselton ( 1981) 
P3 = calibration of Koziol & Newton ( 1988) 
& Haselton (1981) 
with ag,. 1 and aAnl from Newton 
P4 = calibration of Koziol & Newton ( 1988) "'-"lth a ·~~ and aAn2 from Hodges g.~ 
& Royden (1984) 
-lnKl calculated using agd and aAn 1 from Newton & Haselton (1981) 
-lnK2 calculated using agr2 and aAn 2 from Hodges & Royden (1984) 
1 AJ 
sample# GNT/PLAG P1 P<> P3 P4 InK 1 InK; 
T-..1 'core/2 ,., !I :I l I lr. Rllll 1 ""f· 
Rfl(l 4 1 ~ .' \C) h i 1t •. '#. I Itt! 
1 core/1 "'~' ;>~ 2 '1 ~~ ~ . I \\I , _ .. , Rno \. 
'"' 
t. I .... l Ull ,,.,.,. 
3rim/1 Mil '~ ~~ 411 . \ I \~\ I U' t 
ltilO 4\CI ,. 1 I 1 ' '-''1" t. IIU 
3corn/1 (.00 I Q 
.'I ltl I I " .... I~"' 110ft 4. ... ,, \ ., 1 /~\ ,,,_"'l4J 
f--24 1core/1 fJNI ~' II ... Ill I,,,., '· /~t t RIM! ,, t. -1 7 I ,, ,, R••t 
,, ' '·' 
2rim/1 ,~., ,., I I. I\ 
' I / ti'U ,, ,,., 
ltiNI (," II I R II I 
'''"' 
'· 1.' ' 
2core/1 (,flit 
'. I! 1ft 1'1 I IM\ f,(, tJ' IUNI r. I ,, \ I~ Ill ,, II II lo UI 
t..j2 1core/1 f~NI '~ 1 .• Ill 4 H 1 ''" ,, ,,. RIM I (, I {,\ 1' I I 
,, '"'' Ioiii/ 
2core/2 , .. , 
.1 I I I I '• I I I II.' t, Ml I 
Rill! '•) , .. I I 
"· 
t, Kt,'l 
,, ''·' 
3rim/1 (JMI I\ l I '., 4 I Ill.' 
''"'' RIM! ,, ' ,, . II ,, 
''"'' '''" 
3core/1 (JNI 
'J J ., lR I \ 1 \ ' " '•'' Uf RINI 
"" 
(, I ,, ,, II liM II ,, ,,., 
f-13 1caret1 , .... , ., '., -1 II \ \ 
' • /M \ ,, ,,,, 
IIIlO 71 n 117. II '• (, 1\1 \ .,._, 
2core/2 
''"'' 
1\ l I II 4 ., I !Xt , ,,,.,,, 
Ill WI fd (, ,, 
" 
I 7 (,1,'1111 t, Ill 
3rim/1 , .... , 
'" 
1\ 4 I \ I ,., .. (, IMI. 
IIIlO 
"" 
In 11 Ill , , l \1 (, }1\ 
3core/1 , .... , 4 2 ,., 4 7 ·~ ' • r'1 t , 1/U RfWI 12 H 112 11 2 '• .,., \'H I 
' 
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~J~·v.· t'•fl ,'r llas•·ltr.n I l'JRJ) an• .1Imost idPntical to the calibration of Ghent et 
:tl . , ( l'Jl'J) I · Vt: ll thr,u;•.h ~(·wton & Hasc•lton specitically account for the non-
idPal mixin1~ in garnf't and pla~inclase (see Appendix E). However, \ewton 
;., ll:tsc·lton s pc·city th.1t thc•ir me>thod should be used only for }0\,' t-1n 
garnc·t:-. :md th.1t it cirJr·s not ac-count for the interaction affects that Mn 
111:1y llaw' nn grnssu!:tr .1ctivities. The Mn contents of the garnets in this 
st 11dy :1n· (juitc· high (see Appendix A). In addition to this, the new 
•·xj•(·r·irn•·nt:tl c:tlihration ot thE> end-member reaction by Koziol & Newton 
( 1 rJ8R) is consid<>rc·d to Le more accurate than tl e older experimental 
l·alihration ot f~oldsmith ( 19HO} used by Newton E. Haselton. Therefore P4 
prf'ssures (f'nd - mPmher calibration of Koziol & Newton with activities from 
llorll'.<'s .1nd Royd<'n) nre interpreted to be the most reasonable for the 
rocks ot this study. 
?J, Slt-1ULTANF.OUS APPLICATION OF GAR~ET-BIOTITE TEMPERATURES AND 
I' l.Al.IOCI.AS E- c;ARNET -Al _.SiO ., -QUARTZ PRESSURES 
Th<' simult.-:liH'ous application of independent thermometers and 
h~lrnmPt<'r.s assum<'s that both systems closed at the same time and that the 
rat£> ot l'IPmPnt diffusion for the two different systems was the same. 
llm .. ·t' Vt'r·. it is difficult to prove that this was indeed the case and 
tlwrcto n ' . ~my estimate of temperatures and pressures may not be "peak" 
mt'tamorphic conditions. In spite of this. simultaneous applications of 
tlwrmomC'tf>rs :md b:~rometers can le.:td to part of the P/T path a suite of 
r·n,·ks h;ls <'Xp<>rif'nl'E'll t'ven if this path does not include part of the peak 
,·o nditions . 
1H5 
Figure ; -9 shows ;1 r-T di:Jgl":lnl \vi t h :1 plot l ,, tho' in t <' I'St'l'! ion .,, 
Royden) calculated in the previnus st•ctinns. He:h·tions llll!o•,J in 1:h:rr•!o•r· 1> 
are also shov.:n. The resulting r-T vf'ctors I rom l~drnt'l ,·~~ ···· to r .. rntl'! rim 
suggest that the cooling \,•as accompanit~d by dt-t'<liiiJ't·•·~sinn . . 1 ,·nn,·lusinn 
that is further supported by tlw followin1~ : 
1) P-T vectors are in the same dir0ction indi,·:Jtinl'. intt·r·n :rl , ·nnsi~;to·r~t:y 
of data. 
2) The highest pressure> estimat£'s <K'cur \viti! tht.> hil•,l~t•s! lt·mpt•.-:rt••• ··· 
estim<Hes whic h indicates that tlwn· was a syst<•m;~tiv ,·Ins ure · o l tht • 
barometer and thermome tPr. 
3) ""he resulting vectors, for the mo.st pan point !rom till' silliru:mit•· to 
t.1e kyanite field. This is consistPnt with t!JP occnrTt·nvP ol •·o:1r:>~· 
kyanite in the retrograde rocks a.s noted in C:h:tJ'!Pr· r,. ChH• s:uul'l•· 
however does contain andalusite \vhich indic:liPs thf• r Ptr"r.•·:ldl' r•:•th 
must be very close to the AI:SiO ., triplt> point jnnc tio n. 
7.7 ISOTOPE THERMOMETRY 
Three samples of the me tapsa mmit£>, s ix s:m•rd1·s nl rw·r:q ••·lit•· :111<1 ''"''' 
samples of sheared rocks in the met:tpf'litf' unit V..'f·rt· trs•·d ,,, c;rlnrl:rt •· 
temperatures by 0 isotope fractionation la•!\vf-(•11 q11 :1r t z t.i,,tit• ·. ' l" :rr tz 
magnetite and quartz-chlorite mineral pairs. A n•vit·w ul tlu· pr<,n ·dllrt · 
used for temperature es t imations is pres<·nted iu Ap )''·rHi ix r:. 
All analyses and corresponding temperature f•s tirn:rt<•s ;1n· pn·~; , · ut• ·d 
in Table 7-3. Temperatures for all samples range· lrrm1 l,W,'·r; t r, r.~w·r; 
except for <.tne anomalous estimate of 921 °C (sarnph· T -2'oJ. This is ;m 
Fig. 7 - '). Plot of P-T estimates for three samples of th'-~ metapelites (T-3, 
T-24, T-32) and one sample of pelitic schist in the 
metapsammite unit (T-13). The points represent the 
intersection of an average of temperatures for garnet cores 
using the Ferry & Spear (1978) garnet-biotite thermometer 
with corrections from Hodges & Spear (1982) and temperatures 
using garnet rim analyses with average pressures estimated 
using the garnet-plagioclase-sillimanite-quartz barometer with 
the calibration of Koziol & Newton (1988) and ag:- and aAn 
calculated fr-om Hodges & Royden ( 1984). Arrows point fr-om 
garnet core temperature estimates to garnet rim temperature 
estimates. Reactions are the same as in Fig. 6-8. Also shown 
ar-e the range of temperatures estimated by oxygen isotope 
thermometry (see Table 7-3). 
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Tat.Jle 7-) 
Equ;Hions for the determination of temperature using: 
A) R"ttin~a & Jav(JY ( 1975) 
B) Bnttinga & Javoy ( 1975) 
C) t-1atthews et al. (1983a) 
0) Wenner & Taylor (1971) 
Sample# Unit Delta 0(18) per mil SMOW Temperature (OC) 
A D c I) 
II liunooioril~ 
-------------------------------------------------------------------
I'll met•pummil~ 11.00 6 .29 S61 
1.l mrupummitr 10.'18 S.51 S07 
76 _________ m~••~·~ammit~•---------l----~~~o~. l~~------~•~·3~2~---------------------~---•~s~s~--------------------------------
mf'Uptlilt' 
mtUptlit• 
m•••r•litt 
roC'ur~lirt 
mtl•r•li•• 
mrlar«-hlt> 
------------------------
shru '""' 
shf'Jr t('lnr 
Shf'Jr l~ • 
10.06 
9.36 
IO.U 
9 .47 
8.93 
8.5'~ 
II 13 
11.48 
IU'I 
11.74 
7.37 
6.03 
6.34 
6 .39 
! 36 
I.IS 
1.06 
921 
sso 
536 
SS6 
S73 
S:li 
S74 
S9S 
613 
628 
574 
S32 
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IJnn' n sr,n;Jh!f · rc·sul t ;md is possibly a result of sample contamination. The 
r h rr·r· ~;;nnr.Jr·s nl mr:~t.1ps.1mmi te give q u.1rtz-biotite temperatures in the 
rani',( • qJ '•8'i°C- 'j(Jl°C, where::~s qu<trtz-magnetitE> pairs from metapelites 
yir·ldc·cl ll ·mppr.1tures in thP range of 536°C- 587°C (Bottinga & Javoy, 1975 
,·aliln-;Jtion) and 'J7.'t 0 r.-u28°C (Matthews et al. , 1983 calibration). The one 
n ' :t:;on:Jblr· mr•tapc·litc> quartz-biotite temperature is 550°C. Quartz-chlorite 
pairs frnr11 stwar zonP samples yielded temperatures of 574°C and 532°C. 
7.H Df~iCIISSION OF CEOTIJERMOBAROMETRV RESULTS 
TPmp£>r:Jt ures estimated by quartz-biotite and quartz-magnetite 
isot npf> tlwrmome t ry •~re generally lower than those estimated by garnet 
corP-biotite th0r·mometry for both the psammitic and pelitic metasedimentary 
rocks. This rPsttlt is to be expected since it is well known that "peak" 
mf't:~morphic t0mreriltures are difficult to estimate by isotope thermometry 
hr>c:~usf> minP.rals g£>ner.1lly continue to equilibrate oxygen during 
subsf>qllf•nt cooling. This is especially the case for high-grade rocks that 
have been r·e t rogressed in the presence of tluids, which enhance the 
diffusivity or oxygen (Ganguly & Saxena, 1987). 
On thP other h;md, garnet rim- biotite temperatures are more closely 
comp:lr<~hh• tl) the isotopic temperatures including those estimated by 
qu;Jrt :~-chloritr> pnirs ft·om shear zone rocks. These observations indicate 
th:tt all tlw t·ocks within the map area including the shear zones have re-
Pquilibt·att'd during subsequent cooling and that the exchange of oxygen 
<Hhi cat inns cln~ed at similar temperatures and time. In Chapter 5, evidence 
h':ts pn'SNltPd th<ll indicated she:~ring overprinted the high grade fabric 
in tlw lllt'taspdinlC'ntary rocks but also the high grade fabric is sheared (as 
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seen by sheared t·elics of sillimanitt> athl 1.~anwt ). Thi~ combitwd \vit h t lw 
results presE?nted above indicatC' that shC':tt"ing h":ts synchrnnnus ,,·ith tlw 
o· .:>rall metamorphic history ot thf' l'ut-roundint~ ntL'Iast'dimf'nt:H·y t·ncks. 
The regional metamorphic history ot tlw ps:1mmitk :md !'t'litk 
metasedimentary ro(:ks appears to be one that includ0s df'cc,mpn•ssion :1s 
\,re!l as cooling as indicated by the dPct·<'aSP in lf'llll'l'r·:tt urP :111d 
corresponding drop in pressure. GarnN-biotitf' thC'rmonwt r·y :111d 1~anwt · 
Al 2 Si0~ -plagioclase-quartz baromE?try from threC' s.1n1pli'S nt' t ht' J'<•lit ic 
metasedimentary rocks has outlinC>d a P - T path !rom hi!'.h l',t"."tdt• 
metamorphic conditions (800°C, 6-8 kbttrs} to Iowpt· gradP conditions (P :uHI 
T approaching the AI ,.SiO., triple point junction). Thf' c>stim:ttf'd prPssun• 
and temperature conditions are in ,,grPPrnent with lllC't.1mot·tdlic conditions 
indicated by mineral assemblages in Chapter&. In sC'vPr:tl Px:unpiPs, g:tnwt s 
also show evidence for retro~racle diffusio'l zoning. 
Garnet - biotite thermomet t·y and gat·net -AI _. SiO.,- plrt~~iocla~;l'-- c ttt:t rt z 
barometry from one sample of the psammitic mf'l.:tsedim0nt :u-y roc k s lt :ts 
outlined a P-T path from approximately (.')O"r; :mel ,., _,, l<t.:tr!; !•1 
approximately 525°C and /~ kbars (i.f>. very n<'ar th f' Al/1iO., tt·itol l· point 
junction). Overall the peak metamorphic conrlitions in t hP psammit i· · 
metasedimentary rocks appear to be Io~.otPr th.1n in r ltP t•r·lit i'" 
metasedimentary rocks and therefore the gr,,dp of m<>t:tmorphism inr r r•:tsPs 
from west to east within the study area. llowev(·r, it is n·t ·o,~niz(· d tlt :tt thi s 
conclusion is based on a small number o f sampiPs . 
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CHAPTER 8 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This study is a contribution to an understanding of the regional 
l:(•()lo~_',Y ol southwestern Newfo11ndland. The study area lies between the 
Long H:m{ie Fault and the Cape Ray Fault in the Dashwoods subzone of the 
Dunn;q_;e zone. The major lithologic units in the study area are an 
undifferentiated ~ranitoid suite, metasedimentary rocks (psammitic and 
)'t·litic units) and mafic-ultramafic rocks. These lithologies are characteristic 
of tlw Dashwoods subzone elsewhere and have been previously studied in 
othr>r localities throughout th'? subzone. 
The ijranitoid rocks, first studied in the Port aux Basques region by 
Br-own (1975, 1977), were described as tonalitic gneisses and were 
considered to be Precambrian in age. Subsequent mapping in the southwest 
and the northeast parts of the Dashwoods subzone (by Chorlton, 1984 & 
Dunning, 198,~) have shown that the granitoid rocks intrude Ordovician 
ophiolitt' com.dexes (Long Range Mafic-Ultramafic and Annie'msquotch 
Compl£'x~s) and are now considered to be Ordovician in age. 
JI.1NasPdimentary rocks are widespread throughout the Dashwoods 
subznn<>. Along the eastern side of the subzone, the Keepings Gneiss and 
tlH' em-macks Lake Complex consist of paragneiss considered to be 
oa-dnvidan in age (Chorlton, 1984; van Berkel, 1987). In both cases, the 
niC'tas£'diments are associated with mafic amphibolites and foliated granite 
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but the origin of these metasediment~try rocks is not well r·~t:thlisltt'd. As 
discussed b y van Berkel (1987) they may t·ppreSl'tH contin<'nt:tl ritt f:tl'if's 
metasediments associated with rift facit:>s volcanic ro<·ks. Alnnr. tht• 
south\vestern side of the Dashwoods subzon<' nP.1r th<' Long lbnr,l' F:lltlt, 
Chorlton ( 1984) has described relatively small inclusions or layl't·s ot 
metasedimentary rocks \"·ithin high strain zon€'s and tlw 1~cmitnid suit'' · 
These rocks include semipelitic parat;nt:>iss and marblt:•. Chn.-Itons 
interpretation for these metasE-diments is that t hE'y fornwd nn tnp nf 
ophiolitic rocks of the Lone Range Mafic-Ultramafic Compl0x and Wt'rf' 
subsequently thrust onto the continental margi11 of E:'astern Nnt·th t\mt>t·ica. 
Mafic-ultramafic rocks are also widespread throughout t lw D:tshwootls 
subzone and two main types have been recot;nized (i.e>. ophiolit e comJ>If'Xt•s 
and Silurian gabbro-diorite intrusions). The main ophiolitf' complt•xt>s an• 
the Long Range Mafic-Ultramafic Complex aud tht:> AnniPnpsquntch Cnmph•x. 
Silurian mafic intrusions are scattE-red throut;hnut thE" northf'rn part of th1· 
subzone and include the lv1ain Gut Intrusion and the> noogie Lakf> Intrusion. 
Field mapping as part of this study has added :tddit inn:tl inforrn:tt intt 
to the regional geology outlined above. Two rPI:llivPiy f'X!f'nsivr· t,r·lts ot 
metasedimentary rocks have been outlin£>rl immt:>rli.1tely f',1s t o f tlu· 1.11111', 
Range Fault in the western part of thE> Dashwoods s uiJzoru: . Thr· 
metasedimentary rocks are correlated with l.ys 
metasedimentary rocks of northern Newfoundland on t hf' l1:1 s is ' ' ' simil:tr 
stratigraphic position along the eastern edge of the miogf'oclinr> nl r•;tstf·rn 
North America. As a result of this correlation, thE> f'Jpur dr· J.ys .'i11pr·q~rr~~~~~ 
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prob;Jbly f•xtend5 alon~ the entire length of western Newfoundland 
(includint~ the metasedimentary inclusions in the Port aux Basques region). 
Hocks of the granitoid suite have been observed along the contact 
with thfl pelitic metasPdimentary unit in the present study area. 
llornbiPndP-biotitP ~ranodiorite clearly intrudes the metasediments and 
mal ic-ult rnmafic rocks. This is in agreement with observations elsewhere 
in the Dashwoods subzone. The granodiorite has been dated at 456 ±3 Ma 
(Dunning £>1 nt. 1989) and gives an upper age limit on deposition of the 
mPtascdimP.ntary rocks (i.e. probably early to middle Ordovician). 
The metasedimentary rocks contain either a gneissic layering or 
foliation rP.ft:rred to as an S 1 fabric. This fabric is sub-parallel to original 
layerin~ (S 11 ) and is inferred to bt a result of regional isoclinal folding. A 
sPcond ~enerat ion of isoclinal folding has affected these rocks but the 
timinr, of development of this folding event is not well constrained. This 
loldinr, f'vent is apparently non-penetrative and an associated fabric is not 
wPJI-dPveloped. Generally the S 1 fabric strikes NE-SW and is steeply 
dippin~ to vertical. 
Ovprpr·inting shear zonE> fabrics are widespread in the pelitic 
mPtas£>dimPnts and are referred to as 5 2 fabrics. The shear zone fabric is 
rPcngnizPd in thP field mainly by the presence of quartz plates and 
ribhons. Further evidence of the mylonitic fabric can be seen in thin 
St>l' fion when:> boudinaged garnets and elongated aggregates of sillimanite, 
fpld~par· ;md F'e-Ti oxid£>s hnve been ooserved. It is not clear whether the 
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shearing occurrt:>d beforE', ,iuring o1· :tt!Pr· tlw ~r>,·ond g PIH'I":tti<)n " ' 
isoclinal folding. ShPar zone fabrics nn> sub-parallt>l to t lw s 
1 
l:thd,·. 
One of the goals of this study was to dN t•rmiiH' till' •H·ir, in pf t Itt• 
mafic-ultramafic rocks. However due to pol y mPt:tmor·l'hism and d f' I•H·m:tt ion 
in the study area, this is not a strai~htton .. ·ard pron•ss. Fi,~ui·P ~ - 1 
schematically shows different types of ma fic-ultrama fic l'ompll'xt•s (ol'hiolit l'~ 
and arc complexes) after several stages of mPt amorphism :111d dt'lor mat ion. 
It is evident the end-member types may be vpry similar :tl l t> r urHif' r· 1 ~oit l l', 
normal orogenic processes. Silurian gabbro/dioritP h o dies a lso occ r11· in t liP 
Dash\.;oods subzone. Lithologically the rock s of this study a n• n o t di s tilll'l 
from these bodies except that serpentinites an:> n o t ;1 common lt•at un.• of 
the Silurian bodies. The presence (o r absenc E?) ol ddnrmal in n h :ts l• l ·t-n 
used by several authors to distinguish betwE?Pn oph iolitt•s :md Silur·i :llr 
gabbro/diorite bodies in the Dashwoods s ubzone, !Jut thb is 11111 :r tts l'l11l 
characteristic for the mafic-ultramafic roc ks of thi s st ud y h t-caust• S (l(lll' 
bodies are highly deformed while others show lit tIP sit; n o f dPiornw t i 1111 . 
However, the mafic- ultramafic rocks of this study :tpp;trPntly form : 1 p :u ·t 
of a disrupted belt conformable wi t h tlw Lo ng H: llll ',f' r--1:11 k - 1 lit r:uu; tf ic· 
Complex in the southwest part of the Dashwoods sul,z ci!H•. Thi s r:u111plc ·x has 
traditionally been called an ophio lite comp iPx :md t h l' rl·lnr~> 111" 111 :11 ic· -
ultramafic rocks of this study are tE?ntative ly intPrprPtf'd to IH• p :n· t ()I : 1 
disrupted ophiol ite complex . 
Reg ardless o f the inte rpretation ot the n ri tj in r,f thc· rn ;tf iC' - r rlt r : ur~ : llic · 
rocks, it is evident they have been structura lly Pmpl;tcf>d . T IH · m:tl ic · -
ultra mafic rocks studie d in de tail as p a rt r, f this st•r dy li1· withi11 s tu·a r 
zones in the pelitic metasedimentary r ocks and e vidN lce sugi ~Ps t s ttu ·y <tn• 
pre - to syn-kinematic. The block-in-matrix r £>la ticmships df·scril ,,.fi in 
Fig. 8-1. 
' ~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Schematic diagram showing histories for several types of 
mafic-ultramafic bodies after deformation and metamorphism. 
After stage three the bodies are very similar and it is 
difficult to distinguish ophiolites from other tyres of 
intrusions (after Hatcher et al., 1984). 
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Chapters 3 and 5 can be t·eferrPd to in IPrms ot <1 mpl;mgt> 7.0JH' providt'd 
it is understood that evidPnce for sedimentat·y l'ro .. ·esses has not hPt'n 
found. Because of the high degn>e of deformation within tlw study an'a, 
any such features that m<~Y have developed ,1re now nblitet·:lted ;md tlw 
present evidence suggests that deformation was the main nwch:mism tor· 
disruption. 
The regional metamorphism of the metase<1imPnt:lry rocks inct.:;ips 
initial high grade amphibolite facies conditio'ls lollowt>d hy l',rPPnschist 
facies overprinting. The psammitic metasediments contain a wpll-dPvPlop<•d 
migmatitic layering but there is no evidence for partial melting in thPsP 
rocks and their layering may be an injPction featurP. A pPiitic schist layPr 
within this unit contains the assembl<lge sillimanite + g:trnPI + hiot ite which 
implies conditions above the stability of staurolite + muscovit P • quart z. 
One sample of the pelitic metasedimentnry rocks cont rtins t ht> 
assemblage spinel (hercynite) + quartz that implies high lt>mp••nlltlrl's 
possibly in the order of 800°C or more. There is also evidPnn• of cof•xistilll', 
garnet + cordierite in the pelitic metase-diment:try unit :md thl•.st> r<J<"ks 
probably have been partially melted. Cooling h;:~s suhsf'qllf'nt ly n•.sult<•d in 
the deve-lopment of kyanite, minor andalusite, staurnlitP and dtlori!1· . 
Therefore the cooling path may have been in the vicinity ol (or slightly 
above) the AllSiO., triple point junction. 
Garnet-biotite thermometry and carne! -AI 1 Si0., - 1 "·'''~iocl ;tsl ·- q11.1rl z 
barometry from several samples of the psammitic Rnd pPiit ic rTif•l as(•dint1·11t s 
has outlined a cooling P- T path from high gradE• m< .. tamc,rphi c nmditi•>ns 
(800°C, 6-8 kbars) to greenschist facies conditions .1ppro;tching tht_· Al,~;jr) .• 
triple point junction. The estimated prPssurP and tPmpPr:ttnrr· c·,,r,ditirms 
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:tn· in cJqs(• <t;•,n:(_·m~n· with metamorphic conditions indicated by observed 
rniru·r :tl :tssf·mhl::!~_j(->.S. r;flrn£-ts show evidence for re~rograde diffusion zoning 
rJr ;tn~ cornpiHely homol_jenizPd prpsumably as a result of high metamorphic 
((•lllp<'rilt u n·s. 
ThP matic- ultr:~matic rocks also shO\v evidence of an initial high 
gradP rnPt.'lmorphi.sm but are now highly retrogressed to greenschist facies 
:tssf.•mb lai.jes. He t <.~ dunites contain minor olivine (interpreted to be 
met.1morphic) but mostly serpentine minerals. It is interpreted that 
:mtigorit£> formed from olivine in a retrograde environment and that 
li?.arditP lormPd subsequent to this with a further decrease in temperature. 
M£·tagabbro contains an early assemblage of hornblende + plagioclase but 
most .s:~mples are now almost entirely retrogressed to an assemblage of 
tn•rnol itt>/ilctinolite + chlorite + calcite + sericite + clinozoisite/epidote + 
quart 7. + l''t>-Ti oxides. Me tap yroxenites show evidence of preexisting 
:unl'hiiJolitP facies assemblages but are now entirely retrogressed to 
grPPnschi s t f<lciPs minerals of tremolite/actinolite + chlorite. It is 
intt>rpreted the mafic-ultramafic rocks have undergone the full range of 
detorrn.1tion and metamorphism that affected the metasedimentary rocks. 
Tht> high gr·ade metamorphism and high degree of deformation outline 
tor· thP rocks ot this study are interpreted to be the result of the Taconic 
Orot~eny and Pmplac ement of ophiolitic allochthons during that time. As 
nnted above. the upper age of deposition of the metasedimentary rocks is 
J' roh;thly Parly to middle Or·dovician. The Silurian mafic bodies in the 
l1;1shwoods subzone werE> not subjected to the high grade metamorphism or 
hir.h dt>gr·ee of dPlnrmo1tion and as noted by Currie & van Berkel (1989), 
tht• O;tshwoods subzone had probably stabilized by late Ordovician to 
~ilur·i an time. 
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/\1'1'1-:NiliX 1\ 
HICROPROBE 1\N/\LYSF.S 
f·.llillror·nf :ul :tly sPs Wf·r·<·· pPr-lonned 011 ;1 .JE>ol JX/\JO/\ e>l<•ctron microprobe Al 
f'.IIPmori:rl IJnivPr~il y of NPwloundl:md. Th<> composition of rnaiE>rial used for 
Table A-1 
A <:I' X SWUI . .. ___ K_-_O_~_r _ __ __J~I.!~' ~O~I.!~'!N.:_ _ __ _:.5::.:3:.::1Nc.::8:._. __ S_P_IN_B ___ ON)' 
NalO 1.27 ... ···-·- - -····-.. - -- _0::_:.4 ..:..4 ___ ___ __ ____ _____ 2_!13 
16.65 43.50 18.50 1.47 6.1Z 20.84 
-. ---- ----- -- ------· -------------~----------
AI..! I l.l 7.116 0.01 23.73 us 12.82 59.40 
---·---- · .. - -- -- --------------- - - -- ----- ---- --- -- -
SiOl 50.7.4 311.95 41.46 47.12 0.11 
-- -- --··· ---- - -- ----- --- ---~--
KW o.os 
Call 15.112 5.16 21.97 30.90 
-- - -- ·-·- --··- .... ·- --·--- - ---- -·- - ·- ·-- -- --=:.::.:.::. 
TiOl 0.74 0 .04 0.47 O.ot 1.60 0.09 
-- ------ ---·--- -- - - ------ - - - ----- -----
0'20 .\ 0.02 49.31 8.05 
--- - --- -- ---- -- --- ~---------
MnO O.l .l _ 0:30 _ _____ 0 .28_ --·-·-- ~:~2 ___ .«!:~2 ___ __ O.Il! ___ _ _ 
FcO 6.76 16.62 10.67 
NiO 0.06 
- - - - - - - - -~ 7 - - - - - ~-~ 
c:tlculatE' thP stntc!llt:<tl formula is t'n'H'Il l l'd ill Tahll' /\ '' 
Mineral 
olivine 
chrome ~pincl 
~rpcnlinc 
carllunale 
amphihole 
plagiocla!'.C 
garner 
hiotilc 
~laurolile 
cordicrile 
spinel (hercyn ire) 
chlorite 
TABLE A-2 
Slandard 
I>NY/K-CiNT 
Sl'l NB/'i.'ll NR 
ACI'X/SWOI. 
DNY/K-<iNT 
ACI'X 
ACI'X 
IIEJ>I ;N 
ACI'X 
ACI'X 
ACPX 
ACI'X 
ACI'X 
# () lor rurmula 
·• 
7 ( li7an.litc) 
r..H (anlijtoJilt·) 
(, 
~c app<·ndix 1\ 
ll 
21. 
2l. 
IH 
4 
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I or th~: arnphihok <Jnaly'e'. th~: <:ode denote' the formula calculation ~chcme. t.kx i~ 
lor ( il - amphiholc~ nmm<tli/ed to I l tiltion' excluding Ca, Na, and K (Rohin!.on ct al., 
. '' I I' . I . . II F F +~ I'IX2) and l·c - t ~:note' norma c11ng tc1 f> l:illrun!'. u~1ng a cas c - . 
I elf rhromc ~rind analy~e~ ~put I, 'pot 2, etc. n:prc~cnt microprohc travcr!iCS starting 
itl the n·ntcr of thl· grain (spot I) to the rim (spot 1, 4, or 5) . 
lor the analyse~ of the mincrab in the pelitit· and r~ammitic mcta~cdimcr.tary rocks the 
lollowin~ rl'dl'' apply: 
1\) I, 2, anJ .l arl..' numhcrs of the mincr<JI~ used for thcrmuharomctry. 
II) t·odcs r ... garnl.'l rim: l' =garnet core; a = hiotite in contact with garnet; h = 
hiotilc awav from garnl'l . The ratio of Ca + Mn I Ca + Mn +Fe + Mg in garnets 
should he,: 11.:! and AIVt + Ti I AIVI + Ti +Fe+ Mg in biotitcs should be< 0.15 
wh,·n u~in~ the Ferry & Spear thermometer. 
() Thl· ahhrc\'i;•tions AI.M, PYR, CiRO, and SPE arc the garnet cnd-mcmhcrs 
otlm;tndinl'. pyropc, grw.sul<~r and ~pcs~artinc respectively. 
D) Th,· ahhrc\iations Ah, An , and Or arc the plagioclase end-members albite, 
anorthill' and orthoda~c rc~pcctivcly . 
All rnin•·r<tl ;malys.·s pr•'Sl'nt.:d arc an a\'cragc of at least 2 pruhc analyses of the !lame 
~rilin ;md must ;.r,· ;an ;r\cragc of three <.~n<.~lyscs. In many ca~es, several grains from the 
'""''' ~;uupk all' pres.·nll'd to tc~t fur within sample consiMency. Analyses with the same 
s;tnrpk numhcr an· usu;rlly different grains within the same sample unless they arc part 
of" (r;l\·l·rs•· <~rwss unc gr;rin in which case they arc designated a!. spot 1, spot 2, etc. 
;• I I 
Pelitic schist in mPt.1ps.'1mmitf:' unit 
Somrl• (II I Jl I · II I II II I 11 I II ,, I II Miotnl nsr liN I liS I liS 1· IIIII III I I 1'1 ,\I; 1'1 Acl ('odt ~ ,, k .. 
.'h 
Na~O 0 INl CIINI II INI ctm 1111 ll , , 
- I\ lltl M~ll .n1 .l•tA 11111 ~ ~~· 1111111 liN' UU 1 
''"-' Al~m :':'C)~ ~ -''I 2:.' l\l ~I II 1'11111 ,., t6) 'I IR 'I II 
Sin! Ull 17117 11 -1.' II 1~1 
.It> Jill \\ ·'' t.tttH \•t , , K:!O 0 INI CillO 111111 OINI Q 1.' _,,_, IIII I n 1' 
C'aO I r..l Ill I ~41 lt.l CIINI (I INI ,., .. I• / II 
·t;m 0 .00 OliO IIIII 1111~ I If, Ill II INI II IIIII 
C'r201 ono 000 CillO OINt IIIII nn\ IIINI OINI 
Moll 17S IM 1111 1111 II Ill IIIII 11m uu.• f'f'f) :\111~ ~~ ~0 
"" 
"hi 111'1(1 I'' II IIIII UH\ 
NiO onn OINl onn OliO 0111 IIIII IIIII IIUII 
SuM Ill! 70 IOIH IlliCit Jill AI 'JI !'II l)h 1! IUUU.• .,. I I ) 
Na 01'11111 OINWI II(MNI 11101 llll'l~ II Ill\ II /Ill u ,,,n 
M« 0 Ifill 0 ~"' 0 1\A 11 tAl 'JN(, ~, .... II eMil IIII I I 
AI 2 tn~ :.' ftf,_l 201\ l lllll 1 \1~ Il l.' ._,,,., I ~w. 
Si 2%.2 ]Q/1 2QII 2 •»lA ~ ~~~ ' :w·~ 
·' II .' .1 f•K'J K 0111111 II lUI IIINMI CIIWNI I lhl I r. tR IICMII Cl iNt/ 
c. 0 Bl 0 1':! Clllll 11. 1\'1 01110 CIIINI II II\ n ' -"• 'fj o om 011110 Ollie I 11 :we:• Ill'" II 1\ '1 II INII tl •••• ( ' r 0 .0110 fllliNI OO!NI 0 litO II INti 11m1 ....... 11101 
Mo IIIU IIIII\ 111111 111.'1 IIIIINI IIIMMI II c•Nt IIIII I 
l't 2 ~(,.f vr.t Hll 2Wl 21111 ~~ Ill CleM II UUU! 
Ni 0111)(1 OIUI rum IIINMI IICMI. IIIWWI ,,. .. , 
"'""' 
s ... 7'1611 7 <I'll 1101\ II II~\ I~ \II .' I\ r,Af \ ••II ... ,.,, 
AI.M 11.71Q 117M fiiiCWI 0 l\11 
r\'R lllll 111~7 0117 Ill~\ 
CiRO II fill 111112 11.111.1 Olllfo 
srE ootn nov. 111110 011111 
Ca1M1 1111'1 II OR oon fii!R 
Ca1Molft2+Mf: 
1'~/h-tM~: II ~'I 111'1 
AttiYJ~ 1J 1117 ,, 1\ 
AI(IV)IlH r'r2+ M1: 
Ah II t,XH .,,,._,. 
A• II litH II Ill 
Or II ~-~~ IJI-J/ 
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Mineral Analyses ;, Metapsammites 
Samrlc II ' I-'~ 'I- .'l~ T- '15 T-H T-:lS T-:lS 
Mmcral CiN I CiN'I CiNT <iNT RIO lliO 
Cculc 2 lr :lr Ia 2h 
Na].t) I UKI (I.( I( I 0.1111 IUIO 0 . 14 0.16 
M~O 2.'lR 2 .45 1.46 :l.04 9. 19 9.47 
t\12< n 21.72 2l.HI 21114 22.46 17 .9~ JIUKI 
S102 '17.119 :n. 'i~ :l6.79 :n.:l:l :l6.:lll :\6.06 
K20 11.()(1 O.CKl O.CIO 0.00 9.6:l 9.79 
C"aO 1'12 J.IB l.HR 1.62 0.00 0.00 
'li02 0.1111 (I.( I( I 11.02 O.fl2 1.7~ 1.78 
C"r20\ IUHI () (10 () ()() 0.00 0.(}2 0.01 
MnO 1.2~ (o.91 9.:V. 6.711 0 . 14 11.14 
FcC J .111. 2H :ll .ll4 :l1.44 :ll. 70 20. 2~ 2l.:lR 
NiO (I (1(1 fl.llll 0.1111 0 .00 0.00 0.01 
Sum IIIII.M 10 l.'i'J Ill I. 'Jft 102.Rfl 9'i.:l8 % .79 
Na O.IHKI CI.IHIO O.llll(l 0.000 0 .040 0.()44 
M~ 11.2H2 11.289 0.174 O.:l54 2 .1lRR 2. l:l8 
t\1 2.1152 2.042 1.994 2.078 :l.2:ll :l.2119 
Si 2.974 2.9HJ 2.957 2.9-'fl U4l :'1.461 
K 11.:11111 0 .111111 0.111111 0 .000 l.RH l .RR9 
<·a ll. IM II. I 'i4 0.160 O.J:l6 0.000 0.(111() 
Ti (1.111111 0 .(1()() 0.111111 0 .11110 0. 197 0.200 
C'r (I.( IIIII ll.CIII(I 0.11110 0 .(1(10 0 .(1(10 0111111 
Mn 0.4'12 0.4(>4 0.6:l7 0 .444 O.CII :l 0.018 
l:e 2.(1.'\0 2.()(j I 2.114 2 .080 2.58:'1 2.707 
N1 11.111111 0 .11(1(1 0.(1(10 0 .000 0.(1(1() 0.000 
Sum 7.9')4 7.989 8.0.'16 8.022 15.571 15.668 
i\1 M 0.61B 0.(.94 O.MI:'i 0.(tfl9 
I'YR 0.11% 0.098 fl.IIH O. IUI 
<litO IUI'i .~ 11.1152 0.052 0 .045 
SI'F 0.1 (1(1 O. l'i6 fl.2116 0.148 
Ca+Mn ll.22 0 .21 0.26 0.19 
Cat Mn t l'r2 + M!! 
l'r/Fc+ M~ O.'i'i 0.:'16 
AI(IV)+Ti 0.17 0.1:'1 
AI(IV)+Ti+Fc.-HMg 
;•J :.1 
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Samrlc II T-7.1 T-7.1 r-H T-H 
Mineral liNT ONT 1110 BHI 
Cmlc I 2 Ia 2h 
:1a20 n 110 II.IHI lUll! II. II 
MjtO 
.1. 17 l41 11.1•11 II ~t• 
A12C>:l 21.'12 21.2'1 17.% 17. 'ill 
Si02 
.l7.1R 
.17.02 
.14.11•1 1U.1 
K20 11.110 IUHI <J.74 11114 
CaO I.JI) 1.17 O.IHI O.IHI 
Ti02 ()_()() O.IKI 1.11~ 1.''~ 
Cr20.1 (I.( I() O.INI 11.111 (I 112 
MnO 1.112 2.% 11. 14 11. 17 
FcO 1~.4(• l'i.IJ1 22.Ht• 21111 
NiO 
" .110 (1_(1() 0 .112 11.111 
Sum 1112. 14 1111. 7•J CJ(o.2'i 
""· ~ 2 
Na II.IHIO O.INKI (I ll22 111111 
Mjt 0.174 0.4114 I. CJ' I I 1.1)1oll 
AI 2.0·U I.'J9H l2~'i l17'i 
Si 2 .9~(i 2.947 'i.lm ~.4}.1 
K CUNNI CHKKI 1')111 I'J2'J 
Ca 0. J(I(J n.IICJH IUKNI II.INNI 
Ti !l.IHHI ll.(HKI (I 7.12 1127.1 
Cr 11.111111 11000 O.CHKI ll.IKHI 
1\fn 0. 2112 11.1 CJH (1_(111 II.OIH 
Fe: 2.14.1 2.1111 2.9W 2'172 
Ni O.IKHI 0.000 II.IHHI II.IIIHI 
Sum lUll~ 11.019 l'i.712 l'i.72X 
Al .M 0.77(, n. 771 
PYR 0.124 0. 111 
ORO u.o.n (1.(1_12 
SPE (I .f)(, 7 (l.f)(,4 
Ca+Mn II. I II n. HI 
Ca+Mn+Fc2+Mg 
Fe/Fe+ Mg (I.(,() II.W 
AI(IVJ+Ti II. I 4 0.14 
AI(IV)+Ti+Fc2+ Mg 
..... ,... 
~I,.., II 
c... 
SalO 
~,0 
AIZOJ 
s.oz 
~0 
~0 
TiOZ 
OZOJ 
~ 
FtO 
SiO 
-
Sa 
!.Ia 
AI 
So 
K 
~ 
1i 
Cr 
~ .. 
Fe 
Si 
-
AL.'Iol 
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'" 
"" Or 
~.,. .. 
~~"'· 
AIIIVI+1i 
~+F<Z."" 
FCIF~~~ 
7-l 
G~ 
0.00 
.c.:• 
!t.~ 
.lt.OI 
OM 
1.64 
0.01 
UJ 
S.!1 
11.:2 
0.01 
IOI.!Z 
o.oor. 
..... 
1.936 
J.OU 
0.001 
0.1S6 
0.001 0-Uat 
:.... 
0.001 
o.ocn 
0.671 
Ult 
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1.17 
7- .-
G ... -:-
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0 .00 
us 
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I Mineral Analyses in Metapelites 
I 
Sa• pie II T-19 i T-39 T-39 T-39 T-39 T-39 T-« T-« T.-44 ~iaeral STA 
I 
GST GST STA CHL CHL STA CRD CRD Code 
I Sa~O 0 .00 1 0.00 0 .00 0.00 O.oJ o.os 0.00 0.~ 0.~ ~,o 1.50 - S.S7 S.71 1.74 19.44 17.71 :!.OS 9.S3 961 
,. . ,L;.,; :\ Sl.96; ::!1.11 :!1.14 5 1.:!0 :!H6 :!:!.63 51.19 31.39 31.&3 ~ •• t ~ ~ !7.86 ! 37.97 37.9S !7.3& :!US ~.3S !7.:!3 "-~ 49.::7 lt.:u O.Oi j 0.00 0 .00 O.G2 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 CaO 0 .00 1 1.9S 1.97 0.02 0.00 o.cn 0.00 O.Ql 0.01 TiO~ 0 .36 : 0.01 0.02 0.41 o.os 0.09 0.41 0.00 0.00 Cr~03 002 i 0.02 0 .02 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 ~.o 0 .:!7 3.14 3.:!0 0.:!7 0.17 0.13 0.41 0.30 0.~ FeO 1:!.49 1 :::9." :::9.6& 1:!.97 11.90 11.:!9 11.10 6.0S 6.11 SiO O.OS 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 o.os 0.03 0.01 0 .03 
i 
s •• 94.53 1 99.fil 99.67 ~4. 11 86.53 84.42 1 93.33 96~4 91.SS 
Sa 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .000 0.1>..'10 0 .011 1 0.000 o.oss 0.041 ~. O.JIS 0.656 0.674 0.372 S.9:!1i S.S&3 I U41 I." I 1.48::0 AI 8.737 ' 1.98::! 1.973 1 .6&8 5.415 5.614 . &.741 US? 3.&S7 
Si 3.973 : 3.010 3.005 3.94:! S.40& S.341 ' 3.93& S.073 S.06& 
K 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.000 0.000 ! tl.OOO 0.000 0.000 
C': 0 .000 1 O. I6S 0.16S 0.000 0.000 0.000 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 
-:-a 0.03& . 0.000 0.000 o.oso 0 .004 0.011• O.C43 0.000 0.000 
Cr 0 .000 · 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 O.OOOi 0 .000 0.000 0.000 ~. 0 .0:::9 0.:!09 0.:!13 0.0:::9 0.0~ 0.018 ' o.oss 0.0"..4 0.021 Fe 1486 1.970 1.964 US II 3.063 3.:.."0 I l.426 0.5::!:6 0.534 s · O.I)(U 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.004 0 .000 0.000 0.000 . I 
s •• :4 .SiS · ~.99: 7.994 u .c.u 19&3& 19&14 l4 .64S 11.011 11.010 
AL~ o.oSo 0.6S1 
P"'R J .:t9 O.:!ZJ 
ORO 0.0~~ 0 .0~5 
SPE 0 OiO 0.071 
XFE o.s: 0.&1 aJ' 0.37 0.~6 0.::!:6 0.26 
._, 
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Olivine Analyses in Metadunites 
'iampl~ II f) 1 I) 4 I> -v. 1)- 54 I) - 67 1>-67 D-67 
M~fl '111.1)(, ~~~~-~ ~0. :\ii so.:v. 4?-t'i 50.00 49.09 
/\12tH 000 0.00 0.00 1100 0.00 0.01 0 .00 
~ifl2 41.72 4tt.Sl 40.3S 40 . .5.5 40.16 40.27 40.2J 
C'all 0.1111 0.1111 0.110 0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .00 
'li02 01111 0.110 0.011 0.00 0.01 0.00 0 .00 
tOr".lrn II.IKI II.IKI O.INI 11.00 0.02 0.011 0 .02 
MnO o.n fi.H 11.11 0.14 0.12 0.12 0 .1.5 
hi I 7.112 7.:14 7.w. 7.4.5 8.2.5 11.34 8.J1 
NiO o.~.u lUll o.n 0.19 O.J8 O.J6 0 .31 
Sum JIMI.09 '}11.47 99.01 9R.77 911.37 99.14 911. 11 
MR 1.11119 1.1141 I .IIH 1.110 1.1127 1.113-1 1.1117 
/\I 0.000 O.tMIO 0000 0.002 O.I)(MJ 0.000 0.000 
,;i 1.1111 0 .9911 0.992 0.996 0.99.5 0.991 1.000 
r·a 0000 O.INMI O.tMKI 0.1100 0.()(1() 0.000 0 .000 
Ti ll.INNI IWIMI II.IMMI 0.1100 0.000 0.000 0.000 
( ., O.tMlll 0 .()(.10 O.()(NI O.I)(MJ 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Mn ll.IHI2 O.IMI2 O.IHil 0.002 O.tMI2 (1.002 0.002 
Fr O.l'ill 11.1.5: O. lfoJ 0.1.52 0.171 0.171 0.172 
Ni 0.006 O.IMIS O.IH14 0.003 0.007 0.(106 0.00.5 
Sum 2.9H6 l'J'JII 3.1NIS 2.999 3.002 ~.004 2.997 
'.1• . .. . 91.97 92.42 91.1111 92.3R 91.44 91.47 91 .3.5 
:--tn 
Lizardite Analyses 
Sample II D-4 D-~2 D-.H 1>-17 ll-~1· J) - ·(• 7 
MgO 17.111 1R.CI!! J9A1J 4t1.112 .ll• 77 11(~1« 
AI20J 0 . 11 11.2.1 11.12 CI. Jtl () 1] II 14 
Si02 .lfo.2R 41.7.' 41 .41 41. ~ .'i 411.1111 l?.OI 
CaO 0.011 11.011 11.1111 IUICI 11.1111 11.110 
Ti02 II.( I() II.( I() 11.1111 IUIII 111111 11.(1() 
Cr20.l 11.110 0.110 lUlU 11.0(1 lUlU II.IHI 
MnO 0.116 0.04 IUI.l 11.111 I IIIII 11.114 
FeU 4 .26 O.'>l 1.22 II.RI 4 .0(, :uo 
NiO 0.41 0 .16 O.;!li 11.24 11.21 II .lll 
Sum 78.9~ 112.21! !!2.71 R2.7l RIA·I 71) 47. 
1120 21.115 17.72 17.27 17.27 I H. 'ito .W.'iK 
Mg 2.964 2 .842 2.1172 2.1JIIl 2 .7W 7..'111 I 
AI 0.00(1 0.111~ 11.1117 ().(l()'i fl.()J I) 11.111111 
Si 1.907 2.041 2.0211 2.1122 2 .111 ·1 l'Jll 
Ca 0.00() 0.000 IUKKI II !IfNI II IN HI ll.INKI 
Ti 0.()()() 0 .()(1() 11.110(1 ()_()(I() (I 111111 11.111111 
Cr 0.000 0.()00 11.111111 IUHHI CUN NI fUNK I 
Mn 0.1)(12 I UK II O.IKIII IUHHI 11.11112 IUNI} 
Fe 0.187 n.o:n (1.(14') curn 0 . 1711 0 .1·17. 
Ni 0.016 O.OB 11.1110 (1.(1()1) IUHI7 111112 
Sum 5.082 4.947 4.%7 4.'Hl 4 .•171 ~liM 
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~agnes i 1 e in Serpent initH ;~; .. 1 
Samrte # 6VIID-J6 6V~O-Jb mo-36 6V~O- b9 m!O-IQ ?~"D I q .'V~D I q :V~ll 21 
~-- ----- - - - --------- --~--- --------· -- ------ . ----. 
-- - - . ----- - --. - .. . 
"gO lUI H.J? IU7 '• 7. I! 4S . II IS. I J '• ~ '0 ,· I~ . ~ I 
CaO 0.09 0' ll 0 '07 0. )1. O .~ Q n.n 0' 1\ !l.OQ 
""0 0. 20 0' 21 0. II 0 .. 10 0. 38 0. Jl 0. '• I 0' 10 
feO 6. '.] UR 1.06 Ul uo ~ . 60 Ul 4. IQ 
SrO 0.03 0. 07 0' 01 0.00 0. 00 0. 00 0. 00 0.0~ 
Sum S2 . 16 12 ' J IUJ \9 .1 ~2.69 \l . lQ 11.81 ~0. 71 
--- -------- -- ---------- -- ------- --------- -- ------------ . ·- --- -- -- -- ----- - ---
Mg 1.8H I .840 Ull 1.950 t.m I.All I.BH 1.878 
Ca 0.002 0.003 C.OOI 0. 00'· 0 . 01~ o.ooq 0. 00 7 0.002 
"" 
0.00& 0 . 00 ~ 0' 002 0.007 o .m 0.007 0 '009 0.006 
fe o. 146 O.H9 0' 16] 0.017 o.m 0. I SO 0' 140 0. Il l 
Sr 0.000 0.001 uoo 0.000 0.000 0. 000 0 '000 0.001 
Su11 t.m J.m 1.m l.m I.QQ6 I. 99ft t.m 1.m 
::::::::-::::: :::::::::::::=: == = :-:-::::::::::::; ::::-:: '!':":::: : ::-: : : -: :7 ::: =~ :- ·:: -: :: ~ :'" -- :-· :-
"&l"g•Fe 92.66 92 ' 49 91.8! 98' 12 92.]0 92.42 9HJ QU I 
fe/Fe'"g 7' J4 Ul 8' 16 1.88 7' 70 7.58 I. 01 Ub 
D 
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Chrome ~pinel 
Sample II 1>- 5/ f) 51 D - f>l U-57 D- 57 D-57 D-57 
center center spot 1 spot2 spot3 spot4 spot 5 
MgO 3.01 3.22 2.136 3.40 2.77 3 . 11 0.85 
/\1.,03 10.46 10.10 11.20 11.04 10.32 11.64 3.24 
flO? 0. 14 0 .20 0 . 19 0.09 0.16 0 . 113 0.65 
Cr203 49.54 50.63 48.69 48.62 48.03 48.35 45.30 
MnO 0.90 0.90 0.91 0.96 0.92 0 .89 1.13 
reo 35.41 35.31 35.82 35.48 37.34 36. 13 48.06 
Sum 99.46 100.35 99.67 99.59 99.54 100.30 99.23 
Mg 0.155 0.165 0. 146 0.174 0 .142 0 . 158 0.046 
1\1 0.429 0.409 0.456 0.448 0 .422 0 .469 0.138 
li 0.003 0 .005 0 .004 0.002 0.004 0 .004 0.017 
Cr 1.362 1.380 1.332 1.325 1.320 1.309 1.302 
Mn 0.01'6 0 .025 0.026 0.027 0 .026 0.024 0 .034 
r··e3• 0.198 0.202 0 .206 0.228 0 .254 0.220 0.545 
fe?t 0.831 0 .816 0 .831 0 .795 0 .831 0 .815 0 .916 
Sum 3.004 3 .002 3.001 2 .999 3 .000 2.999 2.999 
Cr 0.76 0.77 0.75 0.75 0.76 0 .74 0.90 
Cr./\1 
Mg 0.16 0 . 17 0. 15 0.18 0. 15 0.16 0.05 
Mg•fe( t2) 
fe(t3) 0.10 0 . 10 0. 10 0.11 0 . 13 0 . 11 0.27 
Fe(+3)•AI+Cr 
fe(t2) G.84 O.t'3 0 .85 0.82 0 .85 0 .84 0 .95 
re(t2)•Mg 
;> ;' J 
Chrome Spinel 
S:tmple II 0 - 69 0 69 0 -69 I) 69 I> r,g 
center rim center rim center 
MgO 3.57 0.94 3 .M 0. 73 3. 13 
Al203 11.46 0.74 13.71 0.?0 I? .RO 
Ti02 0.22 0.29 0 .09 0.27 0 . 11 
Cr203 43.68 38.48 41.96 33.80 4?. 10 
MnO 0.79 1.08 0 .92 0.9:1 101 
FeO 38.96 57.14 38.74 62.69 40.01 
Sum 98.69 98.67 99.01 98.62 99.01 
Mg 0.184 0.050 0 . 179 0.039 0. 1RO 
AI 0 .467 0.031 0.554 0.009 O.f> 11 
Ti 0.005 0.007 0 .00?. 0.006 0.00? 
Cr 1. 195 1.120 1.132 0.986 1.1-15 
Mn 0.022 0.033 0 .026 0.028 0.0?9 
Fe3+- 0 .332 0.841 0.313 0.999 0 .3411 
Fe2+- 0.795 0.917 0.794 0.933 0 .810 
Sum 3 .000 3.000 3.000 3.000 :>.999 
Cr 0.72 0.97 0.67 0.99 0.()9 
Cr+AI 
Mg 0 .19 0.05 0 . 113 0.04 0 . Hl 
Mg+Fe(+2) 
.... · - -~~(+_~) 0.17 0.42 0 . 16 0.50 0. 17 
Fe(+3)+AI+Cr 
~~(~2) 0 .81 0.95 0)~? 0.96 0.'!4 
fe(+2)+Mg 
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Chrome Spinel 
Smnplft II D 4 f) 4 0 --4 [) . 4 D- 67 D-67 D--67 
center rim c6nter center center rim center 
Mgo 5.49 5.41 5.37 5.51 7.19 2.58 7.25 
1\1?03 7.57 6 .A1 7.95 8 .39 18.30 4.78 19.08 
liO? 0.30 0.26 0.24 0 .25 0.21 0.29 0.15 
Cr:>03 54 .53 50.86 53.29 53.09 42.99 39.07 42.71 
MnO 0.81 1. 113 0.99 0.99 0.50 1.17 0.70 
reo 31.66 36.84 33.96 32.74 31.43 52.36 31.25 
Surn 100.37 101.113 101.80 100.97 100.63 100.26 101.14 
Mg 0.280 0.275 0 .270 0.279 0.346 0 .134 0.346 
1\1 0.306 0 .265 0 .316 0 .334 0 .696 0 .198 0.719 
li 0.007 0.006 0.006 0 .006 0 .004 0.007 0.002 
Cr 1.478 1.370 1.422 1.424 1.096 1.086 1.079 
Mn 0.0?2 0.033 0 .027 0 .027 0.013 0.034 0 .019 
re3t 0.:?03 0.353 0 .250 0 .230 0 .199 0.703 0 .200 
rfl?t 0.704 0.898 0 .709 0 .700 0.648 0.836 0.635 
Sum 3.000 3.000 3 .000 3 .000 3 .001 2.999 2 .999 
Cr 0.83 0.84 0.82 0.81 0.61 0.85 0 .60 
Cr. AI 
Mg 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.35 0.14 0.35 
Mgtre( •2) 
fe( t3) 0. 10 0.18 0 .13 0 . 12 0.10 0.35 0.10 
J'e(•3)•AI+Cr 
fe( •2) 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.65 0 .86 0.65 
re(•2)•Mg 
• ., ' ) r: 
,; I "-} 
Chrome Spinel 
Sample II 0 -32 () 3? () ?0 f) 70 
center center ce111er CCII!OI 
MgO 3.81 11.6? 2. ~-1 0.54 
Al203 1.66 29.97 13.5A 0. 15 
Ti02 0. 18 0.20 0 .?7 0. ?6 
Cr203 29. 12 32.6" 39.7-1 35.6-1 
MnO 2.45 0.34 0.90 0.74 
FeO 61.51 24.21 43.66 65.31 
Sum 98.73 99.02 100.6A 102.64 
Mg 0 _201 0 .524 0. 121 O.O?A 
AI 0 .069 1.069 0.541 0.005 
li 0 .003 0 .004 0.001) 0.006 
Cr 0 .820 0 .7112 1.064 1.000 
Mn 0 .072 0.008 0.025 0.02? 
Fe3~ 1.106 0 .141 0.383 0 .9A1 
Fe2t 0 .727 0 .472 0.854 0.959 
Sum 2.999 3.000 3.000 3.00 I 
Cr 0.92 0.42 0.66 0 .99 
Cr. AI 
Mg 0 .22 0.53 0.13 0.03 
Mg+Fe(+2) 
Fe(+3) 0 .55 0.07 0.19 0.49 
Fe(+3)+AI+Cr 
Fe(t2) 0.78 0.47 O.A1 0 .91 
Fe(+2)tMg 
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Amphiboles in Metapyroxenites 
'i11mpl~ II 1> - 191 IJ-191 1>-197 IJ-2~~ D-256 D-2~6 
MinrrHI AMP AMP AMP AMP AMI' AMP 
rmlr Fel2 IJeJr BeJr Fe·l2 J:\C'Jr lkJr 
N~t2fl II 17 0.21 11.21 0.41 0.58 0.60 
M1 o 17.69 19.1111 17.12 22.46 18.46 18.21 
At20.l 1.79 1.0 1.77 2.73 3.61 4.29 
'>i02 55.25 55.111 5~.61 S6.S1 54.80 54.08 
K.ZO 11.114 0 .04 0.07 0.01 0.04 0.04 
c.o IJ.02 12.22 12.22 12.69 llll7 12.41 
'I iOl 11.60 0.115 11.25 0.116 11. 16 0.07 
C'r20.l 0.10 0 .09 0.20 0.09 0. 111 0.24 
MnO 0. 111 11.25 0.59 0.11 O.ZJ! 0.2.\ 
h·O lUll 1.M 10 . .\1 3.0.\ 11.411 11. 11 
NiCl 0.01 11.114 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.0 -1 
Sum 97.66 97 . .\9 97 . .\11 91122 9R.48 911 . .\2 
T - ~ilr 
<;j 7.1109 7.755 7.741 7.732 7.566 7.519 
AI~ 0. 191 IJ.2.\4 11.256 0.268 IJ.434 0.481 
1-'r.l 0.1100 0.011 0.000 0.000 0 .000 0.1100 
Ml,l,.l silr 
Alt. 0.1011 11.000 0 .11.19 0 .172 O.ISJ 0.22.\ 
1,'.-.1 0.000 0.525 0 . .\57 0.000 0.553 0.350 
Ti 0.064 0.005 0 .027 0.006 0 .017 0.007 
Cr 0.011 0.010 0 .1122 0.010 0 .020 0.026 
.... Ul6 4.114 3.6111 4.575 3 .7911 U73 
l-'r2 1.04.\ 0 . .\16 01165 0 .2.'16 0.426 0.593 
Mn n.IIZZ 11.029 0 .1171 0.000 0 .03.\ 0.1127 
C"ll 111127 0.000 O.ilOO 0 .000 0 .000 0.000 
M -l ·· •itr 
...,. O.IMIO O.fiO() 0 .000 0.000 0 .000 0.000 
1-'rZ 0.000 0.000 0 .000 0.110 0 .000 0.000 
Mn 0.000 0.000 0 .000 0 .013 0 .000 0.000 
Cll 1.945 1.11111 1.8n 1.1159 1.756 1.849 
N~ 0.047 0.057 0 .0511 0.019 0 .155 0.151 
A - •ilt' 
t'• 0.000 0.000 11.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Na 0.11011 0.0110 0.0110 0.090 0.000 0.011 
"' 
0.1107 0.007 o.on 0.002 0 .007 0.007 
:':~' 
Hornblende/Plagioclase in Metagabbro/Amphibolite 
Samrte# 1>-247 Snmplc# ll-247 D-:!47 
Mineml IIIli .I) Minfral I'IA<i I'IA(; 
code 1.'\n 
Na20 0.!10 Na20 11.11') II Cl'i 
MgO 15.ti'i MgO om 11.11(1 
A120J R.n AI2CH 14 2.1 :Htl 
Si02 49.2R Si02 4<">.1111 .u •. :!7 
K20 0.21 K2U om lUll 
C.aO 1157 CaO I H. :\.I IIU2 
Ti02 0.18 Ti02 om 11111 
Cr20J 0.00 Cr20l om II.IWI 
MnO 0.24 MnO 0.1111 0.11.1 
FeO II. 'ill FeO 0. 111 o.n 
NiO 0.00 NiO O.O.l II .In 
Sum 97.57 Sum 911.711 tm.ti'J 
T-5ite Na 0111!11 IIIIR1 
Mg 01110 11.111111 
Si 6.95l AI I.Hlil I.H'il 
J\14 1.(147 Si 2. 12.1 2. 11CI 
Fe.J o.ouu K O.IUI 11.101 
Ca {)I .I( I(, 11.1111 
M 1,2,1-site Ti O.IUI II lUI 
Cr O.IUI 11.11(.111 
J\16 0.105 Mn 0 .111111 II. lUI 
re.J 0.9.'i0 l'e 11.11112 fi.IU' 
Ti 0.019 Ni cum II.IUI 
Cr O.CXXI 
Mg J.291 Sum 4.1JH2 4.'1HI 
Fe2 0.407 
Mn 0.029 
"" 
O.IW!CJ ll.IIH'i 
ca 0.000 An 0.911 fii)J'\ 
Or 0.1110 om1 
M4- sile 
Mg O.CWIO 
Fe2 0.000 
Mn O.CKXI 
C.a 1.749 
Na 0.220 
A-~ite 
ca O.CXXI 
Na O.CXIO 
K O.o38 
' 228 j: 
'j 
l 
J 
llomblende/Piagicx:lase in Metagabbro/Anphibolite 
' ·• j: 
s"'"'''r. f)- 2~11 I> - 2~11 Sample II IJ-2511 D-2Sll I l 
Minrr"l IIIIIJ> IIBIJ) Min.:ral I'I.AG PI.J\G 
cude net Hex 
NdO 1.14 1. 17 N~t20 1.92 1.9.l 
MaO JZM 12.61 MaO 0.00 0.00 
l\12rn IO'Hi IO.M J\1203 32.21 :\2.20 
Si02 46.foll 4S.foll Si02 411.02 47.112 
Klll O.H O.S4 K20 0.02 0.02 
c .. o ll.:l6 11 .22 C~tO 16.62 16.69 
.• jill 1. 10 1.01 Ti02 0.01 0.00 
( ., lfll 0 .112 0.02 Cr203 0.00 0 .00 
MnO o.u 0.21 MnO 0.00 0.00 
l :ro 14.09 14.-t6 FcO 0.16 0. 11 
Nifl 11.0 .1 0 .114 NiO 0.04 0.00 
Sum 9R.76 97.~.1 Sum 911.99 911.79 
T - •ilr Na 0. 171 0 . 172 
Ma 0.000 0.000 
Si li.f. tl 11 . ~117 I\ I 1.750 1.759 
1\H J:\~9 1.·11.1 Si 2.222 2.216 
r'"' 0 .000 0.0110 K 0.001 0 .001 
C11 0 .1123 0 .82A 
M l,l, 1-~IIC: Ti 0 .000 0 .000 
Cr 0.000 0 .000 
1\IC. 0411.Z 0.:199 Mn 0.000 0.000 
Fd 0. 7~4 ll.AAR Fe 0.005 0 .004 
Ti 0 . 1111 0. 112 Ni 0 .001 n.ooo 
l"r 011112 0.002 
Mlf 2 .1i117 2.715 Sum 4.979 4 .9!10 
Ft· .Z f) 92~ 0.1159 
1\.tn fl.Oll 0.026 
"" 
0. 173 0 . 173 
Ca n.ooo 0.1100 An 0.112(, 0 .826 
Or 0.001 0 .001 
Mt silr 
Mlf IUIIIII 0.111111 
Fr.l' O.llflll O.llflll 
Mn 0 .000 0.111111 
C"ll 1.7.1~ u :n 
N" fl.26~ 0.2(•:1 
1\ silr 
( .,. 0 .111111 0 .01111 
Na 0.11~ 0.064 
K O.ICIII 0.100 
APPENOIX B 
SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR THE ESTir--1ATION OF FE'' IN CIIIWr-.11TE 
This sample calculation uses the fit·st chromitl' ;malysis pn•st'lllt>d i11 
Appendix A (D-57-page 222). 
FM FM(nc) AssodatPd dtari~Ps 
Mg 0.159 0.155 o: n 
AI 0.4)<) 0.~29 1.29 
Ti 0.00.1 0.001 0.01 
Cr 1. 39!. 1. 3(, 1 ~ •. os 
Mn 0.027 0.026 O.O'i 
Fe(T) 1.051 1.028 2.0(, 
total 3.072 1.000 7.80 
-normalization constant (nc) = 3.000 I 'L072 = 0.fJ7£,(, 
-charges necessary to brin~ totrtl to 8 = 8.00 - 7}~0 = ll.:!ll 
-FeO = 1.028 - 0.20 = 0.828 
A) Column 1 is the mineral formula (F!-1) c:tlclllarr·rl ,,,1 tl11· t,a~.i~. ,,, '• 
oxygens. 
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Thi' ~ivc' a normalitation con~a~nt (nc) of (J .'J76h and multiplying thi~ constant 
hy rhc mincr~J formula . 
() column \ i' the numha of c.:h~rgc~ a~~oci~ted with e~ch of the cations. The total 
~hould he le~~ than the ideal numher. 
IJ) f-'or cal·h po~itivc charge, convert the amount of Fc+2 to Fc+J. 
lr 'houlc.f he nutcc.f that accuracy of this procedure is based on the ~ccuracy of 
lhl· inili;•l pruhc dat;1 and i~ only an c~timah:. The most accurate recalculations will be 
for thl: mineral, that an· du!.c~t to thl· ideal cnd-mcmhcr composition. 
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APPENDIX t' 
XRD ANALYSES OF SERPENTINE MINERALS 
Whole rock powdch of') ~amplcs of the scrpt.:ntin~·-rirh ullr<tm<~fir rorls w,·r,· 
analyzed by x-ray diffraction to determine th~· ~~· rpcntin.: .:nd·mt.•mha~. Sampk~ w,.,,. 
hand crushed to a fine powdl·r and placed in a ~t<tndard Phillips X Kl> unit with ( ·u K « 
radiation. A scan rate of I 0 29/ minute wa~ used for all analy~.:s. 
The following lists arc the d-~pacings (A 0 ) and thl· intensity of all pt.·als from 
each sample. The numbers in parentheses arc thoM' values that ;rr.: do~cst to tht.• \ahr,•s 
of known serpentine m incrals. The serp.:nt inc minend in ~am pk·s I> - -' and () I-' is 
identified as lizarditc and antigorite respecti ve ly . The correspond i n~ ;.l<•tHiards ar,· a(,., 
shown. 
The other 7 samples could not he positi vely ide .tified as to the s,·qwntin,· ,. ,HI -
member, although their arc certainly scrp:.:ntine minerals prcscn. in thc\C \ample-. "' 
indicated by the similarity of d(A 0 ) and I values. 
f) VHI> 4 
d(A) 
('1. 7.4 ) 
5.079 
(4 . 575) 
~.A75 
( 3. ()4) 
3 . 4'1 
7. . 7fl 
( 2 . r>OA) 
2. 4!'JfJ 
2.34S 
2 . 2fl6 
7. . 246 
7. . I Sfl 
?. . 0 ~5 
( l . 74) 
RVH() - 14 
rl(A) 
(7 . 7.96) 
( 4. 637) 
(3.626) 
( 2 . 536) 
2 . 429 
~.336 
2 . 025 
1 . 82 
1 . 569 
( 1 . 5 43) 
70 
11 
n 
1~ 
41 
6 
13 
20 
?. I 
0 
JO 
8 
7 
1 1 
16 
I 
>100 
7 
80 
22 
9 
6 
17 
5 
8 
8 
!1 lnndard 
rl {1\) 
11-386 
I 
7.?.5 60 
2 . 503 100 
1.'744 5 
li?.fH.-:lite 
stRndard 
d( A) 
7 . 29 
3. 61 
2.596 
2.429 
Antigorite 
21-963 
I 
100 
80 
20 
20 
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;lJJ 
6VHD ·- 32 f.VHD<JS 
d(A) d(A) 
------------------ - ·-- --------- - -(7.1R6) >100 (7.17) >lOll ( 4. 561 ) 9 (4 . 56) 'l 
3. 759 10 ( 3. BD) Tl ( 3. 594) :-100 7. . 9~ ., 
2.908 r, 7. . 7~ Hl (2.517) 20 (2 . fd) 2fl ( 2. 488) 17 (2.4fJ) 7 
2. 414 1 1 (7..45) ., 
2.143 g (2.41) A 
2.026 7 2. 14 0 
1. 814 11 2.09 5 
1.613 4 7.. 02 5 
1 . 567 8 
(1.543) lU 
1. 513 7 
6VHD- 37 6VHD-5'/ 
d( A) I d( A) 
- -- -·---- ----- ------
------------ ---- --(7.225) 83 ( 7 . 178) >lOr! 
(4.573) 17 3 . 763 18 
(3 . 639) 63 ( 3 . 59) >100 
( 2. 49) 42 3. 444 9 
2 . 144 17 2.879 5 
2.024 5 (2.525) 21 
1. 791 9 2. 413 16 
( 1. 533) 17 2 . 338 ~ 
1 . 502 17. ?. . 110 6 
2.025 [, ?, 
1. 812 12 
( l. 567) f3 
( 1. 541) R 
1 .448 6 
1. 433 4 
fWHD - Fl7 
rj( A) I 
.. ·~ .. - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - -
(.,. ] !"-H)) 
(4 . ~73) 
3 . 8Fl7 
3.762 
(3.593) 
2.763 
2 . 734 
(2 . 50A) 
?. . 453 
/. . 414 
2.338 
2 . 627 
/..244 
/.. 159 
2.025 
l . 812 
1 . 749 
1.637 
1.572 
SVHil-70 
d(A) 
>lOll 
6 
11 
11 
> 100 
10 
7 
7.4 
14 
lO 
10 
10 
11 
7 
26 
7 
11 
4 
10 
9.203 50 
(7.178) >100 
( 4. 647) 11 
3 . '16!) 12 
( 3 . 596) ) 1 0 0 
3 . 44~ 7 
3 . 249 5 
3 . 104 45 
2. 523 16 
2 . 417 13 
2 . 335 9 
2 . 025 27 
1. 867 5 
1.81/. 10 
1. 566 6 
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SVHD-69 
d( A) I 
---------------- - -
(7 . 144) > 100 
3.754 10 
(3.583) >100 
3.10 6 
2 . 952 5 
2.734 10 
2 . 522 12 
2 . 405 11 
2.335 10 
2.117 1 
2.095 8 
2 . 024 67 
1 . 809 6 
1 . 613 4 
( 1 . 564) 5 
APPENDIX D 
GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE f•1AFIC-tii.TRAJ'.1AFil. HOCKS 
One of the major ~oals of t;~oc!wrnical analySl'!i of rn:tl ic if',lll't~u:-; 
rocks is to determine their primary te>ctonic S(•tting. This is 1 ypic:tlly doni' 
using the mafic volcanic rocks that are commonly :1ssociatt>d h'il h m:tny 
mafic igneous environments. Numerous discrimin:1tion diagrams that utilizt· 
relatively immobile elements such as Ti, Zr·, Nh and Y h:tvt• h<·••n l'ropost•d 
for such rocks. 
In the absence ot fine-t;rainf'd volcanic nH.:ks , t ht> l<•ctonit· st•t tin1: 
is difficult to assess. In this study it is also reco~n iz<>d that somt• I'IPnu •n t s 
may have been mobilized during metamorphism such th:11 t!u•ir· oriJ:in:ll 
igneous features may be obliterated. In lit;ht ol this, .1 c!PI :Iil l'd gl'ocht•mic:tl 
analysis of the rocks in this study would prob:1L>ly product' t·q••ivoc:tl 
results. However, a bripf discussion is vres£>ntPd lwn• tor C'omparisons to 
similar rocks and for descriptive puq)OSPS. 
A total of 22 rack samplps wen• arwlyzt•d hy X- R:ty Assay 
Laboratories Limited, Don Mills Ontario lor major, tr:tcf• :md REI-:' ~; . Tlu · 
samples analyzed included 8 trE>molite/actinolit(•- rich ultr:w•:lfi,· nwks 
(metapyroxenites?), 11 metagabbros and 2 sPrpl•ntinitf·.s. Tilt· rm·tlu,d qf 
analysis and detection limits for each elemf'nt are prf'sf'nll·d iu T:1hll• D- I. 
Analyses are presented in Table D-2. 
I':J.Ef-1ENT 
r·-1n j'lr·s 
c: r·,R I•.~> r, Y ,Zr· ,Nh,B;t 
"" 
1\r 
N11 
~ >" ( :s 
l.:t 
( :t• 
Nd 
~;II I 
1-:tt 
.,.,, 
Yh 
1.11 
Ill 
Ta 
w 
,,. 
Tit 
IJ 
t: , . 
f-111 
f\p 
1\ 
v 
Ni 
t:u 
Z11 
c;p 
Ag 
Cd 
l'h 
FPO .. 
T/\Bl.E 
r-1ETJIOD 
XRF 
XRF 
Nl\ 
Nl\ 
N/\ 
N/\ 
Nl\ 
Nl\ 
Nl\ 
Nl\ 
Nl\ 
N/\ 
N/\ 
N/\ 
N/\ 
N/\ 
N/\ 
N/\ 
N/\ 
N/\ 
N/\ 
N/\ 
Nl\ 
N/\ 
N/\ 
N/\ 
l>CP 
ncr 
ncr 
nc:r 
f)Cf' 
ncP 
IJCI' 
DCP 
I>C:P 
ncr 
llC:J' 
WPt ChPmkal 
XRF -: X-Ray Fluor·pscPill'P SJ•Pct romP( r·y 
NPutnm /\divntion 
JJ .. I 
DE1'ECT~ON. .. L.IHI T 
0.01 
1 OJ>O 
r,.oo 
0.10 
1.00 
2.00 
1.00 
1.00 
5.00 
0 . 20 
0.50 
0.50 
1.00 
5.00 
0.1 () 
0.20 
0.50 
0 .20 
o.o;, 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
20.00 
0.50 
0.50 
2.00 
2.00 
1.00 
10.00 
2.00 
1.00 
0.50 
0.50 
10.00 
0.50 
1.00 
2.00 
0.10 
N,\ 
ltC I' = lli r t'l'l - CtiiTPIIl Plasma Emission SpPct romet ry 
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TABLE D-2 Major, lral·e and REE ).!l'Ol' h"·mi~try of lrl'lll"lill' ladinolill' riL·h 
ultramafil· rods, ml'l<~!(ahhrm and ... npL·ntinill·s. 
I) Major Elcmcnh in WI. '1. Au and lr in pph, all othn l'knll' llt~ arl· 111 ppm. 
2) {'r value~ not dl'!el'lahlc hy XRF \h'r"· ddermincd hy NA. 
3) Mn value~ not detcl'lahlc hy XRF WCH' dctl·rmind hy I>< 'P. 
4) Fc20 3 wa~ determined hy diffcrcnn· hl'lwn·n I'd> 01nll total h· . 
S) nd = not dctcctahle 
~,., "f.''·!·/11 
•. ;. :" ; •; I· I 'I I• i ~; I o n ~ I! -1 ~ 't IJ·/::' 
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rij!un: D- I .,how' major clement variation plot~ of We '1. Sio2• TiO~, AI10 3, 
Na,O, t-cl01. h:O. K~O. MnO. C'aO and P2o5 again~! Wt. ':t MgO for all rods analy/.cd . 
1\hhou~h the.· dcmc.·nt~ may h<tn: been mobili1cd to !>orne degree due 10 metamorphism, 
a po~~ihlc i~m·ou' ny~tal f r<H:I inn<~ I ion I H'nd i!> evident. The rocks arc charactcri1ed hy 
low Na20 and Kl> ;~nd high MgO. feO (total), C<~O and AI2o,. SiO~ !>hows a positive 
!'orn·li•tion <~ntl Ti02, 1\120 1, N<t 20 <~nd K10 ~how a negative correlation with increasing 
M~O. Of intcrc~l in the~l.' ploh i~ that the.~ trenwlite/ aclinolitc- rich ultramafic rocks 
typic.·<~lly plor hl-'!wn·n the m~:tag<~hhro~ and ~crpentinilc!> along the differentiation 
trc.·nJ., and arc lcll'ah:d wherl· pyroxcnitl.'!> would he expected to plot. 
FiJ.!Ufl' D-~ \how~ ~1and<1rd AFM diagrams of Irvine & Baragar (1971 ). D -2A is 
a plot of the.· rul·b in lhi!> study. and D-28 is a plot of roch from the Bay of Islands 
('umpk·x ils wdl ;1~ fidc.h from \'arinu!> other well- known ophiolite complexes. The rocks 
of this ~tudy follow a typical tholc.·iitic fractionation trend towards Fc-cnrichmcnl from 
the.· serpc.·ntinitc.·s . through tn·molitc/actinulite-rich ultramafic rocks to mctagahhros. 
Thi~ is ~imilar to the pattern ul' typical ophiolite complcxe~ as shown in Figure D -28. 
l'igurc.· D-.' c.·ompares thc l'r and Ni <"Ontents of the rucks of this study to those 
in the.· R;,~ of lsbnds Compk· x. All rocks cxn:pt the two serpentinite samples plot within 
the.· sh;Hkd hox on the.• diagram. The.• Ni content of the trcmolite /actinolite- rich 
ultrant;tfir rod;~ and the.· mc.·la!!ahhro!> i~ typical of layered intrusions. 
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·rru: ''-"JI•·ntinih: 'ampk' plot n..:ar th<.: hKalion of dunite~ from the Bay of hlands 
( ompl<.:x . 
Hdatin·ly lillk work ha~ hecn done u~ing di,crimination diagram!> for gabbro 
rom pk xc-. ol oph iolit<''· llowen:r, Serri (llJX I} used the Ti <:on tent of gabhroic 
romplexe' to di,tingui'h h<.:twl·..:n high-Ti and low-Ti ophiolites. He wnduded that these 
two Ji,tinl'l ophiolit•· typ.·-. ori~in;tte in difl'erl·nt environments. Low- Ti ophiolite' form 
in th•· •·•uly -.t;tgl'' of had;·ilfl' ha,in.. a' oppo,ed to high-Ti ophiolite~ that form 10 
··ith..r: J) inh'rm.·diall' to lak '''•~e' of hark-an· upenmg. 2) l.'n,ialic ba<:k-arc basins or 
'J ••II -.talo(l' ' a"o•·i;rtcd with maror oL:I.'ant<: ha,ins . 
Thl· 1-(ithhroi•· rorb from the 8;ty of !..lands Complex plot well within the high -Ti 
ophiolit•· I idd . lfmh' \ ··r, lkt h ( 'o\'l' and Mings Bight rods on the Baic- Vert I.' Penin!i.ula 
in north,·rn "'•"" foundlotrHI. a' Wl.'ll as ophi<•litic hodil.'s in \OUthern Quebec arc low Ti-
ophiulit<''· hgur,· D -~,how' a plot for th'-· rod'' of this \tudy. They arc of lhl.' low- Ti 
t\clll' and nmlp;rr•· to Min!!' Hij.!ht. lkth l'o\'e and ophiolitir rm:ks in suuthl.'rn Quebec. 
Most of th,· ror~ .. ol thi, stud~ wntain hdow dt•tcctahle quantities of the REE's 
<'h'<'pt for !'>l' \ •.·ral of th,· ml'l;tj.!ahhro 'ample,. Figun: D-5 .. how~ a .:hondrite normalited 
plot of the,,· 'amph:s. "' wdl ,., an·rag.es of typical upper le\'d gahbrm. and mafic 
··umul.tl<' f!<thhr,,, from ophiolitl.'s (l'ol.·man . 1'177). The rare -earth clcml'nts w,•rc 
nolln;tli;,·d t•• th.· .-hondritir \;~lue,. of Wakita l't al. (11>711). 
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Figun• n-~. HPl' plot of four metagabbros from this study. Also shown are 
:tvPt":lgl•s lor uppE>r level gabbros and mafic cumulate gabbros (after 
CoiPm:m, Jll77). The lliE>tag~bbros of this study are light Ree enriched 
comparPd to I ypical ovhiolitic gall bros. Chondrite normalization values from 
Wakita Pl. nl ( 1979). 
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APPE~DIX E 
-..l."rp~· utin~- miner01h arl." da:-.:-.ifi~· d on the ha~i:-. of th~·ir l'f)'l\lal ~tructure and 
thrn· major l~pn <Ill' fl' l'OI!Ilill'll: li~<•rdite. rhry,otile and antigorill' . Of these three only 
li1ardill' ;1ntl rhn"•lilc an· lrUl' polymorph~ and can he l'urth~·r da"ifi~·d into polytype' 
on th h;"i' ul lh~· ir ~trudural -.!<~ding 'l·hemn (Widf.:-. & Whittaker. I'J7:'i). Antigorite 
ha-. a difl~· r~· ul r•y-.tal ~lrudurl· \\hil·h acruunt' for it~ :-.light difference in ('hl·mical 
rompo"itiou lrom thill ol lilarditc-rhry,otil..: hcc hcluw). 
A lurlhn l·l.,"ifil·ation of 'crpcntin~· mineralogy '' ha:-.ed on their optical 
P"'fll' rli~-, of thl· ilflJl••r~· nt fih~·r axi ... The term apparent fiher axi~ j, u'ed hc,·ause only 
du \-.otllc ha, " truh fihrnu:-. hahit \\hl'fea' thl· othl."r ,erpentine minerals may look 
I ihruu' iu thin Wl'lion . Cl l\l' rpl·ntine j, kngth fa,l (negali\e dongation) and y Sl."rpentine 
i, ll· n~t h "'"" ( P'"il i 'l' ~· longal ion). Cl M:rpentinl." i!> mul\1 commonly li1ardite where a' y 
'l'fjll' lltill\' .._ romnwnly <~ntigurit~· hut l'an aiMl he li1arditl." or chrysotile (\Vicks & 
/ .u,,m;w . 1'17'\: \\'id,, c1 al .. 1•177: Wid.s & Whillakcr, 1977). 
s~-fJll'tllin~· t~· xtun: " arl· rompk· x and \·ariahle c\·en on the ~rail." of a ,inglc thin 
" 'dinn . \\ i,·h ,\: \\hittil~,·r ( 1'17 7 ) and Wid'' c1 al. ( 1'177) provide a summary of texturl."s 
.w.l roHl''l'"ndin!! -..·rp,·ntinl· I\ Jll' ' and th,· following di,..:u,~ion ,t,·ms from their worli. 
ti,·n,· r,,lly 'l'l"('l' lllin,· ll'\lllrl'' l'iln he da,~ificd into one of the following: I) 
l''l' Ud"m"'l'hic ~) 111tn - psl·uJonwrphil· or .~) ''-"in type. 
P~.:udomornhir 11: XI ur~·~ 
P~~·ud,•morphil· ~~·rp~·ntin~ r~·pb~:~· ~ pr~·~·xi~t i n!-! r11~:l. f11rrnin!!, min~· •· ·''' !>Udt ,,, 
oli\ in~. opx. l·px. am phihok, phlu~IIJlit~· . I ilk. or l·hlorif\• . Th~·,.~· 1\' \I ur~·~ ... ,. p.ut i<ul;u h 
UM:ful h~·rau ... ~· th~· y pr..:~~·n.: th~· ori~in •tl i!!n,·ou' h'\lur,., uf tlw ,.,,·1. . l'h,· 
pscudomorphi ... m of all minnal" t:xcqll uli\·in,· i!> r.tlkJ h;t,lih·, ;uhl th~· n•tl\~· nti,•n j, 
to us.: th.: min~·r;d "' a nwdifi .. ·r (h~·nn· op:oo. hil~tit~o.· . tak h,.,,;,,. de). T h,· '"" 1111"1 
common •~·:...turn of psl.'udomorphi,· ,~· rpl.'ntinil'<tlion al'tl.'r oli\ in,· ;u,· mnh ll'\IUI\'' .tnd 
hourglas' ll:xtur.:,. 
Figur~· E - I i' a sl·h,•matil' di;~~r;~m showin~ th~· ll:rminolu!!,y uw.l lut m~·,h 
l.:xtur.:~ . Central partin~s occupy ~it.:-. o f initi;~l frill' tur~·~ in o li vitll' !!l·,,ith. ·1 hn mav 
he empty or ar1· filled with tiny ~rain" ol lllit~nctit,· or ~nr~·ntith· ( ;tny t~p·· J "' ""' th1· 
site of slip du1· to ~hl.'aring. A ~inglt: u : ntral Jl<Hiing divill~·, th~· llll">h rim into two 1'1(11 ,11 
side' and j, l'alk·d hipartill' v~ining. Twuc~· ntr•d partinJ.t" JWHiun· lrtpallih· \,·inin!! ;uHI 
thrcl.' parting~ produ.:~ compound me"h run ... . 
Ml.'~h rims contain s.:rp~· ntin~· with ~· ithl.'r of two h;~hit' : <tppar~· nt lilt~· • , "' 
serpl.'ntine plates. S.:rpentine with appar~· nt fihcr hahit J.tl' lll' rally h;" ih :1\i, ;tliJ!n,·d at 
right angles to the n·ntral partings ;~nd '' mo"l olten c- wrpl·ntin1·. M,·,h n ·nfl'" n1.1\ 
s till pr.:scnc olic inc or h ydration may he l·ompkte 01nd 'l'fJll' llline i' 1h- Yd u p•·•l. Th,· 
center!\ may he symmctrical or a'ymmctril' a l and arc n1mnwnl y int.·rJ!.t uwn wtth 
~ubmic.:rosc.:opic hrucitc. Scrp.:ntinc types in me'h ~:cnll' f\ afl· moa· Vitri.thk than m~·-.. h 
rims and may he 11 or y wrpcntinl·. Mml l·ommonl y 11 wrpen t in1· mc,h tc Kiurn '"'' 
composed of litardit.: wherca' y Sl·rpc ntine mesh l~:xlurc" m:t ~ he cithn Jj,,,,.Jill' , 
chry~otilc or antigorite . 
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riqur P 1-: I. Schematic diagram showing the terminology for 
idNll i zPd mesh texture of serpentine after olivine. Mesh 
cent r f>f:; m<ty st i 11 p r eserve olivine or, where serpentinization 
i s com~·l Pte l he mesh centers are completely hydrated to 
Herpent ine. MP.s h r·ims are most commonly composed of li2ardite 
wit 11 it s n~'parent fiber exis at right angles to the central 
p<ut i nq. 'l'hP c P.nt r ol partings f orm along initial fractures in 
o I i vi nP qr a ins and a r e compor;ed of tiny magnetite grains or 
s Prp.-nt ine . '!'he s cale in the diagram represents the average 
dislil!lt ' f' between central partings in the study of Wi cks & 
Whittakf'r (19'17). 
Huur!,!la'' ll'XIur,·, J., not ,·.,nt.tin m,·,h rim .. . In ~··tll· r.tl . tlw\ Lttl (l,· n•n,i.t,·•··,l 
a' r~~ular m,•,h t~xtur,. , in \\ hi,·h th~ 11'-' 'h rin" h,t\·,· f!rl'\\ n in \\ ,u,( until .til th,· m,·,h 
c~nt,·r is ~111\l' . Th,.,,. ll'Xtur,·, ;~r,· r••mpo-.·d of ,·ith,·r ",,, y wr p•·ntin,· . . , , 111 th,· m,·,h 
tcxtur..:' 11 ,,· rp,·ntin~ huurg~;t,, ll'\IUr•·' .n,· nw ... t ,·,•mnlllnl~ lit.u .lit.- "h,-... ,,, y 
~crp .. :ntin,· hourgla'' kxtur,·, ma~ (,, . .-omtll'"''" ol lit;tr,lill'. ,·hn .... •t•l,· "' .tnlt~utth' . 
Non · p'cudomorphi,· ll'xtur,., 
Non- ps,·udornorphi,· ,,. \I u r•·~ form from I h.: r.:n~ ,l;tlli.tal ion of pw u.lumutph11· 
texture' hut ma~ al ... u form dir~dl~ h\· .... ·qwnt ini.tatiun of prim;tr\ min•·•·•'' · I'"" 1\ pn 
of 1\'ldur~' arc r,·~:o!!nit,·d : I) inll·rp,·m·tralinJ! and ~~ inh· rlod.in~. 
In lc rp~nl.'l rating 
throughout lititrdit,· pwudomorphi,· textur'·' · Thq arc rompo"·d ol don).' .. th' t.l.uk' 
typirally with a flam~ 'lrurtun.· that fornh liJ!hl int,·rp,· nl'lratin~ Lthri .- ... . y ..,..,,,,·nl ith' 
is the main type in thi ... lcxturc and i' u ... uall} ant igmit,· itlthouJ!h du \'\ltlik h .• , .at .... , 
been identified. 
lntcrlm·king lcxtun:' ar•· 'om,·what .. imilar lo the inlnp,· n,· ltatin~· h'\lnll·, 
except that hlade' in interlo,·king tn.ture' h:nd to he more n JUil lll th;tll dong.a h: . Tl11· 
equant hlade' form a tight intcrlod;ing lahri•· thai 'l<trh I<~ lorm in j,olah·d I'''" h,., 
that grow together a' rel'ry,tallitalion nmtinuc, . Hoth 11 and y wrp•·nt in ..- " '"' h,·,·n 
rccognitcd in thi' li.' Xtur~ itnd tan he ..-ithu ol anl igurih:. •hr)'ot ik or lit.ud ih ·. 
The mo'l common type of 'crpcntino.: 111 \ o.: in' i' rhr y,olik thai ol l Ur, nlh•·r ,,... 
eros' or ,Jip fihcr\ . Cro" lih,-r, lo.:nJ to grow \\ith :ho.:ir long a x" Jl''IJH'ndu ul.ar 111 ,..,,. 
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'"'"'11l.u i~:~ w hl· rl· a~ ,Jjp fihl·r, ~row paralh:l or 'uhparallel to vern boundaries. These 
'"'"'' <Ht: l·ommonh known a\ lhry~otilc a'he''"' vein,. Non-a,hc\tiform n·in' an· abo 
known and m;r~· n1111ain ~:ithu litardill', rhry,otil~: or :~ntigoritc. 
I J.i.~''ion 
Allhou!!h lhl· othun· re\il·w i' 'implifil·d. thl· texturc' that arc important to this 
''"'h ,.,,. l"'·wntl'lL It 'hould he notl·d hert· that a l·omplclo.: range of interml·diate 
h'\lur.·, h,·tw,·,·n thow Ji,,·u,,l·d ahovo.: aro.: al'o known Ill occur. Al!>o note !hat these 
ll' xtrrr,·, otrl· Jl'\ dopnl 111 1 ho.: ahso.:nl'l' of !>hearing. Where ~hearing is an im purtanl 
l.rl'lor. itdtlilionitl lt.:xlurl'' 'urh a' rihhon (or 'chi,tosc) 'crpenlinih:, (Mailman. 197~) 
Th,· m"'t romnwn inkrprl'l<tlion of 'erpentine tcxturl'!\ 1s a general scheme 
w h,· r.· h~ 1 h,· ~ <~~ l' d'"'i fi.:J "' rl·tro~-tradc (pscudomorphic) and prograde (non· 
pwudonhHphil') . Thl'M.' \itri;ttiorb in \l'rpl·ntinc textures (and mineralogy) an: typically 
,· ,pl<tin,·,t "' thrn· 'uhpron'!>'''' of !>Crpcntinilation (O'Hanl.:y, I'NI): I) hydration 
(r.·tro!!r.tdd: ~~ rn· r~'t;rllitalion (mild prograde); and .~) de!>erpcntinitation (prograde). 
I h ,Jr .rt ion produl·,., 1 hl· wdl - known litarditc mesh tcxtures. Litarditc hourglass 
.rnd lit;rrdill' (t ,· hr~,utik . s antigoritl') int.:rlm·king textures arc believed to bc 
tr;trhiti,•n.rl hl'l\h'l'll l"•·udomorphir and non · pscudomorphic textures. pos!>ibly 
,Jnd,,p,·J in a miiJ pro~r .. J,• •'h'nt (Wil·h .'1.: Whittaker . 1977; Wicks & Plant, IIJ7Q). 
prudun·, anti!!orill' intcrpcnetraling textures from preexisting 
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litardit~ and \\ ith <~ddition;d pro~raJ~ m~·t .IOhlrphi,.,m. s~· rp,· ntin~· min.-r;tl, •• r,· r.·p l.tr•.·•l 
hy anhydrou"' ,jJil'<~k' "'Ul'h a"' oli\in~· ;mJ pyrox,· n~·-
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TIIJI{\10MI ·TRYtBAROMETRY CAL<.. ULATIO:'I:S 
c tAR NIT - BIOI II I. IIII.K!'v10!VILTKY 
Ut•mt·nt par titioning hdwcen min~· r •JI ph<t~e~ i' tcmperature dependent and 
llll'la morphit· ny , t.ollitaliun t..:rnpnature ... of ~arnd-hiotite 1..' 4Uilihria , ·an he esti mated 
l'h logopik .-\ltn;rndinl· Annit~· + Pyrope 
Thl· gl·nn;d l'IJIIalion ttwd il!» .. ha~is ror tcmpcrature rakulation!'> ·~ = 
"hl'fl' K 11 t!'> till· Ji,trihution n•dficicnt and Kt is the activity cocffici...-nt. 
Orll' ,,f thl· mmt romnwnly applil'd, experimental calihrations for this reac t ion 
'' th.tt ur Fnry .rnJ Spl·ar ( I'J7S) who """Uml'U that Fe a nd Mg mix ideally in ga rnet-
hi11t ill' !»ulid !»olution~ . Thl· f11llow ing ~·4uation wa!> propl'!>l..' d from their expcrim ... · ntal 
dat.r : 
1~-l'i.l - -l.C•h~ Tl°K) + 0.11)7 P(hars) + .\RTinK 0 = 0 
'( ,;,\T + 
.. '1~ 
2 b l 
• Til : (:\1,.1 • Ti 
that non-id'-·"1 mixin~ hl'lWl'l'n n11npun'-·nh in !!;trlh'h rould lw .tn imp•H I.tttl I.H·t .,• 111 
garnet and id~o:;tl F\.·· M!! mix in!! for hiotik. Thl'\ c tu tion th.tt ;q•pli.-.tti .. n ol lh l' it 
T• (2089 ... 9. 5 6 P ... lH l X ' .'' l 
(1 n K • 0.78/. • 0.7 SC:. X ' ."l 
(Ca+Mg +Fl· •M n) in !!arnct. T ° K and I' h;u,. 
GARNE T - AI2SiO,- OTZ- PLAC iiO< 'LASE HA~OM ET~ Y 
The net tran~fc r reacti on: 
has been u sed cxtcn~i vcly tn the pa.,t "' a gcob a rom cll.: r . Cihcnt ( l'J7t,) '' '' unH.: tl it..kal 
U • - 2 r, c' l · -1 I 7 . 1 7 1 1 
. T('' K-1- 0.2f!42(P-l) 1 loga6~t _ )]ogad:las; T('' K) 
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,,,lu,· ol fl .·llo lh\· \' tJUalion ao, an l' mpiri~·al rorrcdion for the artivitic., of !,!ro..,..,uhu 
~'. "'"" IIi. lla,l'flon ( I'IXI) mod ifil·J I he harom.:tcr by l'hangin~ thl• mixin~ 
p;u.tm<·ll·r, lor 1!'11 nl'l and plotgiol'fa.,,· 'oliJ .,ulurion . Thl·ir \·cr\lon of rhc haromdcr for 
u - 1 uo~.r; a gnt + 1.9872T(°K) ln( gr ) 
a plag an 
lt.•dg,., ,\: Ru~Jl· n II'JX4) u.,c cs~ . .:ntially the same activity cxprc.,.,ion for the 
a,11 • .'(, exp (3300 - 1 . ST) (X;v + Xa 1r)(I'Y + XI'yl(sr,) 
RT 
ISOTOPE THER\I0\1ETR \ 
Th,• "'mpk, ,,n,· h.111.! .-ru~h,·J .111.! m.tfi• muh· r.ll~ "'' " ' ,,·p.u.u,·,t u'"'~~ .t 
magn..-lit: '<'flJI'illor. \Lt~n,·lik wa.' h;~nJ pid.,·.t I rom lh,· m.tlil' l'"'' '"n. I It,· (.-(,j,· 
portion" "•·r,· th,·n k ... ·h,·J wilh 11<"1 . '" i.t,·nlih qu.n11 fr,•m ld.J,p.u .tn.! qu .trlt "·'' 
,._.h~.:4u"·nl11 h.tnd pirk.·J. OXI!!,L' Il i'"'"P'' ;tn.tl~,,., ''-' ''' p,·tl.,,m,·,J h1 Pt. lrnl 
Long,l<tfh- of th,· l : nj,,·r~it~ of \\',·,ll·rn Ont.triu . ,\ rn i,·" .,f lit,· h'<'hn"l'"' uwd lu 
ohl<tin th,· i,nlop,· 1alu,., i" Jlfl' '''nkd h~ A!!~·HW<tl ,\ l.un~,l.tlk c I'IS 71 
THERMOMETRY EOl lr\TJo-.;.., 
Oxyg,·n i"olop..: fr<~l'liun<~tion h,·tlh'l'll n• -•·xi,lin!! ml'lamotphir ntllh' t.tl' •·;tn h,· 
u"..:d to c"tim<tll..' mdamorphi,· ll'mp .. ·ratur~:~ prol'i,kll lh•· min,·r;tl" ar.· in ••pt ilihrium . 
How.:vcr . it i" w..:ll known thai "p,·;tk" ml'lanwrphi,· kmp,·ralutn ..... dilli,uh '" 
estimate hy j,otop,· lh,· rmoml'lr~ hc,·;lllw min..:r;tl' ~··n,·rall~ "'"'inti\· '" ··qttrltf>t.th· 
oxyg.:n during "uh"·qu,·nt coolin~. 
The rdation,hip hdWl'•·n kmpaalur,· and fr<tl'liun;tlioB ul 11 1 ~0 lol'IWlTII 
mineral pairs i~ ,·xrr•·,,ct.J hy the •·4U<~Iion : 
where X = 6 180 of mineral 1 
Y = 6 180ofmincral 2 
A and B arc com.tant~ 
Tis the ahsolutc tcmpcratun: 1n ° K (Faure, I'J~ft) . 
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Th..- ,- ,.u~J..onh A ... nJ I! h;J\<.: h..-..-n J<.:t,· rmin<.:d <.:\p.:rim<.:ntally for many min,·rab 
~~oilh w;sl ,·r ol l.u .. ~~on i"olopit· t·ompo,ition, . Hy ~:omhin ing tlloiJ min<.:ral · water <.:ljll:dion' 
In• quarll'- wakr ilnd hiolit<.:· watl·r). it j, th<.:n po"ihk to ._.,timal<.: thl· <.:ljUilihrium 
lt·mp,· r;,tur,· lor th,· t~~oo min,·ra(, lljUiHI/·hiotit<.:). 
l'h,· ll'ntp.-rilt ur,·\ ol qu..rt/ · biotite pan' , ·an he <.:\tirni1t<.:d u'i"!! the follow in!( 
r,·l;•t•••n,hip: 
~quart z biotjte • 0.59 ~ (quartz-magnetite) 
(I i lll n ·. I'IXh) 
~ quartz - magnetite - 5. 57 X 10.; r-2 
(',·mp,·r;sturo lor qu;srtt·dllorih' pair, l·an h..: e'timated u'ing th<.: following equation: 
~quartz Chlorite • 2.01 X 106 T -2 + 1.99 


